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ABSTRACT 
In light of the ever-increasing capability of computer technology and advancement in 
speech and natural language processing techniques, automated speech scoring of constructed 
responses is gaining popularity in many high-stakes assessment and low-stakes educational 
settings. Automated scoring is a highly interdisciplinary and complex subject, and there is much 
unknown about the strengths and weaknesses of automated speech scoring systems (Evanini & 
Zechner, 2020). Research in automated speech scoring has been centralized around a few 
proprietary systems owned by large testing companies. Consequently, existing systems only 
serve large-scale standardized assessment purposes. Application of automated scoring 
technologies in local assessment contexts is much desired but rarely realized because the 
system’s inner workings have remained unfamiliar to many language assessment professionals. 
Moreover, assumptions about the reliability of human scores, on which automated scoring 
systems are trained, are untenable in many local assessment situations, where a myriad of factors 
would work together to co-determine the human scores. These factors may include the rating 
design, the test takers’ abilities, and the raters’ specific rating behaviors (e.g., severity/leniency, 
internal consistency, and application of the rating scale). 
In an attempt to apply automated scoring procedures to a local context, the primary 
purpose of this study is to develop and evaluate an appropriate automated speech scoring model 
for a local certification test of international teaching assistants (ITAs). To meet this goal, this 
study first implemented feature extraction and selection based on existing automated speech 
scoring technologies and the scoring rubric of the local speaking test. Then, the reliability of the 
human ratings was investigated based on both Classical Test Theory (CTT) and Item Response 
Theory (IRT) frameworks, focusing on detecting potential rater effects that could negatively 
xvi 
impact the quality of the human scores. Finally, by experimenting and comparing a series of 
statistical modeling options, this study investigated the extent to which the association between 
the automatically extracted features and the human scores could be statistically modeled to offer 
a mechanism that reflects the multifaceted nature of the performance assessment in a unified 
statistical framework.  
The extensive search for the speech or linguistic features, covering the sub-domains of 
fluency, pronunciation, rhythm, vocabulary, grammar, content, and discourse cohesion, revealed 
that a small set of useful variables could be identified. A large number of features could be 
effectively summarized as single latent factors that showed reasonably high associations with the 
human scores. Reliability analysis of human scoring indicated that both inter-rater reliability and 
intra-rater reliability were acceptable, and through a fine-grained IRT analysis, several raters 
who were prone to the central tendency or randomness effects were identified. Model fit indices, 
model performance in prediction, and model diagnostics results in the statistical modeling 
indicated that the most appropriate approach to model the relationship between the features and 
the final human scores was a cumulative link model (CLM). In contrast, the most appropriate 
approach to model the relationship between the features and the ratings from the multiple raters 
was a cumulative link mixed model (CLMM). These models suggested that higher ability levels 
were significantly related to the lapse of time, faster speech with fewer disfluencies, more varied 
and sophisticated vocabulary, more complex syntactic structures, and fewer rater effects. Based 
on the model’s prediction on unseen data, the rating-level CLMM achieved an accuracy of 0.64, 
a Pearson correlation of 0.58, and a quadratically-weighted kappa of 0.57, as compared to the 
human ratings on the 3-point scale. Results from this study could be used to inform the 
development, design, and implementation for a prototypical automated scoring system for 
xvii 
prospective ITAs, as well as providing empirical evidence for future scale development, rater 
training, and support for assessment-related instruction for the testing program and diagnostic 





CHAPTER 1.    INTRODUCTION  
This chapter introduces the background and context of this study. Then, the key problems 
which this study proposes to solve are stated, followed by the descriptions of the purpose, 
significance, and implications of this study.  
Background 
As speaking is a crucial language skill for international mobility, entrance to higher 
education, and employment in the globalized world today (Fulcher, 2015; Isaacs, 2016), second 
language (L2) speaking assessment has been extensively research in the field of language 
assessment (Fan & Yan, 2020). Speaking skills are typically assessed through constructed 
response (CR) test tasks, where test takers produce responses or performances instead of 
selecting from pre-defined options. Due in part to the rise of the communicative movement in 
language teaching and assessment (Fulcher, 2000), CR tasks are gaining popularity in many 
proficiency, licensing and certification exams such as TOEFL iBT, GRE, IELTS, US Medical 
Licensing Examination, Architect Registration Examination, and Uniform CPA Examination 
(Williamson, Xi, & Breyer, 2012). These tasks usually represent real-life situations and are 
believed to measure a multifaceted construct that cannot be fully covered in their multiple-choice 
counterparts. Moreover, CR tasks could be used to collect and provide rich diagnostic 
information about the test takers’ use of strategies in arriving at their solution (Birenbaum & 
Tatsuoka, 1987, as cited in Bejar, Williamson, & Mislevy, 2006).  
One way to evaluate test takers’ performances1 in CR tasks is by using trained/expert 
human raters. In these rater-mediated assessments (Engelhard, 2002; McNamara, 2000), also 
 
1 Speaking skill, ability, or performance are used interchangeably in this study, even though a distinction could be 





known as performance assessments (Johnson, Penny, & Gordon, 2009; Lane & Stone, 2006), 
raters engage in the cognitive processes of perceiving, interpreting, and evaluating the test 
performances that test takers provide (Eckes, 2015). This process of assessing speaking, where 
test takers respond to the test tasks designed to elicit construct-relevant behaviors, and raters 
provide evaluations based on their understanding of that construct or the scoring designed to 
measure the construct, is a complicated method of assessment (Bejar, Williamson, & Mislevy, 
2006; Freedman & Calfee, 1983; Lumley, 2005; McNamara, 1996; Wolfe, 1997). Therefore, a 
major limitation of using human raters to evaluate CR performance is rater variability, or the 
variability of scores assigned to test takers that is attributable to varying characteristics of the 
raters instead of the performances of the test takers (Eckes, 2015). Moreover, due to the 
multiplicity of various measurement facets involved in CR tasks, defining a test construct is 
often less straightforward, especially when it comes to assessing performance from content areas 
(e.g., Traub & Fisher, 1977 for mathematical reasoning; Lukhele, Thissen, & Wainer, 1994, for 
chemistry and history, in Williamson et al., 2012). CR tasks are costly and time-consuming to 
administer and score due to “the additional efforts and expenses required to recruit, train, and 
monitor human graders” (Williamson et al., 2012, p. 2).  
Recent advancement in artificial intelligence and computer technology has enabled the 
application of automated scoring or machine scoring algorithms to CR items (Williamson, 
Bennett, Lazer, Bernstein, Foltz, Landauer, Rubin, Way, & Sweeney 2010). Automated scoring 
of speech can be regarded as “an artificial intelligence task”, in which a computer program 
assigns a score to digitized learner speech that is produced in a speaking assessment (Chen, 
Zechner, Yoon, Evanini, Wang, Loukina, Tao, Davis, Lee, Ma, Mundkowsky, Lu, Leong, & 





of a test taker’s speaking performance are mapped to the scores assigned by the expert raters on 
the same performance. Such mapping establishes an explicit relationship between the features, 
which can be used to quantify various aspects of speaking performance, and human scores. Then, 
the established relationship, which is captured by the parameters in a scoring model, can be used 
to predict scores for new test takers’ responses. Automated scoring is believed to be able to 
remedy some major limitations of human scoring (e.g., Zhang, 2013). For example, once a 
scoring model is established, automated scoring, compared to human scoring, provides consistent 
scores with explicit and traceable scoring rules. Moreover, automated scoring can attend 
simultaneously to a large number of features in speaking performance, offering the potential to 
provide rich information in terms of feedback on specific aspects of the oral performance. For 
these reasons, increasing research effort has gone into developing automated scoring of CR 
items.   
By investigating quantitative variables or features that contribute to oral proficiency and 
how these variables can be related to human scores, automated scoring also offers a means to 
decompose the construct of speaking, which has been a challenge to language testers due at least 
in part to the dynamic and context-embedded nature of speaking (Fan & Yan, 2020). The 
following sections describe a particular assessment context in which a specific CR assessment 
instrument is introduced.   
In the United States, financial pressure on universities has promoted “sustained reliance” 
on graduate teaching assistants (GTAs) for instructional responsibilities (e.g., Barrington, 2001; 
Muzaka, 2009; Birch & Morgan, 2005, as cited in Justice, Ziefler, & Garfield, 2017, p. 295). A 
great majority of GTAs come from overseas and speak English as a second or foreign language. 





(Borjas, 2005; Constantinides, 1987; Elder & Read, 2015; Rounds, 1987, in Choi, 2017), 
international teaching assistants (ITAs) have sometimes met with negative reactions from 
undergraduate students and their parents, faculty members, and ITAs themselves (e.g., Bailey, 
1984; Fox & Geneva, 1994; Mestenhauser, 1981; Nelson, 1991; Rubin & Smith, 1990, in Choi, 
2017). The main concerns relate to the inadequacy of ITAs’ academic oral English proficiency 
(Bresnahan & Kim, 1993; Hendel et al., 1993; Hinofotis & Bailey, 1981, in Choi, 2017). To 
respond to these concerns, ITA assessment and certification prior to performing teaching duties 
are required by many states’ legislative mandates (Brown, Fishman, & Jones, 1990; Dick & 
Robinson, 1994, in Cotos & Chung, 2018).  
Preparing graduate students to teach is a matter of grave concern to disciplines such as 
statistics and mathematics (Justice, Ziefler, & Garfield, 2017; Moore, 2005). Because statistical 
methods are widely applied to both natural and social sciences, students in the statistics classes 
often come from various disciplines. Moreover, as many students, who become future users of 
statistics, form their attitude towards the subject in these statistics courses, the statistics TAs are 
asked to “staff a critical function” (Moore, 2005, p. 1). In the Department of Statistics of Iowa 
State University (ISU), 80% of the elementary statistics courses are taught by GTAs (Froelich, 
Duckworth, & Stephenson, 2005). Before being assigned TA duties, the prospective ITAs need 
to take the Oral English Certification Test (OECT), housed in the Graduate College at ISU. The 
OECT aims to assess ITA candidates’ oral English proficiency in academic and classroom 
settings (Yang, 2016, p. 42). The OECT consists of an oral proficiency interview (OPI) and a 
teaching simulation (TEACH) section. In the OPI section, the test takers are expected to respond 
to three impromptu speaking questions of different topics and engage in a role-play task about 





teaching in their own fields of study, and identify “specific communication problems the new 
ITAs may have so that appropriate remedial instruction can be offered if needed” (Douglas, 
2000, p. 161). Based on the OECT results, ITAs are assigned different TA duties, ranging from 
lecturing to grading, in their department. Also, depending on the OECT results, ITAs are placed 
into different levels of ESL speaking courses.    
For the TEACH section, the test takers arrive at a proctoring room where they select a 
topic to teach and are provided with the textbook materials of that topic, pencils, and scratch 
papers for test preparation, which lasts for an hour before the test (Cotos, 2014). During the 
TEACH section, the test takers write lecture notes or draw graphs on the board for 2 minutes, 
present a topic for 5 minutes, and answer questions from the raters for 3 minutes. The ITA 
candidates are allowed to re-take the OECT after completing the assigned English classes. 
Otherwise, they are required to wait for an academic year before re-taking the OECT. When re-
taking the OECT TEACH, the test takers are only allowed to choose a topic that they have never 
seen in any of their previous OECT tests (“OECT Policies”, 2019).  
The test takers’ TEACH performances are typically evaluated by three trained raters on 
the scene simultaneously (though occasionally two raters)2. Based on a scoring rubric containing 
level descriptors on Functional Competency, Pace and Delivery, Vocabulary and Grammar, and 
Pronunciation (see Appendix A), the raters assign holistic scores (as an indication of overall 
language effectiveness and comprehensibility) to place candidates into four proficiency levels or 
eight score bands, as shown in Table 1.  
 





Table 1.  
Mapping Table of Numeric Scores and TEACH Levels 
Level Score Bands Scores3 
Advanced (1) Excellent 280 – 300 
Advanced (1) Very Strong 250 – 270 
 Strong 230 – 240 
Intermediate-high (2) Adequate 210 – 220 
Intermediate-mid (3) Limited 190 – 200 
 Very Limited 170 – 180 
Intermediate-low (4) Poor 120 – 160 
 Not Competent 0 – 110 
 
(Yang, 2016, p. 45) 
 
Rater judgments are submitted via a web-based rating system which is “devised to 
facilitate raters’ rating procedure with user-friendly functionality and features, and to collect 
different pieces of evidence indicative of different speaking abilities thoroughly” (Yang, 2016, 
p.50). In addition to holistic scores, the raters are given the option to provide analytical scores 
(on a five-point scale) on listening ability, question handling & responses, communication skills 
(containing 6 items), and cultural ability (containing three items). They may also choose to 
provide diagnostic scores (on a five-point scale) to indicate candidates’ strengths and weaknesses 
in particular areas including comprehensibility (three items), pronunciation (eight items), fluency 
(seven items), vocabulary (two items), grammar (seven items), pragmatics (two items), and 
listening (one item). While the analytical and diagnostic scores are useful feedback to test takers 
and the instructors of the remedial ESL courses, only holistic scores will count towards a test 
taker’s TEACH level. The final placement decision is made by averaging the triple rating. If two 
raters differ by 30 points (on the 0-300 scale), an additional rater is asked to review the test 
recording and make a final placement decision.  
 





Statement of the Problems 
With rapid advances in of computer technology and advancement in speech and natural 
language processing (NLP) techniques, automated scoring of CR tasks is maturing from an area 
of academic inquiry to real-world applications in many high-stakes assessment and low-stakes 
learning contexts (Williamson et al., 2012). As an alternative means of assessment, automated or 
machine scoring has many benefits, including “improved granularity of assessment, assured 
reproducibility of evaluations, known consistency in the application of scoring criteria, complete 
tractability of scoring rationale, improved task specification, assured objectivity, improved 
reliability, and greater scoring efficiency” (Williamson, Bejar, & Saxon, 2004, p. 1). 
Nevertheless, these benefits come at the cost of increased expenses and reduced construct 
coverage. It takes a tremendous amount of time and effort to train, evaluate, and validate 
automated scoring systems. In the emerging field of automated speech scoring, there is much 
unknown about the automated speech scoring systems and their strengths and weakness (Evanini 
& Zechner, 2020, p. 4).  
Moreover, the perennial inquiries as to what aspects of an oral construct machines are 
able to evaluate and the extent to which these systems can be trusted are largely unresolved (Xu, 
2015). In other words, just like any other form of educational assessment, issues related to 
validity and reliability are most central. Validity often refers to the meanings we extract from the 
interpretations of the test scores and the inferences we make based on them (Kane, 2006). 
Reliability often refers to the replicability of the test results from various testing situations and 
the extent to which the true score is reflected in the observed score (Haertel, 2006).  
Assessing speaking proficiency for non-native speakers (like ITAs) is a non-trivial 





Bachman, 1990; de Jong & van Ginkel, 1992; de Jong, Steinel, Florijn, Schoonen, & Hulstijn, 
2012; Douglas, 1994; Higgs & Clifford, 1982; Iwashita et al., 2008; McNamara, 1990). Also, the 
exact meaning of speaking proficiency varies across studies (McNamara, 1996). This creates an 
additional layer of complexity to the concerns over the validity and reliability of automated 
scoring which could be undermine by technological constraints. For instance, low accuracy of 
automatic speech recognition (ASR) may restrict the construct coverage, as many important 
construct-relevant features that are fed into the scoring model rely on an accurate ASR output.  
The research into automated scoring has been centralized around a few proprietary 
systems owned by large testing companies and has remained “unfamiliar and mysterious to many 
professionals in language assessment who are skeptical of the validity of inferences and uses 
made from computer generated evaluations of test takers’ constructed responses” (Chapelle & 
Chung, 2010, p. 2). Indeed, automated scoring is a multi-disciplinary topic that requires expertise 
ranging from applied linguistics, language assessment, educational measurement, NLP, and 
statistics. Scientists and engineers who are familiar with the technical aspects of automated 
scoring may not be versed in validity, reliability, and fairness issues. On the other hand, language 
assessment or applied linguistics researchers may not fully understand the technical components 
underlying an automated scoring system to appropriately interpret and apply the system’s output 
(Evanini & Zechner, 2020, p. 4).  
Because the inner workings of automated speech scoring systems have remained 
unfamiliar to many language assessment professionals, the technologies are rarely applied in 
local assessment contexts. As compared to a large-scale standardized assessment, a local test 
refers to the assessment “whose development is designed to represent the values and priorities 





within the local context in which the test will be used” (Dimova, Yan, & Ginther, 2020, p. 1). A 
local test is embedded in a “local context” which refers to either “the specific language 
curriculum with the local test is associated” or “the context in which the test takers will be using 
the language outside of the test itself” (Bachman & Palmer, 1996, p. 18, as cited in Dimova et al. 
2020, pp. 1-2). Access to not only to test scores but also performance data of a local test provides 
a ground for empirical research, the results of which can not only provide information about test 
takers’ ability levels and characteristics of language use for the test takers, but also connect and 
extend to the instructional purpose of an educational program (Dimova et al., 2020). Given the 
values of a local test, meeting local assessment needs by using automated speech scoring 
technologies seems a desirable direction.  
In a performance-based assessment (like the OECT), the test scores are determined by or 
can be viewed as a function of the various aspects of a testing situation, including but not limited 
to raters, scale criteria, test takers’ ability, speech samples, topics, and tasks (Eckes, 2011). 
Although the test scores are typically assumed to indicate the test takers’ abilities, there may be 
systematic variation in the observed scores depending on various factors, including different 
raters who evaluated the speaking performances and the different times of test administration. 
However, human scores are typically averaged or summed to produce the “gold standard” for 
training the automated speech scoring systems. Systematic variations related to raters and the 
repeated assessments across different time points, which may explain the variance in test scores, 
are rarely considered in automated scoring research. 
Purpose and Significance of the Study 
The primary purpose of this study is to develop and evaluate automated scoring models 





specific objectives. First, the study implements automated speech scoring technologies in 
extracting the spoken features that are believed to characterize the construct of interest (i.e., 
communication effectiveness in the TEACH section) of the OECT. Secondly, this study 
evaluates the psychometric properties of human ratings to shed light on the reliability of expert 
judgments in the context of a complex rating design. Finally, this study investigates the extent to 
which the relations between the objective automated features, which are obtained by using 
computational tools, and subjective human scores can be modeled statistically. Specifically, this 
study focuses on the various random and fixed effects derived from the test takers’ speech 
production and the raters’ evaluations and seeks to develop a quantitative mechanism in which 
they work together to explain the variability in the human scores.  
This study contributes to the area of automated speech scoring in the following ways. 
First, it applies existing automated scoring techniques and explores the optimal means of 
building an automated scoring model for a particular test-taker population (i.e., ITAs) that is less 
studied in automated scoring research. Secondly, this study attends to the psychometric qualities 
of human scoring by questioning the “gold standard,” which is integrated into the workflow of 
automated speech scoring. Finally, this study explores various statistical modeling frameworks, 
which have rigorous theory bases and established computational implementations, in order to 
map the relationships between the objective automated features and the subjective human scores 
to arrive at an optimal solution that explains the mechanism underlying the relationships.  
Implications of the Study 
Theoretically, this study serves to fill the information gap among the fields of language 
assessment, statistics, and NLP by integrating the “best practices” in these fields in a unified 





computational technologies that analyze test takers’ speaking performance and the various 
statistical approaches appropriate for specific assessment situations. NLP researchers and applied 
statisticians are expected to benefit from learning the paramount considerations in assessment 
design and analysis, such as validity and reliability, while developing the computational methods 
and techniques in their respective fields. Furthermore, by focusing on the three fundamental 
research areas: feature engineering, human scoring, and statistical modeling, this study 
demonstrates a comprehensive methodology that initiates the development of an automated 
speech scoring system in a local assessment context. Researchers working on relevant topics are 
encouraged to explore the potential of automated scoring in order to identify the fit between 
automated features and their assessment needs, investigate the reliability of human scoring data 
before using it to train the scoring system, and incorporate the information obtained from the 
various facets in an assessment situation into an appropriate statistical framework.  
Practically speaking, the results from this study can be used to inform the development, 
design, and implementation of a prototypical automated scoring system for assessing ITA 
candidates majoring in Statistics. The use of non-proprietary tools for feature extraction and 
scoring model development vastly reduces the cost and human effort, making this study 
replicable to the other areas of investigation, such as assessment of different ITA sub-
populations. Results from this study could also be used in terms of informing future scale 
development and rater training, as well as development of formative feedback for ITA training. 
This study offers a methodology to quantify the expert raters’ evaluations on ITAs’ 
TEACH performance by utilizing automated speech scoring technologies and statistical 
modeling methods. The scope of this study is limited to an initial developmental stage in which a 





evaluation of the scoring models. The system developed, however, is not intended or ready for 
operational use in the live OECT. The results cannot be generalized to measuring the aspects of 
the construct that are not covered in this study (e.g., Functional Competency) or the speaking 
performances elicited from other task types (e.g., interactional skills from dialogic speech). The 
focus of this study is on empirical data analysis rather than theoretical conceptualizations of the 





CHAPTER 2.    LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter starts by reviewing the empirical studies which investigate the components 
underlying oral proficiency. After providing the definitions of constructs as operationalized in 
the OECT scoring criteria, it then reviews the automated approaches of extracting the speech and 
linguistic features, including fluency, pronunciation, prosody, vocabulary, grammar, content, and 
discourse, which are relevant to the OECT scoring rubric. Then, this chapter reviews the 
performance of current automated scoring systems in evaluating non-native spontaneous speech, 
followed by the psychometrics literature in modeling the multiple ratings in performance 
assessment. It ends by identifying the gaps in current automated speech scoring research that 
motivate this study to formulate the research questions.  
Empirical Investigations of Speaking Performance 
Defining the construct of speaking proficiency in assessment is difficult. In practice, it 
may be used to refer to various concepts, such as knowledge, competence, or ability in using a 
language (Bachman, 1990). In reviewing the previous research on identifying components of 
speaking proficiency, de Jong et al. (2012) distinguished two broad approaches: 1) subjective-
subjective approach, where human ratings of speaking performance (holistic scores) are related 
to the ratings of specific aspects of the same performance (analytical scores), and 2) subjective-
objective approach, where global ratings of performances are mapped to objective features 
(measured by computational instruments or human markings of linguistic features). 
Whereas early studies adopting the subjective-subjective approach have identified the 
sub-scores in vocabulary, grammar, fluency, and pronunciation as important factors influencing 
the global ratings of speaking performance (e.g., Adams, 1980; de Jong and van Ginkel, 1992; 





objective approach were able to capture in more detail the components of speaking proficiency. 
For example, Iwashita, Brown, McNamara, and O’Hagan (2008) investigated manually 
annotated features, including linguistic resources (grammatical accuracy, grammatical 
complexity, and vocabulary profile), phonology (pronunciation, intonation, and rhythm), and 
fluency (filled and unfilled pauses, repair, total pausing time, speech rate, and mean length of 
run). They found that vocabulary and fluency (speech rate) were important predictors of 
speaking proficiency.  
In a more recent study, Kang and Yan (2018), using sample speaking responses from the 
Cambridge English Language Assessment, identified a set of linguistic features distinguishing 
the Common European Framework of References (CEFR) levels. The correlational analysis 
indicated that higher proficiency levels were associated with higher speech rate and fewer 
hesitations in fluency, fewer number of key ideas and higher number of certain conjunctive 
devices (i.e., apposition, contrast, and transition) in coherence, increased grammatical 
complexity (e.g., be-copula as the main verb or pronoun, hedges, verbs, and subordinators), and 
decreased number of certain grammatical features (e.g., number of error-free T-units, articles, 
prepositions, singular/plural, and subject-verb agreement). However, other grammatical errors 
(e.g., formation of conditional structure) increased for higher ability levels. Also associated with 
high proficiency performance were the number of words (tokens) and width of vocabulary, as 
well as an increased number of most frequent words in the academic word list. In terms of 
pronunciation features, a general decrease of stresses per run and wider pitch range, as well as 
increased use of mid-rising and high-rising tones, rather than mid-level and low-falling tones, 





The componential view of speaking proficiency operationalized in the subjective-
subjective paradigm is also adopted in the ITA speaking assessment studies. Choi (2017) 
reviewed empirical studies on the profiles of ITAs’ English oral proficiency and identified 
pronunciation (Pickering, 2001, 2004), grammar (Ard, 1989; Salomone, 1998), organization 
skills, and question-handling skills (Chiang, 2009) as focal areas of ITA research. For 
pronunciation, ITAs’ comprehensibility has been found to correlate with the judgment of 
pronunciation quality (Isaacs, 2008), phonological aspects (McGregor, 2007), and 
suprasegmental features (Hahn, 2004; Kang, 2010; Kang, Rubin, & Pickering, 2010). 
Researchers have also found significant association between comprehensibility of ITAs’ lectures 
and the use of organizational markers, lexical ties, and cohesiveness (e.g., Douglas & Myers, 
1989; Flowerdew & Tauroza, 1995; Rounds, 1987; Tyler, 1992). Using finite mixture models, 
Choi (2017) identified several distinct skill profiles relating to the sub-domains of pronunciation, 
lexical grammar, rhetorical organization, and question handling skills. 
Taken together, these empirical studies have identified several general indicators or 
strong predictors (e.g., grammatical, lexical, fluency, and pronunciation measures) for human 
judgments of speaking proficiency. However, the patterns for the relationship between the 
speech/linguistic features and human scores are not uniform across studies (Crossley & 
McNamara, 2013). Interestingly, the subjective-objective approach has hardly been adopted in 
the context of ITA speaking assessment. The ITA population may exhibit different profiles in 
their academic oral English proficiency (Choi, 2017). For example, while some ITAs may be 
proficient in vocabulary usage and grammar structure but may be lacking fluency skills, others 





As an example of an operational ITA speaking assessment, the OECT assesses the test-
taker’s performances in terms of how comprehensive the speech is, how effectively ideas are 
communicated, and how appropriate the language use is (Cotos, 2014). For example, the OECT 
scale describes the leveled performances as follow: 
• Excellent: Communication is like that of an educated North American native speaker; 
always fluent and effective; no effort needed to understand. 
• Adequate: Communication is fairly effective; fluent most of the time; cannot sustain 
performance with more complicated topics and tasks; is able to compensate for the 
limited aspects of communication; some effort needed to understand. 
• Very limited: Some communication takes place, but speaker struggles to express ideas 
and/or has significant communication problems that make it difficult for listener to 
understand. 
(“OECT Score Guide”, 2020) 
The OECT scoring rubric, which is used for both the OPI and TEACH sections, includes Pace 
and Delivery, Pronunciation, Vocabulary and Grammar, and Functional Competency as the 
scoring criteria. The Functional Competency criterion assesses what the test takers can do with 
the language, ranging from supporting arguments and hypothesizing to narrating and describing, 
with content (e.g., abstract vs. concrete) and in specific contexts (e.g., formal vs. personal 
settings). The Pace and Delivery criterion focuses on temporal features of speech fluency and 
prosody, such as pacing, smoothness, pausing, restarts, and rhythm. The Vocabulary and 
Grammar criterion concerns the precision and appropriateness of the vocabulary items and 





utterances are intelligible and the degree of accentedness (see Appendix A for the OECT Scoring 
Rubric).  
It is worth noting that the Functional Competency criterion, which may not be widely 
familiar to the language assessment professionals, decomposes the test performance into several 
discrete functional-notional items. For example, the following functional descriptions are 
provided for the different proficiency levels in the OECT: 
• Level 1: convey abstract and complex language, explore hypotheses and alternative 
possibilities, express and defend opinions, construct an argument, explain in detail, 
describe in detail, and narrate fully 
• Level 2: compare and contrast, explain (with sufficient detail), narrate (with sufficient 
detail), describe (with sufficient detail), and resolve situations with a complication 
• Level 3: create with the language for simple narration, explanation, comparison, and 
description, maintain conversation, ask and answer questions, get into, through, and out 
of simple social and/or transactional situations 
• Level 4: list/enumerate, imitate, respond to simple, direct questions or requests, and ask 
formulaic questions 
(Cotos, 2014, p. 14) 
The Functional Competency criterion can be considered a component of sociolinguistic 
competence in Canale & Swain’s (1980) model of language proficiency. It assesses the ability to 
use appropriate language in different social situations (Stoughton, 2019). This criterion has 
indications of the macro-level speech situation where the performance descriptions are located. 
The development of this scoring criterion heavily referenced Mohan’s (1986; 1989) Knowledge 





framework postulates that a situation (or a semiotic structure), which is the basic unit of 
meaning-making process, consists of both background knowledge (e.g., classification, principles, 
and values) and the corresponding action situation (e.g., description, sequence, and choice). In 
comparison, many language assessment researchers are more familiar with current 
conceptualizations of interactional competence. Functional competency and interactional 
competence both aim to assess interactional features of oral communication. Interactional 
competence, however, as operationalized in many language assessments has a more expanded 
inventory of interactional skills, including turn management (e.g., starting, maintaining, ending, 
an pausing), topic management (e.g., initiating, extending, shifting, and closing), non-verbal 
behavior (e.g., posture, facial expression, eye contact, and facial expression), breakdown repair 
(joint utterance creation, self/other, and recasts), and interactive listening (backchannelling, 
comprehension check, and continuers) (see Galaczi & Taylor, 2018).  
Investigations in automated analysis of the sub-constructs of speaking proficiency that 
made use of extracting automated features have resided in separate research realms, including 
language testing, acoustic signal processing, corpus linguistics, and NLP. The following section 
provides a review of the empirical studies in automated analysis of the sub-domains of speaking 
proficiency, including fluency, pronunciation, prosody, vocabulary, grammar, content and 
discourse structure, in the order of increasing difficulty under current technological capabilities.   
Automated Analysis of Fluency 
There exists a rich body of literature investigating the construct of fluency in L2 language 
development and assessment (Brown, Iwashita, & McNamara, 2005; Freed, 1995; Ginther, 
Dimova, & Yang, 2010; Hsieh, Zechner, & Xi, 2020; Trofimovich & Baker, 2006). Automatic 





by Christensen (2012), automatic fluency feature extraction can be implemented by two 
approaches. The ASR-based approach makes use of or adapts ASR engines to obtain the 
timestamps of words, fillers, or silences present in the speech samples. On the other hand, the 
signal-level approach may be more straightforward since it only relies on low-level extraction 
and calculation of speech signals such as silence, voicing, and syllable nuclei (or peak of 
intensity), using the temporal and spectral information from the audio samples. 
Studies that made use of the speech processing and analysis tools (e.g., Praat) based on 
the signal-level approach have shown favorable results (de Jong & Wempe, 2009). Bhat, 
Hasegawa-Johnson, and Sproat (2010) indicated that fluency measures obtained by such an 
approach achieved very high correlations with human-rated fluency scores in spontaneous 
speech, in which the correlation between speech rate and fluency scores reached 0.98 and that 
between silent pause per second and fluency scores reached -0.97.  
In the operational speaking assessment context, there is an interest in the contribution of 
automatically extracted fluency features on holistic oral proficiency scores. Ginther, Dimova, 
and Yang (2010) used a Python interface to facilitate the automated extraction of fluency 
measures produced by Praat. Through administering the Oral English Proficiency Test (OEPT) 
via computer to 150 ITA test takers, their analyses revealed that speech rate, speech time ratio, 
mean length of run, and the number and length of silent pauses were significant predictors for 
proficiency scores (on a scale ranging from 3 to 6). However, fluency variables alone did not 
distinguish adjacent levels of the OEPT performances.  
Despite its known consistency, the fluency features extracted by the signal-level approach 
may not be accurate representations of the actual speech production due to the lack of knowledge 





continuous speech, the ASR approach may be able to extract more accurate fluency features. 
Studies using the ASR approach have identified the contribution of a set of fluency features to 
fluency ratings from human judges, including mean length of runs, duration of silent pauses, and 
words per minute (Burstein, Cheng, Suzuki, Ave, & Alto, 2010; Cucchiarini, Strik, & Boves, 
2002). In comparing the signal-based and ASR-based approaches, Christensen (2012) found both 
CMU Sphinx ASR (Lamere et al., 2003) and Praat gave similarly good results in predicting the 
speaking test scores (R2 = 0.33 – 0.35). As for the relative ranking of contribution, the number of 
syllables and the number of pauses received high ranking for both Praat and ASR.  
Automated Analysis of Pronunciation 
Because of the important role of pronunciation in impacting speech perception (e.g., 
intelligibility and comprehensibility), features assessing pronunciation using speech technologies 
have been explored extensively. The construct of pronunciation consists of segmental (individual 
sounds or phonemes) and suprasegmental (rhythm, word stress, and intonation) features. 
Automatic assessment of L2 pronunciation relies heavily on automatic speech recognition and 
processing technologies (see Xi et al., 2008 for an accessible introduction of ASR in speech 
scoring or Jurafsky and Martin, 2009 for a more technical and detailed introduction of ASR). 
The main task of an ASR system is to derive the most probable sequence of words by choosing 
the maximum probability estimates among a set of candidate word hypotheses given the test 
takers’ speech signals. These (posterior) probability estimates are calculated using a combination 
of acoustic model (AM), which represents the statistical relationship between an audio signal and 
the phonemes in speech, and language model (LM), which represents the statistical relationship 
among the phonemes in speech. Thus, an ASR system can be seen as a mechanism whose input 





of words estimated by the system. The ASR output (word hypothesis) provides a basis for 
extracting pronunciation features (where the system will estimate the probability of acoustic 
information given a certain word). The ASR transcriptions can also be used for extracting text-
based features, such as vocabulary, grammar, content, and discourse, for subsequent analyses in 
automated speech scoring. In the situations where manual transcriptions are available or low 
accuracy of ASR is of concern, the ASR techniques can be utilized to perform forced alignment. 
The goal of forced alignment is to segment the continuous audio files into discrete phoneme- 
and/or word-based intervals represented by timestamps.  
Even though attaining near-native pronunciation is unrealistic and unnecessary for most 
L2 learners, native speaker norm is still widely used in automated L2 pronunciation assessment 
(Isaacs, 2014). Current systems focusing on automatically scoring non-native spontaneous 
speech mainly use a generic approach to pronunciation assessment by identifying the general 
patterns of pronunciation which discriminates different levels of proficiency (Loukina, Davis, & 
Xi, 2017). Specifically, the pronunciation features in automated speech scoring are based on the 
comparison between the test takers’ speech and native speakers’ or near-native speakers’ speech 
in terms of phone-level probabilities computed by combing both AM and LM. For example, 
extending from the automatic pronunciation evaluation approaches for constrained speech (e.g., 
Franco., Digalakis, & Ronen, 2000), Chen, Zechner, and Xi (2009) described a two-stage scoring 
procedure in improving the pronunciation features so that they are motivated both by theories 
and empirical feature performance for TOEFL spoken responses: (1) recognizing speech using 
an AM well-tuned for non-native speech properties (to ensure accurate recognition) and (2) 
forced aligning the hypothesized words using the other AM, which was trained on native and 





442). The AM in the first step was a component of their previously trained ASR system where 
the team worked to adapt a third-party ASR engine to specifically recognize non-native 
spontaneous speech (see report in Zechner, Bejar, & Hemat, 2007). The pronunciation features 
proposed in Chen et al. (2009), which were based on the likelihood (posterior probability) of a 
phoneme being spoken given the observed spectral information in the audio sample that was 
computed in a Viterbi decoding process, showed promising performance in terms of the 
association with human scores, especially based on manual transcription. Most features were 
related to phone likelihood measures (Hidden Markov Model, or HMM likelihoods), which 
compared the phonemes from the ASR output to those from a reference pronunciation model 
trained on a mix of native speech and advanced non-native speech. In other words, these features 
can measure the average “distance” in the spectral information of each aligned phone between 
the test takers’ response and those of the native speakers on which the ASR was trained (see 
further explanation and the calculations in Appendix C)4. The average likelihood across all 
letters, average likelihood per second normalized by rate of speech, average likelihood density 
across all words normalized by the rate of speech, and average vowel duration shifts turned out 
to correlate well with human scores (r = 0.47 – 0.48 for ASR transcription and r = 0.51 – 0.55 
for manual transcription).  
Automated Analysis of Prosody 
Automated speech scoring research has also investigated suprasegmental or prosodic 
features. Though the idea and practice of using rhythm metrics to categorize languages has been 
criticized (e.g., Arvaniti, 2012), studies have shown that these metrics can be used to characterize 
non-native speech production (e.g., Chen & Zechner, 2011; Jang, 2009; Lai, Zechner, & Evanini, 
 






2013; Mok & Dellwo, 2008; Nava, Tepperman, Goldsten, Zubizarreta, & Narayanan, 2009; 
Tortel & Hirst, 2010; White & Mattys, 2007). Extracting timing features related to speech 
rhythm, such as the variability in the duration of vocalic or consonantal intervals, percentages of 
vocalic or consonantal intervals, and pairwise variability of adjacent vocalic or consonantal in 
the speech samples (see Low, Grabe, & Nolan, 2000; Ramus, Nespor, & Mehler, 1999), have 
been explored in automated assessment (Loukina, Davis, & Xi, 2017). For example, Jang (2008) 
found that rhythm metrics related to the vocalic intervals were more useful than those related to 
the consonantal intervals in assessing Korean speakers’ English oral skills. In studying non-
native English speakers’ (N = 1052 responses) reading of paragraphs, Chen and Zechner (2011) 
used the forced-alignment-based rhythm metrics and found that the vocalic interval-based 
features showed more promising predictive ability than the features derived from those of 
consonantal or syllable intervals. Furthermore, adding rhythm features to the scoring models 
improved performance. Lai, Evanini, and Zechner (2013) used similar rhythm metrics and found 
that the syllable-based metrics (e.g., rPVIsyl) showed higher associations with the human scores 
compared to the consonantal or vowel-based metrics. They also pointed out that the relationship 
between the rhythm metrics and human scores may be dominated by the effects of speaking rate.   
Prosodic features related to stress and tone have been also been explored in automated 
speech scoring. Zecher, Xi, and Chen (2011) used features related to power, pitch, duration, 
word-identity, and syllable distances with stress or tones to predict stress or tone events based on 
a manually annotated speech corpus and a Decision Tree algorithm. The results indicated that 
higher proficiency can be associated with uniformly longer distances between stressed syllables 





As features related to the temporal and frequency domains of speech signals are easily 
extractable, and the extraction procedure has been standardized in the field of audio/digital signal 
processing, features such as energy, zero crossing rate, amplitude, Mel-Frequency Cepstral 
Coefficients (MFCC), and Perceptive Linear Prediction (PLC) have been used to automatically 
evaluate speech quality (e.g., Fang, Li, Ma, & Zhang, 2017; Mahesha & Vinod, 2012; Mundada, 
Gawali, & Kayte, 2014; Metze, Polzehl, & Wagner, 2009; Roh, Kim, Lee, & Hong, 2009; 
Zhang, Pan, Gui, Zhu, & Cui, 2016). Using more sophisticated algorithms, such as machine 
learning or deep learning models, these studies predominantly achieved high accuracy in 
prediction (e.g., r > 0.85). However, these features may have serious validity concerns because 
the link between the audio signal information and scoring criterion of pronunciation accuracy or 
intelligibility is missing, rendering them not readily interpretable to the researchers in language 
testing or applied linguistics. 
With the aim to produce interpretable and valid prosodic features, Johnson and Kang 
(2015) used a set of acoustic features, including pitch, duration, and intensity, to build a tool that 
can automatically detect the prominent syllables using Brazil’s Intonation Model. Their best-
performing machine learning classifier (Bagging, followed by Decision Tree) achieved an 
accuracy of 0.96 compared to the human annotations of prominent syllables. Johnson and Kang 
(2016) designed a rule-based algorithm that was able to detect tone units from the World 
Englishes corpus that achieved a Pearson correlation of 0.94 in detecting the number of tone 
units compared to the manual annotations. The authors further showed that their rule-based 
model was able to achieve an accuracy of 0.75, surpassing Neural Network, in automatically 
classifying tone choices (i.e., falling, rising, rising-falling, falling-rising, and neutral) based on 





extremely difficult to extract as they are based on a large number of manual annotations of 
prosodic events using a particular theoretical model in intonation, and such tool is still under-
developed for public use (O. Kang, personal communication, August 13, 2019). 
Automated Analysis of Vocabulary 
It is widely acknowledged that vocabulary is an important benchmark for L2 oral skills 
and, according to Lu (2012), many studies have explored a variety of vocabulary measures to 
seek for valid and reliable indices of the learner’s developmental levels or overall L2 proficiency 
(e.g., Larsen-Freeman, 1978; Wolfe-Quintero et al., 1998; Zareva, Schwanen-flugel, & 
Nikolova, 2005, as cited in Lu, 2012). The works in language assessment have primarily focused 
on the relationship between lexical richness and quality of learners’ writing or speaking task 
performance (Laufer & Nation, 1995; Vermeer, 2000; Yu,2010, in Lu, 2012). Lu (2012) 
developed the Lexical Complexity Analyzer (LCA) to automate the computation of lexical 
richness. Based on Read (2000), the concept of lexical richness constitutes four dimensions: 1) 
lexical density, 2) lexical sophistication, 3) lexical variation, and 4) number of errors in 
vocabulary use. The LCA focused on the first three dimensions (see Lu, 2012 for the feature list 
and calculations). Results from studying ESL learners’ oral narratives identified a set of 
measures produced by the LCA that correlated strongly with raters’ judgment, including the 
number of different words (r = 0.53) and verb sophistication measures (Lu, 2012). 
Yoon, Bhat, and Zechner (2012) explored vocabulary sophistication in the automatic 
scoring of proficiency levels in spontaneous speech. Vocabulary profile features were generated 
by comparing the test-takers’ oral responses, rendered by the speech recognizer, against a set of 
6-word lists from three reference corpora (both spoken and written). Results indicated that the 





that occurred in both the oral response and the top-100 words list in the total word types of the 
oral responses. Both features were negatively correlated with human proficiency scores, 
indicating that high human scores were associated with vocabulary beyond most frequent words. 
However, the use of low frequency and difficult words showed a weaker correlation with 
proficiency scores. Finally, Yoon et al. (2012) pointed out that test takers used limited number of 
vocabulary items in spoken responses.  
More recently, the Tool for the Analysis of Lexical Sophistication (TAALES 2.0) (Kyle, 
Crossley, & Berger, 2018) was developed “to provide researchers with a freely available tool that 
would automatically calculate a variety of classic and new indices of lexical sophistication” (p. 
1030). It included a large number of “lexical features related to word frequency, word range, n-
gram frequency, academic language, psycholinguistic word properties, […], word recognition 
norms, contextual distinctiveness, word neighborhood, semantic network, n-gram range, and n-
gram strength of association” (p. 1030-1031). Kyle and Crossley (2015) showed that the 
TAALES indices “were able to explain 47.8% of the variance in holistic scores of the students’ 
lexical proficiency, and 48.7% of the variance in holistic scores of speaking proficiency” (p. 
757). Kyle, Crossley, and Berger (2017) further showed that “TAALES 2.0 indices could be used 
to explain 58% of the variance in lexical proficiency scores [in free writes] and 32% of the 
variance in word-choice scores [in narrative essays]” (p. 1030). 
Automated Analysis of Grammar 
Syntactic complexity, defined as “the range of forms that surface in language production 
and the degree of sophistication of such forms” (Ortega, 2003, p. 294), is an important index of 
language proficiency, as commonly reflected in many conceptual models of language ability 





related to particular grammatical forms corresponding to different acquisition stages (e.g., 
frequencies negation or relative clause) or length of grammatical units of interest, such as clause 
or T-units (e.g., mean length of dependent clause or number of T-units per clause) (Bhat & 
Yoon, 2015). In contrast, grammatical accuracy refers to the “ability to generate sentences 
without grammatical errors” (Bhat & Yoon, 2015, p. 43). It can be measured either globally (by 
counting the number of error-free sentences) or locally (by counting the errors in specific forms 
such as verb tense, third-person singular, articles, etc.). 
Research of automated analysis of grammar usage in automated speech scoring is 
relatively recent (Bhat & Yoon, 2015). Chen and Zechner (2011) used both clause and sentence 
boundary-based features (e.g., mean length of sentences and frequency of fragments per 1000 
words) and parse tree-based features (e.g., mean number of complex nominal per sentence and 
mean number of dependent infinitives per T-unit) which were implemented in Lu’s (2011) 
Syntactic Complexity Analyzer (SCA). Using a multiple regression model, Chen and Zechner 
(2011) showed a correlation of 0.49 with human annotated boundaries. The SCA is implemented 
in Python and runs on Unix-like systems for analyzing syntactic complexity in English texts, 
“using 14 different measures covering (1) length of production units, (2) amounts of 
coordination, (3) amounts of subordination, (4) degree of phrasal sophistication and overall 
sentence complexity” (Ai, 2019).  
Yoon and Bhat (2012) constructed vector space models (VSM) on the Part-of-Speech 
(POS) tags to calculate the morpho-syntactic features that measure “the similarity of a given 
response with the most proficient group [of test takers]” (p.600). Results indicated that such 
vector model-based similarity measures outperformed the syntactic complexity features reported 





scores. More importantly, the simplicity of feature extraction and robustness to speech 
recognition errors may render very promising advantages for the VSM features.  
Bhat and Yoon (2015) extended Yoon and Bhat (2012) by building both VSM and 
language models (LM) to measure the similarity or likelihood between the POS tag sequence 
distributions of a particular test responses against those of the “modeled” responses from the 4-
point proficiency scales, while still including conventional measures of syntactic complexity 
extracted from SCA. Results indicated that both VSM- and LM-based features, which showed 
reasonable associations with the human scores (weighted κ around 0.3 and correlation around 
0.4), brought substantial performance improvement to the scoring model that included features 
from other sub-domains, such as fluency and pronunciation.  
More recently, Kyle (2016) developed the Tool for the Automatic Assessment of 
Syntactic Sophistication and Complexity (TAASSC) that “measures large and fine grained 
clausal and phrasal indices of syntactic complexity and usage-based frequency/contingency 
indices of syntactic sophistication” (p. 50). In the validation study, Kyle (2016) showed that 
TAASSC could be a useful tool in measuring both L2 writing development and writing 
proficiency (i.e., expert ratings on TOEFL essays).  
Automated Analysis of Content and Discourse Structure 
Similar to the Functional Competency scoring criteria, which aims to measure the ability 
to make use of language with content in specific contexts, content and discourse structure are 
higher-order features focusing on abstract linguistic units rather than specific lexico-grammatical 
realizations. Wang and Evanini (2020) described three approaches in automated scoring of 
content: reference-based features, response-based features, and stimulus-based features. For the 





the test developer and a similarity metric is computed (e.g., Xiong, Evanini, Zechner, & Chen, 
2013). However, a single model response may fall short to account for the various information 
that a test taker could convey in the expected content (Evanini & Wang, 2020).  
In comparison, the response-based features could capture much wider range of variations 
in acceptable response patterns (Evanini & Wang, 2020). For this approach, the Content Vector 
Analysis (CVA, Attali & Burstein, 2006) or Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA, Landauer, Foltz, & 
Laham, 1998) was applied, where the vector of a given test taker’s response was compared 
against those vectors of different proficiency levels or score points in the speech corpus. While 
this approach has been well received in automated essay scoring, the response-based features 
were also explored in automated speech scoring (e.g., Chen & Zechner, 2012; Evanini, Xie, & 
Zechner, 2012; Loukina, Zechner, & Chen, 2014; Tao, Chen, & Lee, 2016).  
The stimulus-based features measure the skill “to select the appropriate bits of content 
from the stimulus materials and reformulate them in a spoken response” (Evanini & Wang, 2020, 
p. 144). While the importance of this approach had been highlighted in source-based writing 
(e.g., Beigman Klebanov, Madnani, Burstein, & Somasundaran, 2014), Evanini, Xie, and 
Zechner (2013) investigated the performance of stimulus-based features by comparing the lexical 
content of TOEFL iBT integrated task responses against those present in the stimulus of such a 
speaking task. They demonstrated that the similarity between the responses and the listening 
passages had the highest correlation with the human scores (r = 0.45). It is important to note that 
while correlations with human scores are generally higher for the response-based features, the 
stimulus-based features have the advantage in that they do not require the compilation of a large 





Automated approaches in analyzing the discourse structure features, which is an 
important higher-level aspect of spontaneous speech, are scarce. In the context of automated 
speech scoring, Wang, Bruno, Molloy, Evanini, and Zechner (2017) provided an annotation 
scheme on non-native spontaneous speech samples (N = 600 responses from TOEFL iBT) based 
on Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST, Mann & Thompson, 1988), which is a descriptive 
framework used for analyzing discourse organization. Trained annotators first segmented the 
manually transcribed spoken discourses into Elementary Discourse Unit (EDU) spans (i.e., 
clause or clause-like units) and then identified the relationship between non-overlapping spans. 
From the annotated data (RST trees), Wang et al. (2017) extracted various distributional and 
tree-based features (e.g., the number of rhetorical relations). These discourse structure features 
showed good correlation with both holistic proficiency scores (e.g., r = 0.69 for number of 
rhetorical relations) and coherence rating (r = 0.62 for percentage of rhetorical relations out of all 
relations).  
Another important element in discourse-processing research is cohesion, which refers to 
the “the presence or absence of explicit cues in the text that allow the reader to make connections 
between the ideas in the text” (Crossley, Kyle, & McNamara, 2015, p. 1228). These cues, such 
as because, therefore, and consequently, are indicative of the relationship between ideas and the 
nature of those relations (Halliday & Hassan, 1976). The cohesion devices may function on a 
local/sentence level as well as on the global/paragraph level (Crossley, Kyle, & McNamara, 
2015). A number of studies have investigated the extent to which the cohesion devices were 
predictive of writing quality and reported that local cohesion devise might be useful for 
predicting quality of responses to source-based tasks (e.g., McNamara, Crossley, & Roscoe, 





Cohesion 2.0 (TAACO) that incorporated “local (i.e., sentence-level connections), global (i.e., 
paragraph-level connections), and overall text cohesion indices based on connective lists, words, 
lemmas, and synonym overlap, along with type–token indices” (p. 14). Furthermore, TAACO 
integrated “semantic similarity features based on latent semantic analysis (LSA, Landauer, Foltz, 
& Laham, 1998), latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA, Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003), and word2vec 
(Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013) at both the local and global levels” (pp. 14-
15). Crossley, Kyle, & Dascalu (2019) demonstrated that “the similarity between the source 
document and the response, as reported by word2vec, were significant predictors of speaking 
quality [in the TOEFL iBT Integrated Speaking Tasks]” (p. 14).  
Review of Automated Speech Scoring Systems 
Several steps are involved in building a prototypical automated scoring system. Vajjala 
(2018) described a general procedure: (1) collect a large corpus of test-takers’ spoken responses 
and test scores assigned by human raters, (2) extract speech and language features from audio 
recording and transcription using audio/speech and NLP tools, (3) build multiple models with 
these features using different learning algorithms, (4) use the models to predict unseen 
examples/data and assess the model performances (p. 4). Similarly, Loukina, Chen, Zechner, and 
Heilman (2015) summarized that “the basic approach to automatically scoring written or spoken 
responses is to collect a training corpus of responses that are scored by human raters, use 
machine learning to estimate a model that maps response features to scores from this corpus, and 
then use this model to predict scores for unseen responses” (p. 12).  
There are several research groups and companies who have been active in automated 
scoring research and providing cutting edge products (Chen et al., 2018). The SpeechRaterSM, 





spontaneous speech and assigning scores that resemble raters’ evaluations, as well as providing 
feedback to test-takers in the practice version of the TOEFL iBT (TPO, or TOEFL Practice 
Online). Based on almost two decades of research and development effort, Chen et al. (2018) 
provided a comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art results of SpeechRaterSM v5.0 engine. In 
their study, the team used a speech corpus of 1440 test takers and a variety of selected features 
from the sub-domains of fluency, pronunciation, rhythm, grammar, content, and vocabulary to 
build a regression-based scoring model. The feature selection, which reduced the initial 120 
features to 20, was informed by both human experts and empirical results from a Lasso 
regression method. Results indicated that the machine scores were able to reach a Pearson 
correlation of 0.56 on the item level and 0.77 on the speaker level on a 4-point proficiency scale. 
The system’s performance, among other system evaluation metrics, met the recommended 
thresholds for using automated scoring system for large-scale and high-stakes assessment 
purposes (see Williamson et al., 2012). 
The SpeechRaterSM system and its components (e.g., ASR engine, filtering models, 
feature extractors, and scoring model) have also been used in other ETS’ products besides the 
TPO. Zechner et al. (2015) used the features (K = 106) reflecting the sub-domains of the 
construct, including Delivery (fluency, pronunciation, and prosody), Language Use (vocabulary 
and grammar), and Content Accuracy (content features for low and medium entropy responses, 
or constrained and semi-constrained speech) to automatically score the spoken responses from a 
pilot administration of the Test of English for Teaching (TEFTTM). The multiple regression 
model, using a set of selected features, resulted in Pearson correlations of 0.57 on item level and 





Pearson has been developing automated systems to score constrained and semi-
constrained speech (Bernstein et al., 1999; Bernstein et al., 2000; Bernstein & Cheng, 2007; 
Bernstein Moore, & Cheng, 2010; Cheng, Chen, & Metallinou, 2015; Metaliinou & Cheng, 
2014; Townshend et al., 1998). The Versant system, developed at Pearson, targets the construct 
of  “facility-in-L2,” which is defined as “the ability to understand the spoken language on 
everyday topics and to speak appropriately in response at a native-like conversational pace in an 
intelligible form of the language” (Bernstein Moore, & Cheng, 2010, p. 358). The system 
extracts the features in phonological fluency, sentence construction and comprehension, passive 
and active vocabulary use, listening skill, and pronunciation of rhythmic and segmental units, 
which are scaled to the sub-scores of Sentence Mastery, Vocabulary, Fluency, and Pronunciation 
(on a scale 20 – 80) (Bernstein Moore, & Cheng, 2010, p. 359). Using the Item Response models 
(e.g., partial credit and dichotomous Rasch) and LSA technique in their scoring models, 
Bernstein Moore, and Cheng (2010) demonstrated that the machine scores from the Versant 
system showed high internal consistency (i.e., split-half reliability) and predictive validity (i.e., 
correlation with other standardize proficiency tests). 
The Institute of Automated Language Teaching and Assessment (ALTA) funded by 
Cambridge English Language Assessment has been active in bringing expertise in computing, 
engineering, linguistics, and language assessment in investigating and developing cutting-edge 
approaches to learning and assessment. In one of their published works, Van Dalen, Knill, and 
Gales (2015) used Gaussian Process, which had the advantage of estimating machine scoring 
confidence, to automatically score learners’ speech from the BULATS (Business Language 
Testing Service) corpus (1220 test takers). Using the fundamental frequency, energy, and fluency 





scores on a 6-point Common European Framework of References (CEFR) scale. The improved 
system’s performance was achieved by using Gaussian process to flag the low confidence 
responses which were routed for human rescoring.  
In general, it can be seen from the above review that automated speech scoring is 
currently an area of great interest, and research in automated scoring of non-native speech 
explored a large array of features that are deemed relevant to the construct of speaking 
proficiency or communicative competence. While the interest in understanding the underlying 
linguistic features that are predictive of holistic proficiency scores has been on-going, which 
linguistic features are most predictive of the construct is still the subject of debate (Iwashita, 
Brown, McNamara, & O’Hagan, 2008), lending itself to empirical analyses from a variety of 
inter-related disciplines. Moreover, there does not seem to be a consensus as to which features 
and what extraction methods should be used, especially for those less studied features (e.g., 
discourse structures). It is generally the case that features characterizing non-native oral 
responses are studied in separate lines of research areas. Few studies (e.g., Chen et al., 2018; 
Kang & Yan, 2018) investigated the features comprehensively in exploring their relationships 
with human scores.  
For practical considerations, leveraging the affordances and investigating the feasibility 
of existing speech and NLP tools is one way to reduce the cost and turnaround time of score 
report for automated scoring. As current systems are typically owned by large testing companies 
or academic institutions, exploring the extent to which non-proprietary tools or software can be 
utilized to perform the scoring tasks is important in expanding the scope and advancing 
replicability of automated scoring research which has been esoteric to many language testing 





also corresponds to Mislevy, Steinberg, Almond, and Lukas’ (2006) call that “given the 
complexity of automated scoring development and implementation, the emerging field of 
automated scoring can only benefit, we would argue, by the availability of shared technology” 
(p. 16).  
Reliability in Human Scoring  
As the objective of an automated scoring system is to generate machine scores that are as 
close as the human scores, the quality of the human scores is the prerequisite for such a system. 
However, automated speech scoring research has focused on developing features rather than 
investigating human scoring (Chen, 2012). Bejar, Williamson, and Mislevy (2006) argued that 
“it is naïve to believe that automated scoring can be developed, understood, and deployed in the 
absence of contributions of expert human graders. An understanding of the process and outcome 
of human scoring is a necessary precondition to meeting the goals of automated scoring system” 
(p. 49). Importantly, they pointed out that, beyond using human scores to evaluate the outcomes 
of automated scoring, “insights into the strengths and limitations of human scoring helps inform 
an understanding of strengths and limitations of automated scoring, ultimately resulting in better 
scoring processes” (p. 50).  
Assessing test takers’ constructed responses requires subjective evaluations from expert 
raters who “engage in a highly sophisticated, complex mental process to arrive their decisions – 
observing, recalling information, combining, weighting, and integrating that information to draw 
inferences about individuals” (Myford & Wolfe, 2003, p. 387). Unfortunately, human raters, 
despite their training, are not “neutral and objective recorders of some physical reality” (Hill, 
O’Grady, & Price, 1988, p. 346). Their evaluations of constructed responses, rather than being 





perception, bias, and errors, causing distortions to the quality and validity of the ratings. 
Inevitably, raters bring “their own perspectives, emphases, interpretations, and experiences to the 
judging process given that every piece of students’ work is likely to be original and unique” 
(e.g., Cook et al., 2009; Barret, 2001; Wiegle, 1998, in Wu, 2017). Therefore, it is important to 
investigate the degree of inter-rater reliability (IRR) among the raters, which has important 
implications for the validity of performance assessment.  
Investigations of IRR are well documented in the literature of psychometrics. Among the 
multiple perspectives on IRR, a good summary was provided by Stemler (2004) who pointed out 
that “interrater reliability as a single, universal concept […] is at best imprecise, and at worst 
potentially misleading” (p. 1). The author proposed a classification of consensus, consistency, 
and measurement reliability estimates. Table 2 summarizes the purpose, example statistics, 
advantage, and disadvantages based on such classification of IRR.  
More recently, Hallgren (2012) has provided “an overview of methodological issues 
related to the assessment of IRR with a focus on study design, selection of appropriate statistics, 
and the computation, interpretation, and reporting of some commonly-used IRR statistics” (p. 
23). With particular relevance to the use of rating scale (ordinal variable) to evaluate constructed 
responses and the situation where only a subset of the test takers was evaluated by multiple 
raters, the intra-class correlation (ICC) is suitable (p. 29). According to Hallgren (2012), 
considerations in using ICC include (1) the choice model (one-way vs. two-way), (2) the 
interpretation of reliability (consensus vs. consistency), (3) unit of analysis (single ratings vs. 
average ratings), and (4) the nature of the systematic rater variation (fixed effects vs. random 
effects) (see McGraw & Wong, 1996 for detail of the various ICC models and mathematical 







Table 2.  
Classification of IRR 
 Consensus Consistency Measurement 
Purpose Demonstrate exact or 
adjacent agreement among 
independent judges 
Getting judges to 
consistently apply a 
scoring rubric 
To preserve as much information as possible from each judge and to 
incorporate that information into the model 
Example Statistics Percent agreement, Cohen’s 
kappa, Jaccard’s J 
Pearson’s r  
Spearman’s rho 
Cronbach’s alpha 
Principal components analysis  
Generalizability theory, Many-facet Rasch measurement 
Item response theory 
Advantages Easy to compute by hand 
 
Strong intuitive appeal 
 
Effectively deals with 
nominal data 
Easy to diagnose rater 
discrepancies 
Can be used when rating 
scales are continuous 
 
Makes less stringent 
demands about training 
judges to exact agreement 
 
Possible to summarize 
rating from multiple 
judges 
 
Provides one statistic that allows for direct comparison of the severity 
of all judges on all items, even if they did not rate the same items 
 
Differences in rater severity are taken into account at the level of the 
individual person (facets) or group (generalizability theory) 
 
Provides an empirical estimate of the extent to which judges 
consistently apply the rating scale across participants 
 
Disadvantages Must be calculated separately 
for each pair of judges and 
for each unique item  
 
Often requires substantial 
time and resources to train 
judges to exact agreement  
 
Rater independence can be 
trained away, thereby 
threatening the validity of the 
summary scores 
Magnitude of correlation 
coefficients is affected by 
distribution of observed 
ratings.  
 
Can lead to artificially 
deflated estimates.  
 
Can be burdensome to 
compute the necessary 
adjustments to rater 
severity 
 
Difficult to calculate by hand — requires specialized software  
 
Structure of the raw data file may be counterintuitive to set up 
(facets). 
 
Does not handle nominal level data 
 





Particularly relevant for complex rating designs, such as the assessment situation where 
test takers and raters were not fully-crossed, Hallgren (2012) argued that researchers should seek 
“alternative statistics that are not well distributed in statistical software packages to assess IRR” 
(p. 25). For example, Putka, Le, McCloy, and Diaz (2007) developed an alternative reliability 
index – G(q, k) – that allowed systematic deviations of specific raters to be removed from the 
error variance term (Hallgren, 2012). This index was appropriate for ill-structured measurement 
designs (ISMDs) where test takers and raters were neither fully crossed nor nested. Using a 
Monte Carlo simulation study, Putka et a.l (2007) demonstrate that G(q, k) was more accurate 
than traditional IRR indices, such as Pearson correlation and ICCs for ratings arriving from 
ISMDs. Methods also exist in terms of generalizing the ICCs to deal with randomly incomplete 
(i.e. unbalanced) datasets without any imputation of missing values or any (row-wise or column-
wise) deletion. In these methods, raters’ biases were approximated by involving a stop criterion 
that checked the difference in raters’ effect size between subsequent iterations (see Brueckl & 
Heuer, 2018).  
Measurement Models 
Human scores are used not only for training/building an automated scoring system but 
also for evaluating such a system. Automated speech scoring studies commonly report IRR 
indices, such as exact or adjacent agreement, Cohen’s κ, Cronbach’s α, etc. High human-human 
reliability indices are typically taken as an assurance of human score quality and serve as 
benchmarks for the machine-human reliability to emulate. These commonly reported reliability 
indices are based on Classical Test Theory (CTT, Novick, 1966), which conceptualizes the 
observed scores as an addition of the true scores and random errors. However, the fundamental 




the test takers’ performances. In other words, the CTT reliability indices are unable to separate 
these two sources of variability contributing to the observed score variability (Stemler, 2004). 
In performance-based assessment where test takers’ produce constructed responses, a 
persistent challenge is that “the ability measurement accuracy depends strongly on rater and 
tasks characteristics” (Uto & Ueno, 2017, p. 1). To address this problem, various item response 
theory (IRT) models that incorporate the rater and task characteristics have been developed (Uto 
& Ueno, 2017). In general, these IRT modeling approaches have been based on the concept of 
“virtual items”, which are the “set of all combinations of original items and raters” (Robitzsch & 
Steinfeld, 2018, p. 103). George Rasch (1960), a Danish mathematician, developed a 
probabilistic model that can independently calibrate test taker ability and item difficulty, 
providing a basis of comparison of the test takers and items on a latent scale, thus transforming 
binary (e.g., yes/no responses) or ordinal (e.g., Likert scale responses) observations into linear 
measures. Among the many extensions to the Rasch model, the Many-Facets Rasch Model 
(MFRM) (Linacre, 1989) has enjoyed wide popularity in language assessment. While preserving 
the mathematical properties (e.g., measurement invariance) of the original Rasch model, MFRM 
can model extra factors that are believed to be important in a performance assessment context, 
including rater severity, task difficulty, and criteria difficulty. For MFRM, the observed ratings 
or sores are decomposed into the additive effects of test takers’ abilities, raters’ severities, and 
task difficulties, which are scaled on the common logit metric so that the model’s estimates are 
directly comparable. 
Model Specifications 
Suppose data U consists of the polytomous item responses Xnir’s for person n (for n ∈ 𝒩 




words, the data U is a set such that U = {Xnir | n ∈ 𝒩, i ∈ ℐ, j ∈ 𝒥}. Based on the “virtual items” 
(e.g., rater-task combinations) conceptualization, the many-facet Rasch model (Linacre, 1989, 
2017) decomposes the ratings into the additive effects of persons, items, and rater on the logit 




)  = θn – δi – αj – τk,                      (1) 
where  
Pnirk = probability of test taker n being assigned a rating of k on item i by rater j, 
Pnirk-1 = probability of test taker n being assigned a rating of k-1 on item i by rater j, 
θn = level of performance for test taker n 
δi = difficulty of item i 
αj = severity of rater j, and  
τk = difficulty of scale category k relative to scale category k -1 
The algebraically equivalent form can be used to express the probabilities as: 
Pnijk = 
𝑒𝑥𝑝[𝑘(𝑛 – 𝛿𝑖 – 𝛼𝑗)−∑ 𝜏𝑚𝑘𝑚=0 ]
∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝[𝑙(𝑛 – 𝛿𝑖 – 𝛼𝑗)−∑ 𝜏𝑚𝑙𝑚=0 ]
𝐾
𝑙=0
                                     (2) 
where 
m = a counting index ranging from 0 to k 
l = a counting index ranging from 0 to K 
τ0 = 0 
    (Eckes, 2015) 
Invariance Property 
To illustrate how the MFRM preserves the important property of measurement 
invariance, consider two test takers with abilities θ1 and θ2, respectively, who are evaluated by 








) = θ2 – δi – αj – τk                                      (5)   







) - 𝐿𝑛 (
𝑃2𝑖𝑗𝑘
𝑃2𝑖𝑗𝑘−1
) = θ1 - θ2,                                                                                              (6)                                                            
(Eckes, 2015) 
which is the difference in comparing the abilities between the two test takers. This result 
indicates that, given the set of observations that fit the model, the test taker measures are 
invariant across the set of items and tasks, and vice versa (Wright, 1967, 1999). The 
measurement invariance property has an important implication – the total score is a sufficient 
statistic for estimating the test takers’ abilities. The MFRM is a flexible framework as there is no 
restriction of the number of facets (in their interactions) to model and number of categories in the 
rating data. It can serve as a diagnostic tool as it calibrates the effects from the various 
measurement facets onto the same logit scale in order to make meaningful comparisons. All 
model parameters can be estimated simultaneously.  
Model Fit 
Under the MFRM framework, there are three ways to evaluate the fit between data and 
model: global model fit, group-level fit statistics, and individual-level fit statistics. For global 
model fit, a log-likelihood chi-square (calculated as -2 × (sum of the natural logarithms of the 
model probabilities of all observations), with approximated degree of freedom = (number of 
responses used for estimation) – (number of parameters estimated), is typically reported in 
MFRM analysis (Eckes, 2015). However, empirical data with a large sample size will almost 
always lead to the rejection of the global model fit based on this chi-square statistic because the 
Rasch models are idealizations of empirical observations (Bond & Fox, 2015; Linacre, 1997b, as 
cited in Eckes, 2015). Thus, it is more important to explore the model’s practical utility or 
practical significance in terms of pinpointing where exactly misfit occurs (Sinharay & 




The extent to which the observed ratings match or deviate from the expected ratings 
generated by the MFRM can be evaluated either globally (for a group of raters) or individually 
(for individual raters). Eckes (2015) provides detailed calculations for the global fit indices and 
individual fit statistics related to the rater facet. For example, the rater separation ratio measures 
the spread of rater severity estimates relative to their precisions. For a particular rater j, the rater 
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where 𝑆𝐷𝑡(𝐽)
2 =  𝑆𝐷𝑜(𝐽)
2 − 𝑀𝑆𝐸𝐽                                       (8) 





                             (9) 
The mean-square error (MSEJ) is the average of the squared standard errors estimated for each 
rater j. The true variance of the severity estimates (𝑆𝐷𝑡(𝐽)
2 ) equals the observed variance (𝑆𝐷𝑜(𝐽)
2 ) 
minus the MSE. The rater separation ratio is formed by taking the square root of the ratio 
between the true variance and MSE. The higher the separation ratio, the more spread out the rater 
severity measures. The rater separation index (Wright & Master, 1982) measures the number of 







                          (10) 
Finally, the reliability of separation measures the extent to which the rater severity measures can 
be reliably separated. It is the ratio between the true variance and observed variance of the rater 
severity measures: 












According to a systematic review of methodologies applied in different areas of rater 
studies, Wind and Peterson (2018) argue that, to inform interpretation and use of rating scores 
and improve the quality of rater-mediated assessment, the rating quality indices should go 
beyond group-level indicators or IRR to provide individual-specific information and incorporate 
diagnostic information from other facets of the assessment. MFRM offers individual-specific 
information about raters based on standardized residuals, or the standardized differences between 
observed and expected ratings. Suppose Xnij is the observed rating for test taker n evaluated by 
rater j on criterion i, and enij is the expected rating based on the MFRM model’s parameter 
estimates, the standardized residual can be expressed as: 
 𝑍𝑛𝑖𝑗 =  
𝑋𝑛𝑖𝑗− 𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑗
𝑤𝑛𝑖𝑗
1/2                           (12) 
where 𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑗 =  ∑ 𝑘𝑃𝑛𝑖𝑗𝑘
𝑚
𝑘=0  (𝑃𝑛𝑖𝑗𝑘  is defined as in (2))                        (13) 




𝑘=0                           (14) 
Squaring the standardized residuals and averaging over the elements of the other facets (e.g., test 
takers and tasks) for each rater yields the residual-based index of data-model fit, which takes the 
form of mean squared error (MSE) fit statistics that are asymptotically distributed as a scaled 
chi-square statistic divided by its degree of freedom (Smith, 2004b; Wright & Master, 1982; 
Wright & Panchapakesan, 1969, as cited in Eckes, 2015). The unweighted MSE fit statistic for 
rater j, averaged over all examines n = 1, …, N and criteria i = 1, …, I, can be obtained by: 







                         (15) 
The unweighted MSE fit statistic is also called outfit statistic (short for “outlier sensitive fit 




to a highly proficient test takers on a medium difficulty criterion, which will increase the outfit 
statistic. Weighting the Znij by the model variance Wnij results in the weighted MSE fit statistic: 











                         (16) 
This statistic is also called the infit statistic (“information weighted fit statistic”) because it is 
sensitive to “inlying” unexpected responses or the situation where the location of the rater is 
close to those of the other facets on the measurement scale. The infit statistic usually has higher 
estimation precision and is more commonly reported than outfit statistic (Linacre, 2002c; Myford 
& Wolfe, 2003, as cited in Eckes, 2015).  
The outfit and infit MSE statistics can be used as a diagnostic tool to evaluate the extent 
to which the ratings assigned by a particular rater match or deviate from the model’s 
expectations because they both have an expected value of 1.0 and range from 0 to +∞ (Linacre, 
2002c; Myford & Wolfe, 2003, as cited in Eckes, 2015). Raters with fit values greater than 1.0 
show more variation than expected in their rating; this called misfit (or underfit). They are 
inconsistently applying the scale. For example, they may assign a high score to a test taker when 
the model would predict that the test taker should get a low score. By contrast, raters with fit 
values less than 1.0 show less variation than expected, indicating that their ratings are too 
predictable or provide redundant information; this is called overfit. These raters are not acting 
like independent judges when evaluating test takers’ abilities (Linacre, 2020). A rule-of-thumb 
critical range of the MSE fit statistics has been proposed as 0.15 to 1.5 to indicate defensible 
measurement or from 0.7 (or 0.8) to 1.3 (or 1.2) (e.g., Bond & Fox, 2015; Linacre, 2002c, 2014b; 
McNamara, 1996; Wright & Linacre, 1994, as cited in Eckes, 2015). However, it has been 
shown that the variance of the fit statistics is inversely proportional to sample size (Wang & 




statistics using sample size information have been proposed (Smith, Schumaker, & Bush, 1998; 
Wu & Adams, 2013, as cited in Eckes, 2015). According to Eckes (2015), more sophisticated 
statistical approaches dealing with the sample dependence issue involve making use of 
resampling methods. These promising methods, unfortunately, have not been widely applied in 
MFRM analysis for language assessment (Zhou, 2020).  
Rater Effects 
Rater effects refer to particular rating patterns employed by the raters when evaluating 
the quality of responses. Over the last century, examining these rating patterns within and across 
raters has received tremendous research, and the focus has been to determine the degree to which 
the ratings can be accurate indicators of the test takers’ abilities (Elliot, 2005; Saal, Downey, & 
Lahey, 1980, in Wind, Wolfe, Engelhard, Foltz, & Rosenstein, 2018). Myford and Wolfe (2003) 
categorized five major types of rater effects: leniency/severity, central tendency, randomness, 
halo, and differential leniency/severity (pp. 387-397). Myford and Wolfe (2004) provided the 
following working definitions for the common rater effects under the context of measurement 
models: 
• Leniency/severity effect: a rater’s tendency to assign ratings that are, on average, 
lower/higher than those that other raters assign, even after the performance of the 
particular test takers that the rater has evaluated are taken into account 
• Central tendency effect: overusing the middle categories of a rating scale 
• Randomness effect: a rater’s tendency to apply one or more trait scales in a manner 
inconsistent with the way in which the other raters apply the same scales 





• Differential leniency/severity effect: a rater’s tendency to assign ratings to a particular 
group of test takers that are, on average, lower/higher than the measurement model would 
expect for that group, given other raters’ ratings of the group (i.e., rate shows bias in the 
ratings of the group) 
(Myford & Wolfe, 2004, pp. 194-214) 
The rater effects in terms of severity and consistency/accuracy have been mostly studied 
in language assessment (e.g., Eckes, 2005; Kim, 2009; Myford & Wolfe, 2009; Schaefer, 2008). 
Specifically, the differential patterns with which the rater effects may display when interacting 
with the other facets of a given assessment situation are of central interest (e.g., In’nami & 
Koizumo, 2015; Winke, Gass, & Myford, 2012). As Wu (2017) argues, some rater effects may 
be more useful than others in terms of providing more information for the stakeholders of the 
assessment (p. 454). 
Recent studies investigating rater effects have considered simulation techniques. Wolfe 
and McVay (2012) conducted a rater effects study that included both simulated and actual data to 
demonstrate the procedure of detecting centrality, inaccuracy, and differential dimensionality in 
a large-scale writing assessment. The simulation study showed that the indices could effectively 
identify the known rater effects. Moreover, the actual data application showed that in real-world 
context the proportion of raters exhibiting rater effects was non-negligible. Wind (2019) 
investigated the impacts of rater severity, centrality, and misfit on students’ achievement 
estimates for classification decisions. The simulated data analysis supported that these rater 
effects had a substantial impact. Wind and Guo (2019) conducted a simulation study to 




effects might be difficult to distinguish using only the numeric indicators, and the combination of 
rater effects were easier to detect in complete rating designs.  
Rater behaviors have also been studied in the specific context of ITA speaking 
assessment. Yang (2010) found that raters demonstrated different levels of severities while 
showing an acceptable level of consistency across test sessions. Hsieh (2011) reported that ESL 
teachers and undergraduate raters showed no difference in severities with respect to evaluating 
oral proficiency, but their ratings differed when evaluating the accentedness and 
comprehensibility criteria. Yan (2014) also reported varying severity levels from the raters, while 
an acceptable level of IRR could be maintained. Furthermore, he found that the disagreement in 
the ratings could be attributable to the test takers’ proficiency levels and the rater’s perceptions 
towards L2 accents. Directly relevant to this study, Yang (2016) reported that OPI scores in the 
OECT reliably separated the test takers into distinct speaking ability levels. Moreover, the raters 
consistently used the scales within the same test administration, yet the same level of consistency 
was not observed for rater severities. Won (2019) showed that the raters in the OECT, during the 
rating sessions, would adapt their levels of severities based on their understanding of the 
task/prompt complexity. In summary, it can be seen that rater effects detection is a complex 
research topic as the degree to which the potential rater effects could be detected depends on the 
modeling procedures and the various facets in an assessment situation. 
Scoring Models 
Most studies behind the current automated speech scoring systems have focused on the 
linear relationship between features and human scores in building the scoring models. However, 
linear model frameworks map the linear combination of a set features, whose range is 




in the statistical inference we make about certain features on the human scores. The non-linear 
mapping between speech (or linguistic) features and human scores is less explored (Franco, 
Neumeyer, Digalakis, & Ronen, 2000). Given the multifaceted nature of a performance 
assessment situation, advanced modeling techniques may provide a better fit to automated 
scoring of responses to complex tasks. 
There are two approaches to determine the input features for scoring model: “(a) to have 
the model parameters established by the experts in second language assessment based solely on 
theoretical considerations, or (b) to use automatic methods to find an empirical solution to 
identify the model that achieves the highest agreement with human scores” (Loukina & Yoon, 
2020, p. 77). To strike a balance between these two approaches, a scoring system should measure 
a wide range of aspects of the speaking performances. Using features motivated by the scoring 
rubric and being informed by the research of second language acquisition and learning, Loukina 
and Yoon (2020) reported several published SpeechRaterSM scoring models, most of which were 
linear models, on the TOEFL iBT data.  
As any mathematical functions that map the relationship between features and human 
scores can be a potential scoring model candidate, Loukina and Yoon (2020) also reviewed the 
alternative approaches to automated speech scoring that utilized machine learning or deep 
learning techniques (e.g., Cheng, D’Antilio, Chen, & Bernstein, 2014; Qian, Evanini, Wang, 
Lee, & Mullholland, 2017; Zechner & Bejar, 2006). While these more complex algorithms may 
potentially contribute to our understanding of the mental processes of the human rating (e.g., 
using artificial neural networks), their empirical performances improved very little beyond the 
linear regression model (Loukin, Zechner, Bruno, & Beigman Klebnov, 2018). Another 




the meaning of the scoring features such as the low-level acoustic properties of spoken responses 
(e.g., Chen, Tao, Ghaggarzadegan, & Qian, 2018; Yu et al., 2016).  
Studies on automated scoring have focused heavily on exploring additional features to 
improve model performance rather than building and evaluating additional scoring models 
(Chen, 2012). More importantly, formal statistical inferences and statistical modeling techniques 
are largely ignored in the literature of automated speech scoring. To the best of the author’s 
knowledge, only Chen (2012) has suggested using Cumulative Link Model (CLM) over the most 
commonly used linear regression and classification and regression tree (CART) models in 
automated speech scoring research. Chen (2012) found that the CLM showed consistently higher 
performance over the other two models and, more importantly, CLM was robust to limited-size 
training (i.e., high value of weighted κ in just using 100 training samples).  Studies in this 
direction will serve to bridge the information gap between the statistics and NLP community 
(Chen, 2012).  
Developing an appropriate scoring model in a local assessment context can be more 
complicated than that in the large-scale standardized assessment situation. For example, 
additional layers of variability may be introduced if the number of raters evaluating each test 
taker or the rating design is not standardized. When building and evaluating scoring models, 
automated scoring researchers and practitioners should keep in mind the fundamental concepts 
and general principles in statistical modeling. In scientific research, researchers usually consider 
“a part of a problem as divorced from the larger context which that problem exists” (Kaiser, 
2017). For example, in the process of experimentation, the researcher could not possibly study 
all the external conditions to which the experimental units are subject. Instead, the researcher 




“divorcing a part form the whole” or the process of “exercising control over relevant factors 
while recognizing that we cannot control everything” can be called “scientific abstraction” 
(Kaiser, 2017, p. 2). Scientific abstraction also occurs when a problem is studied under 
observational study design (e.g., the design of most automated scoring studies) where researchers 
examine fluctuations in a small set of conditions, while trying to hold other conditions as 
constant as possible. In observational studies, causal inference is typically not the goal because 
the treatments or the manipulatable conditions are not randomly assigned to the experimental 
units, but mechanism governing the fluctuations in the process is of scientific interest.  
The process of scientific abstraction relates to statistical analysis. “Statistical abstraction” 
captures key elements of a scientific problem in a small set of parameters of a probabilistic 
model (Kaiser, 2017, p. 4). The process of statistical abstraction or statistical modeling operates 
in the “conceptual world” of random variables and probability distributions (Kaiser, 2017, p.11). 
Random variables, which are mathematical functions that map an arbitrary set (e.g., a finite set 
of outcomes) onto the real line (e.g., real numbers), are associated with observable quantities so 
that we can make inferences about the scientific questions of interest. Probability distributions, 
which are also mathematical functions that map to the probability space (i.e., real numbers from 
0 to 1), are assigned to the random variables around which the statistical model is constructed 
(Kaiser, 2017, p. 15). In statistical modeling, researchers can use random variables and the 
associated probability distributions to formulate meaningful conceptualization of a real situation 
(Kaiser, 2017, p. 13). 
Research Questions 
Based on the above review of studies, more research is needed in the following areas: (1) 




and scoring models, for a different test taker population, such as ITAs, (2) attending to the 
psychometric properties of human ratings by investigating rater reliability and potential rater 
effects, and (3) incorporating the information from the machine and human scoring into a unified 
statistical modeling framework to reflect the multifaceted nature of performance assessment. To 
address these areas, this study seeks to shed light on both test takers’ speaking performances and 
the raters’ behaviors by employing computational and statistical approaches. First, this study set 
up the following research question to explore the automated speech scoring capabilities using the 
existing NLP and speech processing tools: 
1) What scoring features are potentially useful for assessing the construct in OECT 
TEACH? 
Based on the identified criteria in the scoring rubric, feature extraction was implemented, which 
utilized the application of speech processing or NLP techniques. Feature selection was conducted 
based on the marginal correlations between the features and the human scores. Visualization 
tools, such as correlation matrices, and dimension reduction techniques, such as Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA), were used to help identify useful features.  
Secondly this study set up the following research question to explore potential rater 
effects that may negatively impact the quality of the human ratings: 
2) How reliable is the human scoring?   
To address this question, this study first investigated the reliability for the group of raters using 
the CTT indices. Then, by focusing on individual raters’ behaviors, it made use of a variety of 





Thirdly, this study set up the following research questions to investigate the extent to 
which the associations between the features and the human scores could be statistically modeled 
to offer a quantitative mechanism that explains the identified relationship: 
3) What approaches can be used to best model the relationship between the features and the 
human scores?  
To address this question, data analyses on both the score level (final score for each TEACH 
performance) and rating level (multiple ratings from the raters for each TEACH performance) 
were conducted. A series of modeling options were compared and examined. Specifically, these 
models included statistical model classes, such as linear regression, linear mixed models, ordinal 
logistic regression, and ordinal logistic mixed models. These candidate models differed in terms 
of the conceptualization of the outcome variable (i.e., TEACH scores) and whether the repeated 
measures or dependencies of the test takers’ performance across time or over the different raters 
were accounted for. Model comparison and model diagnostics were conducted to select the most 
appropriate model where the effects of the selected features on the human scores were estimated 




CHAPTER 3.    METHODOLOGY 
This chapter presents the methodology by first describing the overall research design. 
Then, each phase in the research design is described. The chapter focuses on sketching the data 
collection, feature extraction and feature selection procedures, while model building and model 
evaluation are discussed in Chapter 4, Analysis. The speech processing or NLP techniques that 
are applied during feature extraction and selection are explicated in detail.  
Research Design 
Figure 1 outlines the overall procedure in order to build and evaluate the automated 
scoring models, which used the speech and linguistic features that were automatically extracted 
to predict the statistics test takers’ TEACH scores in the OECT:
 
Figure 1. Overall Research Design 
Data Collection and Preprocessing 
In the data collection phase, the statistics test takers’ audio recording files of their 
TEACH performances from Year 20125 to Year 2019 (80 test takers and 166 oral responses) and 
 
5 Scorings before Year 2012 was done on paper rating sheet, thus no electronic data were available 
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their rating data (454 ratings) were retrieved from the OECT administration office6. This 
retrieval included the test takers’ ID numbers, the raters’ ID numbers, the TEACH materials 
(topics) the test takers received, the test dates, the ratings, and the final TEACH levels. The audio 
files in the requested data were manually segmented by the researcher into 5-minute TEACH 
monologue portions7. Using Audacity® 2.3.2 (Audacity Team, 2019), the audio data 
preprocessing included noise reduction, channel conversion, and size reduction. The signal-to-
noise (SNR) level in each audio file was adjusted dynamically by the individual-specific noise 
profile, and the amount of noise filtered out (setting ‘Noise reduction (dB)” and Sensitivity 
threshold) was judged by the researcher so as to preserve as much as undistorted speech signals 
while removing maximum noise. To decrease processing time for subsequent feature extraction, 
each audio file was converted from Stereo to Mono track and saved with 16,000 kHz sampling 
rate. While the track conversion and sampling rate reduction procedures were applied to all audio 
files, noise reduction was only applied to the audio files with excessive background noise that 
was deemed by the researcher to have potentially negative impact on the subsequent feature 
extraction procedures which may rely on signal-level information (e.g., fluency, pronunciation).  
All pre-processed audio files were transcribed verbatim by the researcher following the 
transcription guidelines of Automatic Alignment and Analysis of Linguistic Change (Strassel, 
Conn, Wagner, Cieri, Labov, & Maeda, 2003) (see Appendix B). When paired with their 
corresponding audio files, these manual transcription files were used for extracting fluency, 
pronunciation, and rhythm features (see Implementation of Feature Extraction below). To 
provide the basis for extracting features related to vocabulary, grammar, and content, the 
 
6 See Appendix I for the IRB Exemption Form 
7 Audio recordings of the 3-miunute Question and Answer section were excluded, as this study mainly focuses on 




researcher manually corrected the transcription for disfluencies (i.e., fillers, repetitions, and 
repairs) while preserving the errors related to lexical and grammatical forms. All manual 
transcriptions were conducted using Express Scribe (Version 5.88) (NCH Software).  
Implementation of Feature Extraction 
Based on the OECT scoring rubric, the features should be extracted in a way that reflects 
both the (sub)constructs of interest as well as the technological capability (see Appendix C for a 
full list of all features8). In other words, as a large number of features are available for use in 
current computational tools, careful feature engineering, including feature selection and 
aggregation, is needed to enhance construct validity and representation. Beyond the discourse 
structure and cohesion features, automated scoring for Functional Competency is not readily 
available. Automated approaches in measuring language functions are rarely used in the field, 
with the higher-order constructs like interactional competence (Galaczi & Taylor, 2018) hardly 
being translated into machine scorable features. Competing linguistic frameworks that explain 
the discourse features indicative language functions exist, and manually annotating the linguistic 
units based on a framework is extremely labor-intensive and time-consuming. Moreover, 
automated scoring of prosodic events, such as stressed syllables and tone choices, also requires a 
tremendous amount of manual annotations on the phonological level, which is also beyond the 
scope of this study. Therefore, this study implemented the features extraction only related to the 
criteria of Pace and Delivery, Vocabulary and Grammar, and Pronunciation in the OECT rubric. 
Furthermore, this study considered content features due to the specific nature of speech type 
elicited in the TEACH task. Even though the test task made no claims to measure content 
knowledge, the inclusion of the content features provided an opportunity to investigate the 
 
8 As several hundred features are available from TAALES, TAASC, and TAACO, respectively, only some example 




relationship of the other features and human scores when the content variable was statistically 
controlled. If the content showed a significant relationship with the human scores, then future 
test or scale development might need to consider content relevance as a scoring criterion.  
Extracting Features Related to Pronunciation  
As this study was not concerned with building an accurate ASR system to recognize the 
TEACH audio files, the pronunciation features were extracted from forced alignment, which was 
performed using the open-source Forced Alignment and Vowel Extraction (FAVE) Program 
Suite v1.2.2 (Rosenfelder, Fruehwald, Evanini, Seyfarth, Gorman, Prichard, & Yuan, 2014). The 
aligner was built on the Penn Phonetics Lab Forced Aligner, whose GMM-HMM mono-phone 
acoustic models were trained on 25 hours of hand aligned US Supreme Court oral arguments 
(Yuan & Liberman, 2008), and has been widely used in sociolinguistics studies of English 
dialects and varieties. Based on the paired audio and orthographic transcription files in this study, 
FAVE aligner extracted the log-likelihood scores for each forced-aligned phoneme in the 
TEACH responses by invoking the Hidden Markov Model toolkit (HTK) (Young et al., 2015). 
Based on the FAVE forced alignment output, a Python script was written to calculate the 7 
pronunciation features similar to those in Chen, Zechner, and Xi (2009) (e.g., average log-
likelihood scores and its rate-of-speech normalized versions, except for the vowel duration-
related features). As per instructions from the FAVE aligner documentation, out-of-dictionary 
vocabulary (OOV) items were checked manually by the researcher for each individual 
transcription, and appended to the pronunciation dictionary (Fruehwald, 2013).  
Another source of transcription was obtained from the Google Cloud Speech-to-Text 
API, as implemented in Python (Google, 2020). Specifically, this study made asynchronous 




running Operation (Google, 2020). From the ASR output (hypothesis strings) and the manual 
transcription9 (reference strings), the word error rates (WER) based on the Levenshtein Distance 
were calculated to serve as the 8th pronunciation feature. The Levenshtein Distance quantified 
the similarity between two strings by taking into account three editing operations - insertion, 
deletion, and substitution (Jurafsky & Martin, 2009). A Python implementation, which executed 
the pseudocode in Figure 2, was used: 
 




9 The corrected transcription version was used as the ASR output did not contain filler words. Also, the manual 
transcription texts were preprocessed, including removing punctuations, tokenization, lower case, and converting 




where r denotes a reference string (manual transcription), h denotes a hypothesis (an ASR word 
hypotheses string), i denotes the row index, j denotes the column index, |.| denotes the 
norm/length of a vector, and D denotes the Levenshtein Distance matrix. The WER was 
calculated by dividing the last element in the diagonal of D by the length the reference string. 
The last pronunciation feature was the average of word-level confidence scores from the 
Python implementation of the Google Cloud Speech-to-Text API. The confidence scores ranged 
from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating “an estimated greater likelihood that the individual 
words were recognized correctly” (Google, 2020). Google’s ASR system has been considered 
the pioneer of modern ASR algorithms, which utilizes deep learning architectures (Boyd, 2018). 
Google’s acoustic models were originally based on 5,000 hours of free telephone service data 
(Twiefel, Baumann, Heinrich, & Wermter, 2014). Ashwell and Elam (2017) evaluated the 
Google Web Speech API on transcribing Japanese L2 English learners’ oral productions in 
elicited imitation test, and reported a mean accuracy of 89.4 for native speakers and 65.7 for 
nonnative speakers. However, the authors did not specify their definitions of the evaluation 
metrics they used, and no comparison with other ASR systems were made (Iancu, 2019).  
As for the suprasegmental features, because the rhythm metrics were based on vocalic 
and consonantal intervals, which were marked by the timestamps in the forced alignment output 
(i.e., MLF files), a Python script was written to compute the proportion, variability, and pairwise 
variability related features which was similar to what was done by Lai, Evanini, and Zechner 
(2013). Specifically, five rhythm metrics (i.e., Percentage, Delta, Varco, rPVI, and nPVI) were 





Extracting Features Related to Pace and Delivery 
To extract ASR-based fluency features, a Python script was written to process the FAVE 
forced alignment output (i.e., MLF files), which contained the timestamps for particular words or 
phonemes. The extracted fluency features (K = 15)10 were grouped into three classes: 1) speed 
fluency, which included mean length of run, tokens per second11, syllables per second, and 
average syllable duration, 2) breakdown fluency, which included the number of silent pauses12, 
silent pauses per token13, number of fillers, and fillers per token, and 3) repair fluency, which 
included the number of repairs/repetitions and repairs/repetitions per token. Note that the repair 
or repetition fluency features were extracted directly from the manual transcriptions based on the 
marking of repetitions or repairs (“-” or “--”, see Appendix B for the Transcription Conventions). 
Also, based on the researcher’s observation in transcribing the audio files, some exceedingly 
long silent pauses were usually due to the test takers’ writing a formula or drawing a plot on the 
board while lecturing. Thus, silent pauses longer than 2 seconds were not included in the 
calculations of the fluency features. The syllable related features (e.g., number of syllables per 
second) were calculated using the Python file “syllabifier.py” from P2TK14 (Penn Phonetics 
Toolkit). As the calculations of all the pronunciation, fluency (except for repetitions/repairs), and 
rhythm features were based on the FAVE aligner, the researcher manually checked the accuracy 
of the alignment interval by interval in 10 randomly selected TextGrid files output from the 
FAVE aligner. The results indicated that, despite the background noise and accented speech, the 
 
10 K denotes the number of features 
11 Two versions were calculated, depending on whether the numerator was the total response duration or the total 
speaking time. Similarly, two versions were calculated for speech rate and articulation rate. 
12 The threshold for silent pauses was set at 200 ms. 
13 The denominator, which was the number of tokens, was based on the LCA output (see Extracting Features 






FAVE aligner showed a high degree of alignment accuracy. There were only about three 
instances where misalignment occurred because the speech segments, especially fricatives, were 
indistinguishable from the background noise when a test taker was using chalk to write on the 
blackboard. However, this problem was deemed to be minor because the alignment accuracy 
soon recovered after the period of background noise. Moreover, the noisy intervals usually 
appeared concurrently with long pauses (> 200ms), which were removed from the calculation of 
the temporal measures.  
Extracting Features Related to Vocabulary and Grammar 
Separate feature sets related to the vocabulary and grammar scoring criterion were 
considered. First, Lu’s (2012) Lexical Complexity Analyzer (LCA) was used to extract features 
(K = 33) related to lexical density, lexical sophistication, and lexical variation using the corrected 
transcription where disfluencies were manually removed. Moreover, the Automatic Analysis of 
Lexical Sophistication (TAALES 2.0) (Kyle, Crossley, & Berger, 2018) was used to extract a 
variety of both classical and new indices of lexical sophistication features (K = 241) related to 
word frequency, word range, academic language, n-gram frequency, n-gram range, n-gram 
strength of association, contextual distinctiveness, word recognition norms, semantic network, 
and word neighbors from the corrected TEACH transcriptions.  
As for the features measuring grammar, a vector space model (VSM) of POS tag 
sequence was constructed based on the Stanford POS tagger (Toutanova, Klein, Manning, & 
Singer, 2003), as implemented in the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK v.3) Python module 
(Bird, Steven, Loper, & Klein, 2009). To construct the VSM, the corrected transcriptions were 
used to generate a term-document vector, which recorded frequencies of the terms/vocabulary in 




“CountVectorizer()” function in Scikit Learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011), a popular machine 
learning library featuring many scientific and numerical operations. The reference corpora came 
from two sources: the British Academic Spoken English (BASE) corpus (Nesi, & Bausturkmen, 
2006; Nesi &Thompson, 2006; Thompson & Nesi, 2001) and the Ted-Lium v.2 corpus 
(Rousseau, Deléglise, & Estève, 2014). The BASE corpus consisted of 160 lectures and 40 
seminars recorded in a variety of departments at the University of Warwick and the University of 
Reading. It contained 1,644,942 tokens in total. The number of lectures or seminars for the four 
broad disciplines were balanced. The Ted-Lium corpus contained 1495 transcriptions (159,848 
pronunciation entries) of the audio from the Ted Talks website. Then, a cosine similarity score 
between a response vector and the model vector was calculated, using the “Scipy” Python 
module (Virtanen et al., 2020), to capture the overlap in morpho-syntactic patterns (i.e., POS tag 
sequence) between the test taker and the reference model.  
Moreover, the Tool for the Automatic Assessment of Syntactic Sophistication and 
Complexity (TAASSC) (Kyle, 2016) was used to obtain a large number of fine-grained indices 
of syntactic complexity. These indices included Lu’s (2010) Syntactic Complexity Analyzer 
(SCA)15 features related to T-units, clauses, dependent clauses, verb phrases, complex nominals, 
and coordinate phrases. In addition, a series of fine-grained clausal complexity and phrasal 
complexity features from TAASSC output, such as the number of dependents per nominal, 
occurrence of particular dependents, and indices of syntactic sophistication, such as verb 
argument constructions (VAC) referencing the academic sub-corpora of COCA (Corpus of 
Contemporary American English), were also calculated from the tool. 
 




Extracting Features Related to Content & Cohesion 
This study included the stimulus-based features in measuring the content overlap between 
the test takers’ responses and that of the source material they received to deliver the mini-lecture 
in the test. The materials were printed copies of introductory-level statistics textbook chapters of 
various topics, such as scatterplot, linear regression, probability of events, and confidence 
intervals. To generate the content vectors for the source materials, the scanned PDF files of the 
textbook chapters were first converted into plain text files using an online Optimal Character 
Recognition (OCR) tool16. The processed files (N = 18) were manually checked by the researcher 
to ensure accuracy and to remove any non-text elements such as tables and figures. For the 
equations, the elements were spelled out manually. For example, “𝑍 =  
𝑋−𝜇 
√𝜎
” was transcribed as 
“Z equals X minus mu divided by the square root of sigma.” Such verbatim transcription was 
also adopted in transcribing the test takers’ responses. Furthermore, as the numbers in the 
responses were transcribed as words, a Python module “num2words”17 was used to match the 
format of numbers in the source materials. Other preprocessing operations that were applied to 
both the test takers’ responses and the source materials included: converting all the letters to 
lowercase, removing stop words, tokenization, and stemming, using NLTK (Bird, Steven, Loper, 
& Klein, 2009). Then, the vector models or the vectorized representations of the texts for both 
the responses and source materials were generated using the “CounVectorizer()” function in the 
Sci-kit Learn Python module (Pedregosa et al., 2011). After the vector models of different n-
gram sizes (1-5) were generated, cosine similarities were calculated, using the Scipy Python 
module (Virtanen et al., 2020), as the content features. To illustrate, suppose u is a vector for a 
 
16 https://www.onlineocr.net/ 




particular response and v is a vector for a textbook chapter, the cosine similarity was calculated 
as: 
Cosine Similarity = 
𝑢.𝑣
‖𝑢‖2‖𝑣‖2
,         (17) 
where u is of the dimension of the number of unique n-gram in the response, v is of the 
dimension of the number of unique n-gram in the textbook chapter, and ||.||2 denotes the norm or 
the square root of the sum of squares of the components in the corresponding vector.  
Finally, the Tool for the Automatic Analysis of Cohesion (TAACO 2.0, Crossley, Kyle, 
& Dascalu, 2019) was used to extract the indices related to global and local textual cohesion. 
TAACO reported 194 indices in seven main categories: Type-token ratio (TTR) and lexical 
density, lexical overlap (sentences and paragraphs), semantic overlap, connectives, givenness, 
and source text similarity (Kyle & Crossley, 2018).   
Feature Selection and Aggregation 
The following steps were implemented to select the candidate features/predictors for the 
scoring models. First, the marginal correlations between the features and the human scores were 
calculated. Based on the empirical magnitude of the correlation, a threshold was determined. 
Any features whose correlations were lower than this threshold were removed. In the situation 
where a relatively large number of features were selected, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
was applied using R (R Core Team, 2017) to aggregate the selected features. In the application of 
PCA, the features were first centered (subtracting the original feature values from its mean) and 
scaled (dividing the centered values by the standard deviations of the corresponding features). 
Thus, the eigendecomposition procedure in PCA was applied to the correlation matrix of the data 
of a corresponding set of features to find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. While the 




principal component (PC), the eigenvectors were used to derive the principal component (PC) 
scores or the vectors of coefficients that project the original data to a new coordinate system with 
reduced dimensions.  
To evaluate the effectiveness of PCA in reducing the dimension of the selected features, 
visualization techniques, including the scree plots and the plot for proportion of variance 
explained by the number of PCs, were applied to determine the number of PCs to keep. 
Furthermore, a formal statistical test based on the large-sample property of the sampling 
distribution of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors was implemented in R to provide further 
evidence to decide the number of PCs. Using the selected PCs, the loadings of the features on the 
PCs were extracted, and the PCs were interpreted. Using the loadings, the residual matrix was 
extracted to provide further evidence as to the effectiveness of the PC solution. Finally, the PC 
scores, or the projections of the original feature values onto the space constructed by the 
coordinates of the selected PCs, were extracted, and their correlations with the human scores 
were obtained. Only the PC scores that showed the highest correlations with the human scores 




CHAPTER 4.    ANALYSIS 
This chapter describes the various data analysis, or modeling procedures, while offering 
necessary technical background so that the various decisions in the analytical procedure are as 
transparent as possible, and interpretations of the results in statistical analysis are valid and 
appropriate. First, the human ratings (i.e., TEACH levels) from the multiple raters are analyzed 
based on both the CTT and IRT frameworks. The scoring models that are explored in this study 
are described in detail, including the model forms/structures, properties and assumptions, 
estimations and inferences, model diagnostics, and implementation. Finally, the methods for 
model evaluation and comparison are described.  
Human Scoring Analysis 
The preprocessing of the human rating data consisted of removing the raters who 
provided too few ratings (less than 5), reformatting the data between long format and wide 
format, removing the ratings of Level 4 (since there were only 5 ratings of Level 4), and reverse 
coding the ratings such that high scores represented high abilities, and low scores represented 
low abilities. After preprocessing, there were in total 421 ratings18, 166 responses, and 21 raters. 
In this study, the human scoring analysis treated the test takers who may retake the test multiple 
times as different test takers and assumed that rater effects were constant across time. In other 
words, the independence assumption was likely violated across test takers, and the time factor 
was not considered in the human scoring analysis, even though the data were collected through 
time. To remedy the violation of the independence assumption, the test taker-by-time and the 
rater-by-time interaction terms can be included in the IRT models, which is not common in the 
 





MFRM studies in similar contexts that either focused on a single test administration or analyzed 
the different test administrations across time separately (e.g., Yan, 2014; Yang, 2010; Yang, 
2016; Won, 2019). However, as there is no systematic design structure in terms of either the time 
points at which the test takers re-take the test or the raters who may evaluate the same test taker 
across different time points in this study, estimation of these interaction terms is likely to be 
unstable or the model may not converge, which means the main effects parameters could not be 
estimated. Thus, investigation into the properties of the two-way interaction IRT estimators 
under the sparse-rating or ill-structured rating design is beyond the scope of the present study.  
CTT Analysis 
Reliability of human scoring was first investigated under the CTT framework. This study 
adopted the six versions of ICCs, depending on 1) whether the raters as random or fixed effects 
was assumed, 2) whether single score or average score was calculated, and 3) whether the target 
was a measure of consistency or agreement. Table 3 presents the case labels, models, and 
assumptions for the six versions of ICCs based on McGraw and Wong (1996): 
Table 3.  
ICC Models and Assumptions 





Xij = μ + ri + wij, 
where i = 1, …, n 
and j = 1, …, k 
μ (population average) is constant; ri 
(the row effects) are random, 
independent, and randomly distributed 
with mean 0 and variance 𝜎𝑟
2; and wij 
(residual effects) are random, 
independent, and normally distributed 
with mean 0 and variance 𝜎𝑤
2 . 









Table 3. Continued 







Xij = μ + ri + cj + eij, 
where i = 1, …, n 
and j = 1, …, k 
μ and ri are as before; cj (the column 
effects) are random, independent, and 
normally distributed with mean 0 and 
variance 𝜎𝑐
2; eij (residual effects) are 
random, independent, and normally 
distributed with mean 0 and variance 
𝜎𝑒









Xij = μ + ri + cj + eij, 
where i = 1, …, n 
and j = 1, …, k 
Same as Case 2 except that cj are fixed 
so that ∑ 𝑐𝑗 = 0, and the parameter 
corresponding to 𝜎𝑐









(McGraw & Wong, 1996) 
 Table 4 shows in more detail the six versions of ICCs. The ICC versions differed in terms 
of 1) whether individual score (denoted by 1) or average score (denoted by k, indicating average 
over raters) was calculated; and 2) whether agreement (denoted by A) or consistency (denoted by 
C) was calculated. For the notations, σ2 denoted a specific variance component and MS denoted a 
specific mean square statistic. Subscript r denoted rows (representing test takers), R denoted 
raters, c denoted columns (representing raters), w denoted within the raters, and e denoted errors.  
Inferences regarding the population value of the ICCs (ρ) for the one-way and two-way model 
were based on the tables provided in McGraw and Wong (1996). Because the consistency in both 
relative standing and actutual scores can be incorporated, ICC has been advocated as an 
appropriate index of inter-rater reliability in general (Rousson, Gasser, & Seifert, 2002), as well 







Table 4.  
ICC Definitions, Calculations, and Interpretations 




2 +  𝜎𝑤2
 
𝑀𝑆𝑅 − 𝑀𝑆𝑊 
𝑀𝑆𝑅 + (𝑘 − 1)𝑀𝑆𝑊
 
The degree of absolute agreement among 
measurements made on randomly selected objects. It 





2 + 𝜎𝑤2 /𝑘
 
𝑀𝑆𝑅 − 𝑀𝑆𝑊 
𝑀𝑆𝑅
 
The degree of absolute agreement for measurements 
that are averaged over k independent measurement on 






2 +  𝜎𝑒
2 
𝑀𝑆𝑅 − 𝑀𝑆𝐸  
𝑀𝑆𝑅 + (𝑘 − 1)𝑀𝑆𝐸 +
𝑘
𝑛
(𝑀𝑆𝑐 − 𝑀𝑆𝐸 )
 
The degree of absolute agreement among 







2 +  𝜎𝑒
2/𝑘
 





The degree of absolute agreement for measurements 
that are averaged based on k independent 







𝑀𝑆𝑅 − 𝑀𝑆𝐸  
𝑀𝑆𝑅 + (𝑘 − 1)𝑀𝑆𝐸
 
The degree of consistency among measurements 
made under the fixed levels of the column factor. 





2 +  𝜎𝑒
2/𝑘
 
𝑀𝑆𝑅 − 𝑀𝑆𝑒  
𝑀𝑆𝑅
 
The degree of consistency for average of k 
independent measures made under the fixed level of 
the column factor 
 





To account for the ill-structured rating of the human scoring data, which included ratings 
from multiple raters that are partially crossed with test takers, this study used the R package 
irrNA (Brueckl & Heuer, 2018). Reliability is defined as the portion of the observed variance 
which is true variance: 
𝑟 =  
𝐴
𝐴+𝐵
                   (18) 
where A represents the true score variance (or the variance of the true components, which is 
assumed to be constant across different raters, in the population of persons from which the study 
has sampled) and B represents the error variance, which gives rise to differences of ability 
estimates for the same person (Ebel, 1951, p. 409). Ebel (1951) pointed out that for incomplete 
rating situations, only variance attributable to test takers and errors could be separated. In other 
words, the “between-rater” differences were subsumed into the error variance.  
Moreover, for incomplete data, as the number of ratings (k) for each person varied, an 







]                          (19) 
(Ebel, 1951, p. 418) 
To explicitly model the rater main effects to the observed score variance in ISMD, this 
study used a general formula of estimating IRR (that was applied regardless of whether rating 















2̂  are estimated variance components for the test taker main effects (true 




effects. These variance components can be obtained using the linear mixed model implemented 
by “lmer” function in lme4 R package (Bates et al., 2015). ?̂? is the harmonic mean number of 
raters per test taker, which accounts for the unequal number of raters for each test taker. q is the 
multiplier that scales the contribution of variances attributable to rater main effects (𝜎𝑅
2): 









                (21) 
where Nt is the total number of test takers in the sample; ki and ki´ are the number of raters who 
rated test taker i and i´; and cii´ is the number of raters that each pair of test takers (i, i´) share. It’s 
worth noting that both ICCs and G(q,k) indices can be seen as specific variations of reliability 
coefiicients to accommodate the different data structures and purposes in reliability analysis that 
fall under the unifying generalizability theory (G-theory) framework (Fan & Sun, 2013). 
IRT Analysis 
As any mathematical model includes a set of assumptions about the data, this study 
empirically checked the major assumptions in applying the relevant IRT models, including 
unidimensionality, local independence, and monotonicity. The unidimensionality assumption 
states that only one ability or trait “explains” or “accounts for” the test takers’ test performances, 
though in reality, other factors impacting the test performances cannot be completely ruled out 
(Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985, p. 16). This assumption requires a “dominant” component or 
factor that influences the test takers’ performance, which is referred to as the ability measured by 
the test (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985, p. 17). When data fit certain IRT models (e.g., 
Rasch), it is expected that the data be explained by the latent ability measures. Then, the 
unexplained part of the data, when standardized (i.e., standardized residuals), should be a 
standard normal random variable without any structure (Linacre, 1998). As the data matrix of the 




at random19, missing values were first handled via multiple imputation (MI) using missMDA 
package (Husson & Josse, 2020) in R. Specifically, an EM algorithm was used by the 
“estim_ncpPCA()” function (setting the number of principal components to 1) to estimate the 
number of dimension for the PCA by cross-validation. Then, the imputed data were extracted 
and submitted to PCA to check for dimensionality. Unidimensionality was also investigated 
based on the outfit and infit statistics. This is because the IRT models considered in this study are 
1PL models (without the discrimination and guessing parameters); so, fit statistics close to one 
could imply that the unidimensionality assumption was reasonably met (Bond & Fox, 2015).  
A related concept to the unidimensionality assumption is the local independence 
assumption, which states that, given the test takers’ latent ability measures, the test takers’ 
performance evaluated by the different raters are statistically independent (Hambleton & 
Swaminathan, 1985). In other words, local independence implies that the covariance between the 
raters are only caused by the test takers’ ability measures. The likelihood function, where the 
probability of the response pattern for each test taker equals the product of the probability 
associated with the evaluation from each rater, is a direct consequence of this assumption. 
Though numerous local dependence detection measures exist, their performances are mixed, and 
there is no single measure that is widely available to applied users in various situations 
(Edwards, Houts, & Cai, 2018, p. 142). Edwards, Houts, and Cai (2018) proposed a diagnostic 
procedure called the Jackknife Slope Index (JSI) to detect violation of the local independence 
assumption in IRT models, and demonstrated its effectiveness and efficiency by both simulated 
data and empirical data analysis. The JSI procedure could be described as follow: 
 
19 Which raters are assigned to rate which test takers depends on the raters’ availability, which can be seen as a 




1) all item parameters were estimated using all the data 
2) the data were perturbed by removing item j 
3) the item parameters were re-estimated  
4) the item parameters were compared for stability 
(Edwards, Houts, & Cai, 2018, p. 144) 
This study applied JSI on rater parameters rather than item parameters and investigated rater 
severity rather than the discrimination parameter. Following the procedure in Edwards, Houts, 
and Cai (2018), an R function was written to calculate the JSI for each rater in this study so as to 
empirically assess the local independence assumption.  
 The monotonicity assumption states that the test takers’ performance (in terms of 
probabilities of receiving higher scores) increases as the test takers’ latent ability measures 
increase (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985). This assumption is best displayed using a graphical 
tool that plots the relationship between the ability measures and the probability of receiving a 
certain score category as evaluated by the group the raters. This graph is called an Item 
Characteristic Curve for item parameters or Category Probability Plots for rater parameters (Wu, 
2017). The step parameters represent the ability levels where there is an equal probability of 
receiving two adjacent score categories, or the intersection between two category score curves. 
Besides generating these plots this study also checked the step parameters, because increasing 
step parameters, as the ability measures increase, suggests that the monotonicity assumption is 
met. 
IRT analysis of human scoring conducted in this study used the Test Analysis Modules 
(TAM, Robitzsch, Kiefer, & Wu, 2020) in R (R Core Team, 2017). TAM implements both MML 




Wang, 1996; Adams, Wilson, & Wu, 1997; Formann, 1982; Formann, 1992). MML assumes the 
person ability estimates are randomly drawn from a certain distribution (e.g., standard normal), 
and integrates out the person ability (as a latent variable) in the likelihood equation, which 
reduces the estimation problem into estimating just the fixed effects of the item or rater 
parameters and the mean and variance/covariance parameters for the person ability distribution 
(Robitzsch & Steinfeld, 2018). The MML is more stringent in that it poses the distributional 
assumptions for the persons’ abilities in the data. However, this assumption allows direct 
inferences to be made about the persons’ ability distribution in the population (i.e., population 
model) (Adams & Wilson, 1996). To maximize the marginal likelihood function, the expectation 
maximization (EM) algorithm (Aitkin, 2016; Bock & Aitken, 1981) is typically invoked 
(Robitzsch & Steinfeld, 2018).  
Formally, the TAM implementation formulated the Rasch models as a Random 
Coefficient Multinomial Logit model (RCML), providing a unifying and flexible framework for 
the Rasch model family (Adams & Wilson, 1996). In the RCML parameterization, the 
(conditional) response probability model in category x of item i is: 





 ,                                (22) 
where the θ ~ g(θ; α) (population model with parameters α) is the probability density function 
(PDF) or G(θ; α) is the cumulative density function (CDF). Bi(x) is the scoring function, which 
assigns a score (e.g., 0, 1, 2, 3)20 for the observed response x to item i. ξ’ = (ξ1, ξ2, …, ξp), 
denoting the p item parameters, which are related to the responses through a design matrix A = 
{aik}, for i = 1, …, p and k = 1, …, Ki. In estimating the parameters in RCML, 
 
20 Based on this parameterization, this study subtracted 1 from the TEACH levels so that the outcome variable 




solutions/maximizers to the log likelihood function can be found by maximizing the expected 
value of the likelihood of the joint item response model: 
𝑓𝑖(𝒙, 𝜃;  𝑨, 𝝃, 𝜶) =  𝑓(𝒙; 𝑨, 𝝃 |𝜃) 𝑔(𝜃;  𝜶)                        (23) 
(See Adams & Wilson, 1996; Raymond, Adams, Wilson, & Wu, 1997 for more detailed 
mathematical derivation for the solution of EM algorithm and quadrature procedure for normally 
distributed person ability estimates).  
Under the RCML framework and TAM implementation, this study first fit a rating scale 
model (RSM, Wright & Master, 1982) to the human rating data to obtain the parameter estimates 





) =  𝜃𝑛 −  𝛿𝑖 − 𝜏𝑘               (24) 
where pnik is the probability of obtaining score k for person n rated by rater i. 𝛿𝑖 represents rater 
severity21, and raters have the same category threshold 𝜏𝑘, which represents the difficulty of 
moving from the k-1th score category to the kth score category. Distributions of the parameter 
estimates were obtained using visualization techniques, including the construct map (Wright 
map). Then, rater reliability was investigated using both group-level indices, including rater 
separation ratio and separation reliability, as well as individual-level fit statistics, which indicate 
the raters’ consistency/accuracy against the other raters in the sample.  
The frequency distributions of the ratings that each rater assigned were displayed to 
detect possible central raters who were overusing the inner categories on the scale (Myford & 
Wolfe, 2004, p. 203). However, these frequency counts were not so useful because different 
 





raters evaluated different test takers (Wu, 2017). To establish a common frame of reference and 
further attest to the central tendency effect by focusing on the individual raters’ actual use of the 




) =  𝜃𝑛 −  𝛿𝑖𝑘              (25) 
(Wu, 2017, p. 459) 
where the category thresholds, δik, can be estimated for each rater i and score category k. Wu 
(2017) suggested using the expected score curve for each rater to detect central tendencies. As 
the numbers of responses in each category are sufficient statistics for estimating the δik parameter 
in Rasch models, the shape of the expected score curve is determined by the frequencies of 
responses in each score category, and flatter curves could be associated with more respondents in 
the middle category (Wu, 2017, pp. 460-462). Therefore, this study generated the curves per 
rater using the built-in plotting function in the TAM package. Similarly, using the separate 
logistic functions for the different score points, this study plotted the predicted probabilities of 
the different score points for each rater over a range of ability estimates of the test takers, which 
could be a helpful diagnostic tool to detect the overuse or underuse of certain categories from a 
particular rater (e.g., Myford & Wolfe, 2004). To this end, this study also generated the predicted 
category plots per rater using the built-in plotting function in the TAM package.  
Statistical Modeling 
With the goal of investigating the extent to which the associations between the features 
and the human scores could be modeled so as to offer a mechanism that explains the relationship 
between them, this study adopted both linear and non-linear statistical model frameworks. 
Specifically, the linear models (linearly) related the features to the human scores, while the non-




the human scores. The data analyses consisted of score-level analysis and rating-level analysis. 
In the score-level analysis, the relationship between the features and the final TEACH levels 
(ignoring the multiple ratings assigned by the different raters) was investigated. In the rating-
level analysis, the relationship between the features and the ratings assigned by the individual 
raters was investigated. All modeling procedures were implemented using the statistical software 
R (R Core Team, 2017). Before the modeling procedures, the features were standardized by 
subtracting the raw values of each feature from their mean and dividing by their standard 
deviation.  
In the score-level modeling, results from the different statistical models, including linear 
model (LM), linear mixed model (LMM), cumulative link model (CLM), and cumulative link 
mixed model (CLMM), were compared. Results included the model parameter estimates, model 
fit, model comparison, prediction accuracy, and model diagnostics. The model estimates 
included both fixed and random effects (if applied), which was induced by the variability of 
ability levels in the test takers. The model fit indices22 included AIC and BIC for all models, root 
mean squared error (RMSE) for the continuous outcome variable models, and residual deviance 
for the ordinal outcome variable model. For each model class, model comparison assessed the 
significance of the time variable, as well as the added predictors, or the difference between the 
reduced and the full models. For prediction accuracy, the models were compared based on 1) 
three-way classification accuracy (Accuracy 1), where the three TEACH score levels were used; 
2) two-way classification accuracy (Accuracy 2), where only pass (Level 1 and Level 2) versus 
no pass (Level 3 and Level 4) criterion was used; 3) rounded correlations (Cor1); 4) unrounded 
 
22 For an introduction of the model evaluation metrics used in this study, see Model Selection and Evaluation section 




correlations (Cor2); and 5) quadratically-weighted Kappa (QWK). Prediction results on the 
training data and the test data (via 10-fold cross validation) were also compared. 
Following the procedures in the score-level modeling, results in the rating-level modeling 
covered the same main model classes: linear model (LM), linear mixed model (LMM), 
cumulative link model (CLM), and cumulative link mixed model (CLMM). For the mixed 
models, the rater random effects, which were partially crossed with the test taker random effects, 
were introduced. Partial-crossing refers to the rating design that is neither fully crossed nor 
nested. In statistics, two factors are crossed if each level of one factor applies to or occurs in 
combination of each level of the other factor. Two factors are nested if each level of one factor 
applies to or occurs in combination of the different levels of the other factor (“Minitab® 18 
Support”, 2019). Thus, in a fully crossed rating design, each rater evaluates all the test takers. In 
comparison, in a nested rating design, there is no common test taker shared by any pair of raters. 
In this study, the mixed models with the two random effects terms were indicated by “2” in their 
respective model names (i.e., LMM2 and CLMM2). Besides the additional random effects term, 
the rating-level models also included the rater fixed effects term, which was a binary variable23 
summarizing the results from the IRT analysis. In particular, the raters who, as compared to the 
other raters in the sample, showed an indication of severity/leniency, central tendency, or 
randomness effects, were dummy-coded as effects raters, while the other raters were dummy-
coded as non-effects raters. 
 
23 It was determined that when the individual raters were included as discrete levels in the rater fixed effects, 
estimation issues occurred due to a singular design matrix. Furthermore, as the raters were not crossed with the test 




Linear Model (LM) 
In this study, the full linear (regression) model was instantiated in the following form: 
TEACH levels/ ratings = linear combination of the selected features24, where the term on the left 
of the equation was the outcome/response variable and the terms on the right were the 
independent variables (i.e., predictors or features).  
LM studies the relationship between a quantitative variable (response variable) and other 
variables (explanatory variables that could be either continuous or discrete). It is commonly used 
to identify and evaluate the degree to which a set of explanatory variables significantly explain 
the response or to predict the expected value or actual value of the response variable given the 
set of explanatory variables. LM takes the following form: 
Yi = β0 + β1xi1 + β2xi2 + … + βkxik + εi,             (26) 
where i = 1, …, n, denoting the number of observations in the data set; Yi denotes the ith 
response; xi1, xi2 ,…, xik denote the k explanatory (fixed) variables; and β0, β1, …, βk are the 
regression coefficients or the LM’s model parameters. In this study, the response variable was 
the TEACH levels (score-level and rating-level), and the explanatory variables were the selected 
speech or linguistic features.  
The assumptions of LM are captured in the error term εi. Specifically, the errors are 
assumed to be independently and identically distributed as a normal distribution with constant 
variance or εi ~ N(0, σ2). Given the LM’s structure (Y = X β + ε in matrix notation), it is 
equivalent to saying that the expected value of response is a linear function of the explanatory 
variables. Furthermore, by the linear property of expectation and normal distribution, it is 
 
24 Note the model is additive, meaning that no interaction term is included. It was further examined that, for LM, 
when the significant predictors in the full model were set to interact with time, no interaction was significant. 




straightforward to derive the distribution of the response variable given the set of explanatory 
variables, which also follows a multivariate normal distribution (with mean X β and variance-
covariance matrix σ2In).  
When data are fit to LM, the solutions for the regression coefficients are known to 
minimize the squared distances (errors) between the predicted or fitted values and the actual 
values (data points). It is well established in theory that the Least Square Estimation method, 
where the parameter estimates are calculated as ?̂? = (XTX)-1XTY, is a well-behaved estimator 
(Best Linear Unbiased Estimator, or BLUE). In addition, because the parameter estimates are a 
linear function of the response variable, the variance of the estimators can be derived analytically 
such that we can make inferences or assess our certainty/precision of the estimators.  
The ANOVA approach is typically invoked to decompose the (corrected) total variation 
of the response variable into the variation attributed to the LM and errors/residuals (the part of 
variation that cannot be explained by the LM). Indices evaluating model fit are based on the 
mean square statistics from the ANOVA approach. When data fit the LM, a particular regression 
coefficient quantifies the relationship between an explanatory variable or feature and the 
response variable (TEACH levels). Specifically, the value of a coefficient (βj) indicates the effect 
of a particular explanatory variable (Xj) on the response variable after adjusting for the linear 
effects of the other predictors or features on the response variable (Y) and the linear effect of the 
other predictors on Xj.  
After the parameters are estimated, it is important to conduct model diagnostics because 
the abnormalities, if present, may impact the precision of the estimation or result in invalid 
statistical inferences (see Appendix F and G for how each assumption was checked). For LM, if 




regression coefficients, the associated standard errors, and p-values would be affected. 
Multicollinearity usually manifests in a significant F-test for the overall model, while many or all 
of the t-test statistics (for the individual parameter estimates) are non-significant. Secondly, 
violations of the equal variance assumption (i.e., homogeneity of variance) may impact the 
inferences, such as the standard errors or confidence intervals of the parameter estimates. 
Thirdly, violation of the normality assumption can affect inferences, especially for small sample 
sizes, but it should be noted that ANOVA is robust to minor violations of the normality 
assumption even with moderate sample sizes. Finally, extreme cases should be investigated. For 
example, outliers, if present, may inflate mean squared errors (MSE) or the average error 
variance. Outliers may also lower values of t or F test statistics, thus inflating the width of 
confidence intervals for parameters and prediction intervals. LMs were implemented in this 
study using the “lm()” function in R.  
Linear Mixed Model (LMM) 
In this study, the full Linear Mixed Model (LMM) was instantiated by taking a similar 
form (i.e., dependent and independent variables) as that in LM. The added independent variables 
were the test taker random effects term in the score-level modeling and both the test taker and 
the rater random effects terms in the rating-level modeling.   
LMM extends the LM by incorporating random effects. A model, which incorporates 
both fixed- and random-effects terms in a linear predictor expression, is called a mixed or mixed-
effects model (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015). In an experiment that involves multiple 
observations per experimental unit, such as the case in this study where multiple scores were 
assigned by different raters and the students may have multiple scores by retaking the test, it is 




such as rate of speech, are expected to be more correlated within a test taker than across test 
takers, and the ratings assigned by the same rater are more likely to be correlated than the rating 
assigned by different raters. Including random effects is one way to account for the lack of 
independence among the observations (an important assumption of LM) that might be expected 
based on the experimental design or data collection process. Although this study is mainly 
focused on assessing the effects of the features on the human scores, other variables or factors, 
which result in the correlated structure of the data, though not of primary interest, should also be 
controlled or accounted for in the model, as these variables do vary in the sample, and thus could 
influence the data (Cunnings, 2012).  
LMM takes the following matrix form: 
Y = X β + Zu + e,               (27) 
where Zu represents the random effect(s) part of the model, which is different from LM. LMM 
assumes that the random effects (u and e) are independent normal distributions with zero 
expected values and constant variance-covariance matrices (Var(e) = R and Var(u) = G). X and Z 
are the design matrices for the corresponding fixed and random effects 
Parameters in LMM are estimated by either Maximum Likelihood estimation (MLE) or 
Restricted/Residual Maximum Likelihood estimation (REML). Both MLE and REML seek to 
“find those parameter values that, given the data and our choice of model, make the model’s 
predicted values most similar to the observed values” (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008, p. 
394). The MLE approach bears resemblance to the estimation in LM. In particular, the error term 
can be expanded to ε = [
𝒖
𝒆









]), where I is an identity matrix, 𝜎𝑢
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the variance components for the random effect and error, which can be seen as another source of 




(assumed to be positive definite), the MLE to the loglikelihood function has a closed form 
solution: 𝛽Σ ̂ =  (𝑿
′𝜮 −1𝑿)−𝑿′𝜮 −1𝒀, where (. )− denotes the generalized inverse of a matrix; X 
is the design matrix for the linear predictors/features, and Y is the vector for the response 
variable. However, the MLE of the variance component can be biased, as it fails to account for 
the loss of degree of freedom needed to estimate β. For these cases, REML provides less biased 
estimates than MLE in general (see Harville, 1974 for a more detailed REML procedure).  
Inferences for ?̂? are more complicated in LMM than in LM, especially when multiple 
random effects and unbalanced data are present. Specifically, the relevant t-tests run into issues 
as there is no analytical solution for the degrees of freedom (Baayen, 2011). Several 
approximation methods have been proposed. For example, an option for evaluating the 
significance of the fixed effects is using the likelihood ratio test (LRT) to compare a restricted 
model and unrestricted model. LRT evaluates whether adding certain features will substantially 
increase the goodness of fit of the model. The test is enabled because the asymptotic distribution 
of the likelihood ratio between the restricted and unrestricted model evaluated at the 
corresponding MLEs follows a chi-square distribution (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008). 
The major advantage of LMM “is to bring effects that unfold during the course of an 
experiment into account, and to consider other potentially relevant covariates as well” (Baayen, 
Davidson, & Bates, 2008, p. 399). According to Baayen (2011), LMM provides “a more 
sophisticated tool for analyzing repeated measures data that is both more flexible, more 
powerful, and more insightful” (p. 3) than the classical analysis of variance or regression 
analysis. It is an important tool for understanding individual differences between the subjects 
participating in the study. Multiple random effects can be included in a single model, which is 




or heteroskedasticity of residuals, a fundamental assumption of LM, but often violated in many 
actual data sets (Baayen, 2011, p. 9). By the distributional assumptions of random effects, LMM 
is able to make more generalizable interpretations of the parameter estimates, instead of limiting 
the interpretation to the sample at hand. LMM is also able achieve more accurate prediction 
because it adjusts the estimates to the population means (the Best Linear Unbiased Predictors, or 
BLUPs) (Baayen, 2011, p. 5). Also, LMM is better able to detect effects as significant, without 
the risk of inflating the Type I error rate (e.g., Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008). LMM is 
particularly suited to analyzing longitudinal data (with missing values) by means of 
counterbalancing. The adverse effects brought about by the longitudinal structure can be 
neutralized because the risk of confounding these effects with the predictors/features of interest 
are reduced (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008). 
In this study, LMMs were fit to the data using the lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, 
& Walker, 2015) in R. Compared to its main alternative of the nlme package (Pinheiro, Bates, 
DebRoy, Sarkar, & R Core Team, 2020), lme4 has the following features: “(1) more efficient 
linear algebra tools, giving improved performance on large problems; (2) simpler syntax and 
more efficient implementation for fitting models with crossed random effects; (3) (and) the 
implementation of profile likelihood confidence intervals on random-effects parameters” (Bates, 
Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015, p. 1). Finally, to establish a comparison of parameter 
estimates and model fit metrics with the other models considered in this study, MLE rather than 
REML was used for all LMMs. 
Cumulative Link Model (CLM) 
In this study, the full Cumulative Link Model (CLM) was instantiated by taking a similar 




outcome variable in CLM was an ordinal variable. When a variable’s categories or levels have a 
natural order, researchers speak of an ordinal variable (Stevens, 1946, in Bürkner & Vuorre, 
2019). Like any other fields, such as psychology and medicine where subjective evaluations or 
judgments are involved, ordinal variables are a common type of data in constructed responses 
test forms in language assessment. While it is widely recognized that ordinal data are not interval 
or metric, it is common, in practice, “to analyze them with methods that assume metric responses 
(such as t-tests, ANOVA, and linear regression)” (Bürkner & Vuorre, 2018, p. 1). However, this 
practice may lead to serious problems in statistical inferences, including low detection rates, 
distorted effect size estimates, and inflated Type I error rates (Liddell & Kruschke, 2018). This is 
because the distances between a pair of adjacent categories of the ordinal variable cannot be 
equal. Also, the distribution of the ordinal response may be non-normal and “the variances of the 
unobserved variable that underlies the observed ordinal variable may differ between groups, 
conditions, time points, etc.” (Bürkner & Vuorre, 2019, p. 77).  
Besides the violations of the assumptions of homoscedasticity and normality of the 
residuals from the methods assuming metric/continuous responses, predictions from these 
models are also difficult to interpret as the values will rarely be integers (Schmidt, 2012). One 
may opt for methods modeling categorical/nominal responses (e.g., nominal regression or 
machine learning classifiers). However, these methods suffer from the loss of information by 
ignoring the natural ordering of the response variable, resulting in the loss of power for these 
models (Schmidt, 2012). On the other hand, models that reflect the ordinal characteristics of data 
have “improved model parsimony and power” (Agresti, 2013, p. 179). Recent advances in 
statistics and statistical software have provided many appropriate modeling frameworks and 




same model may even be called different names in different contexts), applications of ordinal 
models remain limited (Anath & Kleinbaum, 1997; Liddell & Kruschke, 2018).  
One major class of parametric ordinal models is the cumulative logit/link model (CLM), 
which was originally proposed by Walker and Duncan (1967) and later called the proportional 
odds model by McCullagh (1980). The cumulative logit model can be expressed as: 






=  𝛼𝑖 −  𝑿′𝜷  , j = 1, …, J        (28) 
(Agresti, 2013, p. 301) 
where J is the number of categories in the rating scale, Y is the response variable, X is the design 
matrix for the linear predictors/features, β = (β1, β2, …, βk)´ is the vector of the k regression 
coefficients for X, πi is the cumulative probability of the event P(𝑌 ≤ 𝑦𝑖), and αi is the threshold 
parameter for the ith Category, which represents the difficulty of transcending from the ith 
Category to the jth Category. As, α1  ≤  α2  ≤ ⋯  ≤  αJ, so [αj] is increasing in j. Because 
𝑃(𝑌 ≤ 𝑗|𝑥) increases in j for fixed x, the logit is also an increasing function of 𝑃(𝑌 ≤ 𝑗|𝑥) 
(Agresti, 2013, p. 302). Another way to understand CLM is to conceptualize the ordinal response 
variable Y as having come from a latent, continuous variable Y* (Agresti, 2010), which can be 
directly related to LM via a piece-wise function conceptualization: 
𝑌∗ =  𝑋 𝛽 +  ,  ε ~ N(0, σ2)              (29) 
Then,  
𝑌 = 𝑗 if α𝑗−1  <  𝑌
∗  ≤  α𝑗               (30) 
The CLM belongs to a more general family of Generalized Linear Models (GLM), which 
extends LM to encompass non-normal distributions and modeling functions of the mean 
(Agresti, 2013, p 113). GLM models consist of three components: 1) a random component 




component specifying the linear combination of the explanatory variables (i.e., 𝑿′𝜷), and 3) a 
link function (i.e., logit) specifying the relationship between the expectation of Y or E(Y) and the 
linear predictors (𝑿′𝜷). Typically, the response variable Y in GLM is a known distribution (e.g., 
Poisson distribution, multinomial distribution) with an expected value that is a function of the 
variance. GLM is more effective in stabilizing the variance rather than using the transformation 
of the response variable (see Agresti, 2013, p. 117). GLMs provide a unified theory for modeling 
that encompasses the most important models for continuous and discrete variables (Agresti, 
2013, p.117) 
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(Agresti, 2013, p. 303) 
which can be viewed as a function of ({𝛼𝑗}, 𝜷), can be maximized to obtain the MLEs using 
Fisher scoring (McCullagh, 1980; Walker & Duncan, 1967) or the Newton-Raphson method (see 
Agresti, 2013, pp. 143-147 for more detail of the estimation algorithms). When the MLEs are 
found, the variability associated with the estimation can be derived from asymptotic Wald 
Theory (Agresti, 2013, p. 10).  
For CLM, the proportional odds is the major assumption (Schmidt, 2012). Note that the 
parameter 𝜶 take the subscripts 1, …, J, while β does not, indicating that the components in β are 




is invariant across the number of score categories. Thus, the CLM assumes the same effects of 𝜷 
for each logit j (proportional odds assumption; McCullaugh, 1980). In other words, the 
assumption states that the difference in logit of the cumulative probability for Y ≤ j is constant 
for all values of X. Concretely,  
𝐺−1[𝑃(𝑌 ≤ 𝑗|𝑋)] − 𝐺−1[𝑃(𝑌 ≤ 𝑖|𝑋)] =  𝑎𝑗 − α𝑖, ∀ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑗          (32) 
 A formal χ2 score test of the proportional odds assumption has been noted in Harrell 
(2001) and Ananth and Kleinbaum (1997)25. Diagnostics of the proportional odds assumption 
can be motived by the properties resulting from this assumption. For example, the parameter 
estimates β should be invariant when the categories of the ordinal response variable are deleted 
or collapsed, although the threshold parameter 𝛼 may be affected (Ananth & Kleinbaum, 1997). 
Harrell (2001) provided a qualitative/visual assessment tool to check the proportional odds 
assumption. The visual tool, however, does provide exact information as to how much 
inconsistency in distance would lead to the violation of the proportional odds assumption 
(Schmidt, 2012). When the proportional odds assumption is violated or the proportion odds 
models fits poorly, alternative strategies exist. For example, one could use the partial 
proportional odds model to allow separate effects for each logit for some but not all predictors 
(Agresti, 2013, p. 307). 
This is study implemented the polr function in the MASS package in R in fitting a 
logistic regression model to an ordered factor response (i.e., CLM in Agresti, 2013). The 
response variable was first converted to factor data type before fitting the model. The standard 
errors (SEs) associated with the parameter estimates were obtained by enabling the Hessian 
matrix (the observed information matrix). As the model was parameterized using the negative 
 




sign for the linear predictors, the signs of the model’s regression coefficients were flipped when 
they were reported so as to be consistent with those in LM and LMM. 
Cumulative Link Mixed Model (CLMM) 
In this study, the full Cumulative Link Mixed Model (CLMM) was instantiated by taking 
a form (i.e., dependent and independent variables) that combined LMM and CLM. That is, as 
compared to CLM, the test taker random effects term was added in the score-level modeling, and 
both the test taker and the rater random effects terms were added in the rating-level modeling.   
As described in the previous section of CLM, GLM, which is a generalization of CLM, 
extends LM by allowing nonnormal responses and a link function of the mean. The Generalized 
Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) is a further extension that contains both random effects and fixed 
effects in the linear predictors (Agresti, 2013, p. 490). Multiple observations (taken at different 
time points) are usually positively correlated within clusters (or sampling units) (Agresti & 
Natarajan, 2001) such as the same test takers or the same raters. “Ordinary analyses that ignore 
the correlation and treat within-cluster observations the same as between-cluster observations 
produce invalid standard errors” (Agresti, 2013, p. 498). GLMM can deal with data with 
correlations or nonconstant variability and where the response is not necessarily normally 
distributed (SAS Institute, Inc., 2018). Due to the computational complexity, development of 
GLMMs has been slow, compared to models for independent observations (e.g., LM or CLM) 
(Agresti & Natarajan, 2001), which partly explains the lack of popularity of applying this model 
class in the field of automated scoring.  
Formally, the linear predictor of a GLMM takes the general form: 
𝑔(𝒖𝒊) =  𝒙𝑖𝑡
𝑇 𝜷 +  𝒛𝑖𝑡
𝑇 𝒖𝒊               (33) 




where 𝑢𝑖𝑡 = 𝐸(𝑦𝑖𝑡|𝑢𝑖); yit denotes observation t in cluster i, i = 1, …, Ti (the number of 
observations may vary by cluster and clusters may have missing values in many longitudinal 
studies); ui denotes the vector of random effects for cluster i, which is often a univariate random 
variable; g(.) is the link function (e.g., logistic function) that connects the expected value of the 
response variable to the linear predictors; xit denote a column vector of values of explanatory 
variables for this observation; 𝜷 are the parameters for the fixed effects, with corresponding 
design matrix X, and ui, which has the corresponding design matrix Z, is assumed to have a 
multivariate normal distribution N(0, Σ). Conditioning on ui, {yit}are independent over i and t 
and, data can have a known distribution from the exponential family. The variability among ui 
induces nonnegative associations among the responses, and direct inferences can be made about 
the population from which the groups were sampled (Agresti, 2013; Schmidt, 2012). 
A special case of GLMM can be made when relating to the CLM or proportional odds 
model in the previous section. The specific form of a Cumulative Link Mixed Model (CLMM) 




) =  𝛼𝑚 + ∑ 𝛽𝑘𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗 + 𝑢𝑗
𝐾
𝑘=1  (m = 1, 2, 3)         (34) 
𝑢𝑗 ~ N(0, σ
2), j = 1, 2, …, J, i = 1, 2, …, nj 
(Li, Lingsma, Steryerberg & Lesaffre, 2011, p. 13) 
where Yij denotes the ith student evaluated by the jth rater; m denotes the categories in the rating 
scale; 𝛼𝑚 denotes the threshold parameter for the mth category; and uj denotes the jth component 
of the random effects. 
 Typically, the main focus in applying a GLMM or CLMM is making inferences about 
the fixed effects, as “the random effects part of the model is a mechanism for representing how 




For example, the random effects part may help explain why, in longitudinal studies, observations 
closer together in time may tend to be more highly correlated. GLMM also allows us to estimate 
cluster-specific effects, estimate their variability, or model the joint distribution (Agresti, 2013, 
p. 497).  
Adding random effects to CLM further complicates an already complex likelihood 
function for the observations (Schmidt, 2012). In general, fitting a GLMM or CLMM is complex 
because the likelihood function does not have a closed form solution, and the numerical methods 
can be computationally intensive for models with multivariate random effects (Agresti, 2013, p. 
519). As the random effects are unobserved, one solution is to construct the likelihood function 
by using the usual product of multinomials as if they were known, and then integrates out the 
random effects (Agresti & Natarajan, 2001). Formally, the likelihood function can be expressed 
as the marginal distribution of y after integrating out the random effects u: 
ℓ(𝜷, 𝜮; 𝒚)  =  𝑓(𝒚;  𝜷, 𝜮)  =  ∫ 𝑓(𝒚|𝒖; 𝜷)𝑓(𝒖; 𝜮)𝑑 𝒖           (35) 
(Agresti, 2013, p. 519) 
where y denotes the vector of observations; u denotes the vector of random effects; 𝑓(𝒚;  𝜷, 𝜮) is 
the probability mass function (for discrete random variable) of y; 𝑓(𝒚|𝒖; 𝜷) is the conditional 
probability mass function of y given u; and 𝑓(𝒖; 𝜮) is the normal probability density function for 
u. Methods in evaluating and maximizing the likelihood function above is still an active area of 
research (Agresti, 2013, p. 519). Multiple integration methods have been developed (see details 
in Agresti, 2013, pp. 520-522; Agresti & Natarajan, 2001; SAS Institute, Inc., 2018). Due to its 
computational efficiency, the Laplace approximation, which approximates a well-behaved 
function with the normal density function, is the default method in the computational 




been shown to produce better estimates than the alternatives (Handayani, Notodiputro, Sadik, & 
Kurnia, 2017). Maximizing the likelihood function yields MLEs, whose asymptotic (Wald 
theory) covariance matrix is based on “estimating the curvature at the mode of the integrand by 
inverting the negative of the second derivative matrix of the integrand evaluated at the estimated 
mode” (Agresti & Natarajan, 2001, p. 354).  
In the score-level analysis, this study fit CLMM using the R package “ordinal” 
(Christensen, 2019), where the maximum likelihood estimation using Laplace approximation 
was implemented. Multiple partially nested/crossed random effect terms were also allowed. 
“Ordinal” implemented a Newton scheme (based on the observed Hessian rather than the 
expected) to obtain the conditional modes of the random effects for Laplace approximations, and 
a non-linear optimization was performed over the fixed parameter set to get the maximum 
likelihood estimates (Christensen, 2019). Like the procedure in fitting CLM, the response 
variable was first converted to factor data type before fitting the model. As the model was 
parameterized using the negative sign for the linear predictors, the signs of the model’s 
regression coefficients were flipped when they were reported so as to be consistent with those in 
LM and LMM. 
In the rating-level analysis, as some CLMM models that had multiple random effects 
encountered a model convergence issue in “ordinal” implementation26, this study fit the rating-
level CLMMs using the GLIMMIX procedures in SAS (SAS Institute, Inc., 2018). By specifying 
the link function to the cumulative logistic function, the models implemented in SAS were 
 
26 Convergence criteria for the reduced CLMMs with multiple random effects were not met, as the Hessian was 
numerically singular, or the parameters could not be uniquely identified. Conceivably, this error may be caused by 




equivalent to those in R27. To be further consistent with the R implementation, Laplace 
approximation was used in SAS to estimate the models’ parameters.  
Model Selection and Evaluation 
In this study, model selection and evaluation were implemented in R (R Core Team, 
2017). In particular, calculating the model fit metrics made use of the “AIC()”, “BIC()”, and 
“LogLik()” functions in R, while RMSE and Residual Deviances were calculated by extracting 
the residuals or deviance from the corresponding model objects. Model selection applies the 
rules used to select the statistical model among a set of candidate/competing models, using 
information from the observed data. Akaike (1973) initially proposed a general criterion for 
selecting models estimated by maximum likelihood (ML). The idea was to minimize the 
expected dissimilarity between the selected model at the ML estimate and the true distribution 
(Taboga, 2017). The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is an approximation to the expected 
dissimilarity and can be easily calculated as −2log-likelihood+knpar, where log-likelihood is the 
log-likelihood for the fitted model (evaluated at the maximum likelihood estimates), k=2, and 
npar is the number of parameters in the fitted model (Taboga, 2017). Another popular model 
selection criterion is the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Schwarz, 1978), where k=log(n) 
(n is the sample size), is used to penalize model complexity (Taboga, 2017).  
This study not only used AIC as an information metric for comparing the fit of the 
various candidate models, but also used the “stepAIC” function in R to simplify a complex 
model to arrive at an optimal subset of features without impacting much on the performance, and 
to also make the models less susceptible to the multicollinearity issue. Both forward and 
backward selection was used so that “stepAIC()” checked the information loss incurred by either 
 




adding or removing each feature/predictor in the model one by one. However, as the stepwise 
selection procedure is not available for mixed models in R, the predictors in these models are 
manually selected so that they have the same set of predictors as their fixed effects model 
counterparts28.  
Another model selection/comparison scheme used in this study made use of the generic 
“anova()” function in R to compute analysis-of-variance (for continuous models, including LM 
and LMM) or analysis-of-deviance (for ordinal models, including CLM and CLMM) test 
statistics involving two fitted model objects: one was the reduced model and the other was the 
full model. Concretely, the model comparison of the continuous models involves computing the 
F-ratio: 
𝐹𝑑𝑓𝑁,𝑑𝑓𝐹 =
(𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑅− 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐹)/ (𝑑𝑓𝑅− 𝑑𝑓𝐹)
𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐹 / 𝑑𝑓𝐹
 ,              (36) 
where RSSR denotes the residual sum of squares from the reduced model, RSSF denotes the 
residual sum of squares from the full model, dfR denotes the degrees of freedom for the reduced 
mode, dfF denotes the degrees of freedom for the full model, and dfN is the difference between 
dfR and dfF. The null hypothesis favoring the reduced model is rejected at 0.05 level if the 
observed F-ratio is larger than or equal to the F-statistics associated with the 0.95 quantile for the 
same degrees of freedom. Essentially, the F-test evaluates the significant reduction in the 
residual sum of squares when we move from the reduced model to the full model. 
For the ordinal models, model comparison involved computing the likelihood ratio 
statistic: 
−2𝑙𝑜𝑔𝛬 =  −2 log(𝑙0 / 𝑙1) = −2(𝐿0 − 𝐿1),             (37) 
 




where l0 and l1 denote the maximized likelihood for the reduced and full model, and L0 and L1 
ware their log transformed versions. Wilks (1938) showed that the test statistic −2𝑙𝑜𝑔𝛬 had a 
limiting null chi-square distribution as n  ∞. The degrees of freedom for this chi-square 
distribution was the difference in the dimension of parameters between the reduced and full 
model (Agresti, 2013, p. 11).  
 This study also adopted Williamson et al.’s (2012) recommendation of evaluation metrics 
for the machine scores generated from automated scoring systems. In particular, Pearson 
product-moment correlation coefficients (r) and quadratically-weighted kappa (QWK) were 
calculated to measure the agreement between the machine and human scores: 
𝑟 =  
∑(𝑋𝐴𝑆−𝑋𝐴𝑆̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )(𝑋𝐻−𝑋𝐻̅̅ ̅̅ )
√∑(𝑋𝐴𝑆−𝑋𝐴𝑆̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )2 ∑(𝑋𝐻−𝑋𝐻̅̅ ̅̅ )2
               (38) 
𝑄𝑊𝐾 =  1 −  
∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑝𝑖𝑗𝑖,𝑗
∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑖,𝑗
                (39) 
where subscripts AS denotes automated scores or machine scores and H denotes human scores. 
pij are the observed probabilities, eij are the expected probabilities, and wij are the weights (with 
wji = wij). Essentially, r measures the linear relationship between the machine and human scores 
by computing their covariance, normalized by the respective standard deviations. QWK is a 
chance-adjusted index of agreement between the machine and human scores by comparing the 
mean squared error between the pair of scores that is supposed to agree and a pair of unrelated 
scores. This study used the “cor.test()” function in R to compute the correlations and obtain the 
p-values based on t-distributions, and “ScoreQuadraticWeightedKappa()” function from the 
Metrics package (Frasco, 2018) in R to compute QWKs. According to Williamson et al. (2012), 
in order to have approximately half of the variance in the human scores accounted for by the 




For predictions on the unseen test sets, an R function was written to perform the 10-fold 
cross validation, which randomly split the entire data set into ten equal-sized folds. Then, nine 
folds were used for training the models, and the remaining one fold was used to obtain the 
predictions. This procedure was iterated 10 times, and the final performance was the average of 
the individual performances from the 10 iterations. To obtain the CLMMs’ predictions on the 
unseen data, the entire data set was used with the exception that the target values (TEACH 
levels) for a specific fold were missing. In this way, SAS automatically predicted the target 
values using the available information from the predictors or features in the test sets29. Then, an 
R function was written to extract the predicted cases from SAS. By setting the random seed 
value, all model predictions used the same training and test set for the 10-fold cross validations 










CHAPTER 5.    RESULTS 
This chapter presents the results corresponding to the research questions. First, the results 
addressing the first research question are presented in Feature Selection, where the correlations 
between the individual or aggregated features (via PCA) and the final human scores are shown, 
and a set of features are identified for the scoring models. Next, the results addressing the second 
research question are provided in Human Scoring, where the results of CTT and IRT analysis are 
presented. Finally, the results addressing the third research question are reported in Score-Level 
Modeling and Rating-Level Modeling sections, where model selection and evaluation are 
conducted.  
Feature Selection 
This section presents the results in identifying and selecting potentially useful features 
that will be further investigated in the scoring models. The results of the PCA are also reported 
for certain feature sets. 
Fluency 
The extracted 15 fluency features can be categorized into speed, breakdown, and repair 
fluency domains. Table 5 shows the correlations of the fluency features with the human scores 
that exceed the threshold of r = |±0.2|, which is determined by the empirical magnitude of 
correlation of all fluency features with the human scores (see Appendix D for the full correlation 
matrix). 
Table 5.  
Marginal Correlations between Fluency Features and Human Scores 
Fluency Domains Fluency Features Correlation 
Speed nsyll_per_sec -0.40 




Table 5. Continued 
Fluency Domains Fluency Features Correlation 
 ASD 0.40 
 mlr -0.34 
Speed words_per_sec -0.29 
Breakdown npause_per_token 0.47 
 nfiller_per_token 0.23 
Repair nrep_per_token 0.42 
 nrep 0.29 
 
It can be seen from the signs of the correlations that higher abilities or lower OECT scores are 
related to faster speed (e.g., nsyll_per_sec) or more dense speech (e.g., mlr) and fewer 
disfluencies (e.g., npause_per_token and nrep_per_token). Speech rate in terms of number of 
syllables or tokens per second shows the highest negative correlation (r = -0.40), while number 
of silent pauses per token shows the highest positive correlation (r = 0.47). It is worth noting that 
for the breakdown and repair fluency domains, number the silent pauses, number of fillers, and 
number of repetitions/repairs show significantly higher correlations when normalized by the 
number of tokens. Based on the magnitude of correlations, the following fluency features are 
selected: mean length of run, tokens per second, words per second, number of syllables per 
second, average syllable duration, number of pauses per token, number of fillers per token, and 
number of repetitions/repairs per token. 
When the selected fluency features are inter-correlated (see Appendix D), there is some 
evidence about the classification of the fluency features. For example, the speed dimension 
features are negatively correlated with the breakdown and repair dimension features. Moreover, 
as there are some high correlations within the speed and breakdown domains, the number of 
repetitions/repairs only correlates weakly with either speed or breakdown fluency features. 




duration has the highest negative correlation, as one is calculated as the inverse of the other. The 
correlation between tokens per second and average syllable duration is -0.92, and the correlation 
between number of syllables per second and tokens per second is 0.94. These large correlations 
will lead to multicollinearity when their linear combinations are used in modeling. PCA provides 
a solution to aggregate the features such that the aggregated features or PC scores are orthogonal 
or independent to each other. 
Based on the selected fluency features, a PCA was conducted to reduce dimensionality 
and aggregate the features. Figure 3 shows the scree plot, where the vertical axis denotes 
variances in the selected fluency features, and the proportion of variance plot, where the vertical 
axis denotes the percentage of the variances explained. In both plots, the horizontal axis denotes 
the number of PCs in increasing order. While the formal hypothesis testing was mainly used to 
determine the number of PCs to keep, the plots make the information visible.  
 
Figure 3. PCA Plots for Fluency Features 
 
 
In both plots, one seeks to find the point where the ‘elbow shape’ occurs to determine the 
number of principal components (PCs) to keep. Based on the plots, keeping 1 or 3 PCs appears 




section) shows that at least 4 PCs are needed to sufficiently explain the variance (≥ 90%) in the 
data of the fluency features. Moreover, the 4-PC solution is adequate in reproducing the 
variance-covariance matrix, since the residual matrix based on this solution has very small off-
diagonal elements, which further justifies the selection of 4 PCs.  
Table 6 shows the loadings from the 4-PC solution. Based on the signs and magnitudes of 
the loadings, PC1 can be interpreted as the “slowness” factor, with which the speed fluency 
features load negatively, and breakdown or repair fluency features load positively. PC2 could 
potentially be interpreted as the speech density factor, where only mlr and ASD load positively. 
PC3 could potentially be related to the repair dimension, where nrep_per_token has the strongest 
positive loading. Finally, PC 4 might be related to nfillers_per_token given its highest negative 
correlation. 
Table 6.  
PC Loadings for Fluency Features 
Fluency Features PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 
mlr -0.67 0.41 0.55 -0.06 
tokens_per_sec -0.90 -0.30 -0.02 -0.06 
words_per_sec -0.61 -0.49 -0.26 0.28 
nysll_per_sec -0.93 -0.29 -0.05 -0.11 
ASD 0.91 0.31 0.08 0.11 
npause_per_token 0.85 -0.39 -0.25 0.04 
nfiller_per_token 0.51 -0.60 0.20 -0.53 
nrep_per_token 0.31 -0.64 0.59 0.36 
 
As the correlations of the 4 PCs score with the human scores are 0.49, -0.14, 0.15, and 0.19, 
respectively, only PC1, which takes the name Fluency1 in the scoring models, was selected for 
further investigation. Considering the multifaceted nature of the fluency construct, the number of 




were also included in the scoring models, due to their relatively high marginal correlations with 
the human scores (see Table 5). 
Pronunciation 
The extracted 7 pronunciation features were based on the phone-level HMM log-
likelihood scores. Moreover, the Google Cloud Platform (GCP) speech recognizer was 
implemented to obtain the word-level confidence scores, while the recognition word hypotheses 
were used to calculate the word error rates (WER). Table 7 shows the correlations of the 
pronunciation features with the human scores that exceed the threshold of r = |±0.2| (see 
Appendix D for the full correlation matrix). 
Table 7.  
Marginal Correlations between Pronunciation Features and Human Scores 








Among the log-likelihood scores, L7 has the highest correlation with the human scores. For these 
likelihood scores, the higher the likelihood scores, the higher the ability levels (lower score 
levels). Similarly, the ASR confidence score also shows a relatively high correlation with the 
human sores. The negative sign indicates that the higher the ASR confidence scores, the higher 
the ability levels (lower the score levels). It was further revealed that L2, L3, L5, and L6 are 
highly correlated with each other (r > 0.90), while their correlations with L7 are smaller (r in the 




score. Thus, L7 and ASR confidence scores, which takes the name ASR, were selected as the 
candidate feature measuring pronunciation for the scoring models.  
Rhythm 
Table 8 shows the correlations between the vowel-related (_v) or consonant-related (_c) 
rhythm metrics and the human scores that exceed the threshold of r = |±0.2| (see Appendix D for 
the full correlation matrix). 
Table 8.  
Marginal Correlations between Rhythm Features and Human Scores 




It turns out that while most of the correlations are positive, three correlations are negative 
(percent_c, delta_c, and varco_c), indicating that larger values in these features are associated 
with higher ability levels. The highest correlation between the rhythm metrics and the human 
scores are delta_v and rPVI_v, indicating that higher values of these metrics (more varied vowel 
durations) are associated with lower ability levels. Furthermore, as the correlation between 
delta_v and rPVI_v is high, only rPVI_v was selected for the scoring due to its empirical 
performance reported in prior studies (e.g., Chen & Zechner, 2011; Jang, 2008). 
Vocabulary 
Table 9 shows the correlations of the LCA lexical features with human scores that exceed 
the threshold of r = |±0.2| (see Appendix D for the full correlation matrix). 
Table 9.  
Marginal Correlations between LCA Features and Human Scores 





Table 9. Continued 









It can be seen that all LCA lexical features show negative correlations, indicating that higher 
values (e.g., more word types, more sophisticated word types) are associated with lower scores 
or higher ability levels. The largest correlations are the number of word tokens (wordtokens) and 
the number of sophisticated word tokens (swordtokens). Because wordtypes (number of word 
types) and ndw (number of different words) are identical, and swordtypes (number of 
sophisticated word types) is highly correlated with both, only wordtypes, lextypes (number of 
lexical word types), slextypes (number of sophisticated word types), wordtokens, swordtokens, 
and lextokens (number of lexical word tokens) were selected for PCA to reduce dimensionality 
and aggregate the features.  
Figure 4 shows the scree plot, where the vertical axis denotes variances in the selected 
LCA features, and the proportion of variance plot, where the vertical axis denotes the percentage 
of the variances explained. In both plots, the horizontal axis denotes the number of PCs in 
increasing order. Results from the PCA, as shown by the plots, indicate that 3 PCs can be 
selected, which can explain more than 90% of the variance in the selected LCA lexical features. 
Moreover, the residual matrix of the 3-PC solution shows small off-diagonal elements.  
Table 10 shows the loadings from the 3-PC solution. PC1 can be interpreted as a common 




signs of the correlations indicate that larger PC1 is associated with lower values in these LCA 
features. PC3 might be interpreted as the contrast between types and tokens. PC2 might be 
interpreted as the contrast between lexical words and non-lexical words. As the correlations 
between the PCs and the human scores are 0.44, 0.21, and 0.02, only PC1, which takes the name 
LCA1, was included for investigations in the scoring models. 
 
 
Figure 4. PCA Plots for LCA Features 
 
 
Table 10.  
PC Loadings for LCA Features 
LCA Features PC1 PC2 PC3 
wordtypes -0.67 -0.52 0.50 
lextypes -0.85 0.45 0.14 
slextypes -0.76 0.54 0.12 
wordtokens -0.72 -0.60 -0.14 
swordtokens -0.72 -0.51 -0.33 
lextokens -0.76 0.46 -0.27 
 
Table 11 shows the correlations of the TAALES lexical features with human scores that 
exceed the threshold of r = |±0.2| (see Appendix D for the full correlation matrix). As 




Table 11.  
Marginal Correlations between TAALES Features and Human Scores 











All the TAALES features from the table are related to word frequency or “the number of times a 
word occurs in a corpus of texts” (Kyle, Crossley, & Berger, 2017, p. 1031). They are mean 
frequency scores that are calculated by dividing the sum of the frequency scores by the number 
of words in the text with frequency score. According to Kyle, Crossley and Berger (2017), these 
features involve the raw frequency counts of a word from the corresponding word list or corpus, 
including the Kučera–Francis written frequency list (KF) (Kučera & Francis, 1967), the BNC 
(BNC Consortium, 2007), the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA; Davies, 
2009), the Hyperspace Analogue to Language (HAL) corpus (Lund & Burgess, 1996), and the 
Thorndike–Lorge written frequency list (Thorndike & Lorge, 1944). Furthermore, the selected 
TAALES features involve either all words (AW) or only functional words (FW) frequency 
scores in both written and spoken modes.  
In contrast to the LCA features, the TAALES features show positive correlations with the 
human scores, indicating high ability levels are associated with lower frequency scores from 
these corpora, thus suggesting that low frequency words are associated with higher ability levels. 




human scores are similar, suggesting the presence of a common factor which can be investigated 
by the use of PCA.  
 Figure 5 shows the scree plot and proportion of variance plot. PCA shows clear evidence 
of a single factor structure for these selected TAALES features, as shown by the plots. 
Hypothesis testing shows that one dominant PC can explain more than 90% of the variance in the 
data (with small off-diagonal elements in the residual matrix). Moreover, all features loaded 
highly on the common factor, as shown in Table 12. 
 
Figure 5. PCA Plots for TAALES Features 
 
 
Table 12.  
PC Loadings for TAALES Features 











The positive signs indicate that larger values of PC1 are associated with higher frequency scores 
in these TAALES features. With a correlation size of 0.21 with the human scores, PC1, which 
takes the name TAALES1, was selected in the scoring models. 
Grammar 
Table 13 presents the correlations of the SCA syntactic features with the human scores 
that exceed the threshold of r = |±0.2| (see Appendix D for the full correlation matrix). 
Table 13.  
Marginal Correlations between SCA Features and Human scores 












As word count (W) is equivalent to wordtokens in LCA, it is removed. The selected features are 
the number of sentences (S), verb phrases (VP), clauses (C), T-units (T), dependent clauses (DC), 
complex T-units (CT), complex nominal (CN), dependent clauses per clause (DC.C), and 
dependent clauses per T-unit (DC.T), among which the number of complex nominals (CN) 
shows a strong correlation with human scores (r = -0.44). Also, all correlations are negative, 
suggesting that higher ability levels are associated with more grammatical units or more complex 
syntactic structures.  
Moreover, only one feature is kept for any pair of highly correlated features (e.g., S and 




which were submitted to PCA. Figure 6 shows the PCA plots for the selected SCA features. The 
plots suggest a 3-PC solution, which can be confirmed by the hypothesis testing, where more 
than 90% of the variance in the data can be explained. Moreover, the residual matrix of the 3PC 
solution had small off-diagonal elements. Table 14 shows the loadings for the 3-PC solution.  
 
 
Figure 6. PCA Plots for SCA Features 
 
 
Table 14.  
PC Loadings for SCA Features 
SCA Features PC1 PC2 PC3 
VP 0.87 -0.38 0.09 
T 0.54 -0.80 0.16 
DC 0.92 0.34 0.12 
CT 0.92 0.10 0.21 
CN 0.75 -0.11 -0.65 
DC.C 0.53 0.83 0.03 
 
From the 3-PC solution, PC1 may be interpreted as a common factor for the selected SCA 
features with particular affiliation with DC and CT. Also, the positive sign indicates that larger 
PC1 values are associated with more grammatical units or more complex syntactic structures in 




appears to be a contrast between dependent clause and main clause, and PC3 may be a contrast 
between complex nominals and other structures. As the correlations between the PCs and human 
scores are: -0.44, 0.05, and 0.17, respectively, PC1, which takes the name SCA1, was selected for 
the scoring models. 
Table 15 shows the correlations between the various POS tag sequence features, 
calculated based on different n-gram length (1gram – 5gram) and reference corpora (TedLium 
and BASE) (see Appendix D for the full correlation matrix). 
Table 15.  
Marginal Correlations between POS Tag Sequence Features and Human Scores 












We can see that those POS tag sequence features consistently show very weak correlation with 
the human scores. Given their low correlations, these features were not used in the scoring 
models.  
Table 16 shows the correlations of the TAASC syntactic features with human scores that 




Table 16.  
Marginal Correlations between TAASC Features and Human Scores 
TAASC Features Correlations 
det_nsubj_deps_NN_struct  0.24 
rcmod_nsubj_deps_NN_struct  0.22 
acad_collexeme_ratio  -0.21 
acad_collexeme_ratio_type  -0.22 
news_av_faith_const_cue  -0.21 
news_av_delta_p_const_cue  -0.23 
news_av_faith_const_cue_type  -0.24 
news_av_delta_p_const_cue_type  -0.26 
news_collexeme_ratio  -0.22 
news_collexeme_ratio_type  -0.22 
mag_av_faith_const_cue_type  -0.21 
mag_av_delta_p_const_cue_type  -0.23 
mag_collexeme_ratio_type  -0.21 








It can be seen that while the features that have positive correlations are related to noun phrase 
complexity, the majority of features that have negative correlations are related to fine-grained 
syntactic sophistication. The determiners per nominal subject (excluding pronouns) 
(det_nsubj_deps_NN_struct) has the highest positive correlation (r = 0.24). Two syntactic 
sophistication features (news_av_delta_p_const_cue_type and fic_av_delta_p_const_cue_type) 
show the highest negative correlations (r = -0.26): one is based on the COCA News corpus, 
while the other is based on the COCA Fiction corpus. Both features calculate the average Delta P 
score for all lemmas and verb-argument-constructions (against the corresponding reference 




an individual Delta P score is calculated as the difference between the conditional probability of 
a certain verb lemma given a certain construction and the conditional probability of that verb 
lemma given all the other constructions in the reference corpus. These two features only count 
the unique occurrences of the different types of verb lemmas and constructions. The negative 
sign in their correlations with the human scores indicate that higher ability levels are associated 
with higher average probabilities of the verb lemmas given the constructions in the reference 
corpora. Moreover, it is found that the highly inter-correlated features are: 
acad_collexeme_ratio, acad_collexeme_ratio_type, news_collexeme_ratio, 
news_collexeme_ratio_type, and mag_collexeme_ratio_type (see Appendix C for how these 
features are calculated). As many features are inter-correlated, and their correlations with the 
human scores are similar, PCA can be beneficial.   
 Figure 7 shows the PCA plot for the selected TAASC features. The plots suggest a 2-PC 
or 5-PC solution; but based on the hypothesis testing, 4 PCs are appropriate for explaining more 
than 90% of the variance in the data. Moreover, the residual matrix of the 4-PC solution had 
small off-diagonal elements. Table 17 shows the loadings for the 4-PC solution. It can be seen 
that a common PC1 is obvious for syntactic complexity, and PC3 can be associated with nominal 
complexity. Give that the correlations of the 4 PCs are: 0.26, 0.14, 0.26, 0.04, both PC1, whose 
large values are associated with lower values in these TAASC features, and PC3, whose larger 
values are associated with higher scores in these nominal complexity features, are selected as the 
candidate features measuring syntactic complexity in the scoring models (PC1 takes the name 





Figure 7. PCA Plots for TAASC Features 
 
 
Table 17.  
PC Loadings for TAASC Features 
TAASC Features PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 
det_nsubj_deps_NN_struct 0.07 0.06 0.83 -0.35 
rcmod_nsubj_deps_NN_struct 0.14 0.08 0.58 0.74 
acad_collexeme_ratio -0.48 -0.69 0.15 -0.31 
acad_collexeme_ratio_type -0.47 -0.72 0.17 -0.29 
news_av_faith_const_cue -0.92 0.16 -0.02 -0.07 
news_av_delta_p_const_cue -0.95 0.13 -0.04 -0.07 
news_av_faith_const_cue_type -0.93 0.19 -0.01 -0.02 
news_av_delta_p_const_cue_type -0.95 0.14 -0.02 -0.01 
news_collexeme_ratio -0.36 -0.83 -0.11 0.22 
news_collexeme_ratio_type -0.36 -0.83 -0.11 0.25 
mag_av_faith_const_cue_type -0.95 0.19 0.03 0.03 
mag_av_delta_p_const_cue_type -0.95 0.13 0.02 0.03 
mag_collexeme_ratio_type -0.41 -0.81 0.07 0.11 
fic_av_faith_const_cue -0.94 0.11 0.00 0.00 
fic_av_delta_p_const_cue -0.95 0.07 -0.01 0.00 
fic_av_faith_const_cue_type -0.95 0.14 0.02 0.04 
fic_av_delta_p_const_cue_type -0.95 0.09 0.01 0.03 
all_av_delta_p_const_cue -0.97 0.10 0.01 0.02 
all_av_faith_const_cue_type -0.96 0.17 0.03 0.08 





Table 18 shows the correlations between the CVA features (based on the TEACH 
materials) and the human scores (see Appendix D for the full correlation matrix). 
Table 18.  
Marginal Correlations between the CVA Features and Human Scores 






We can see that these CVA features consistently show very weak correlation with the human 
scores. Given their low correlations, these features were not used in the scoring models. 
Cohesion 
Table 19 shows the correlations between the TAACO features and the human scores that 
exceed the threshold of r = |±0.2| (see Appendix D for the full correlation matrix). 
Table 19.  
Marginal Correlations between TAACO Features and Human Scores 
TAACO Features Correlations 








We can see that all the type-token-ratio (TTR) features have similar positive correlations with the 
human scores, indicating their larger values are associated with higher scores or lower ability 




divided by the number of total running lemmas (tokens)) (r = 0.24). Only lsa_2_all_sent, which 
is average latent semantic analysis cosine similarity between all adjacent sentences (with a two-
sentence span), shows a negative correlation with the human score. Furthermore, all the TTR 
features are positively correlated with one another, and negatively correlated with 
lsa_2_all_sent. Notably, the positive correlations among lemma_ttr, content_tt, and argument_ttr 
are relatively strong.  
 The structure of the correlations also makes it appropriate for PCA analysis. Figure 8 
shows the PCA plots for the selected TAACO features. The plots suggest a 1-PC or 5-PC 
solution; but the hypothesis testing suggests a 4-PC solution, where more than 90% of the 
variance in the data can be explained. Moreover, the residual matrix of the 4PC solution had 
small off-diagonal elements. Table 20 shows the loadings for the 4-PC solution. We can clearly 
see that PC1 is a common factor for all the TTR features. As the signs of the loadings on PC1 are 
negative for the TTR features, larger PC1 is associated with smaller values in these TTR 
features. PC1 can also represent the contrast between the TTR features and LSA similarity scores 
between adjacent sentences. Interpretations for the other PCs are difficult. As the correlations of 
the 4 PCs with the human scores are -0.29, -0.03, -0.01, and -0.18, only PC1, which takes the 
name TAACO1, was selected as the candidate feature measuring cohesion for the scoring models. 
As a summary, Table 21 shows the selected features, as coded to be used as input to the 
scoring models. In general, these selected features constitute evidence in characterizing the test 






Figure 8. PCA Plots for TAACO Features 
 
 
Table 20.  
PC Loadings for TAACO Features 
TAACO Features PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 
lemma_ttr -0.97 0.06 -0.05 0.18 
content_ttr -0.91 0.23 -0.21 0.16 
function_ttr -0.79 -0.27 0.21 0.09 
adv_ttr -0.48 -0.26 -0.72 -0.43 
prp_ttr -0.49 -0.63 0.46 -0.30 
argument_ttr -0.88 0.09 0.06 0.22 
lsa_2_all_sent 0.45 -0.66 -0.31 0.52 
 
Table 21.  
Features Selected for the Scoring Models 
Features Description Construct Correlations  
Fluency1 Factor of less speed Fluency 0.49 
nfiller Number of fillers per token Fluency 0.23 
nrep Number of repetitions/repairs per token Fluency 0.42 
L7 Loglikelihood normalized by speech rate Pronunciation -0.40 
ASR Recognition confidence score Pronunciation -0.32 
rPVI_v Raw pairwise variability index for vowels Rhythm 0.21 
LCA1 Factor of less lexical variability  Vocabulary 0.44 




Table 21. Continued 
Features Description Construct Correlations  
SCA1 Factor of more syntactic sophistication Grammar -0.44 
TAASC1 Factor of less syntactic complexity Grammar 0.26 
TAASC3 Factor of more nominal complexity Grammar 0.26 




We can see that higher performances or ability levels can be associated with more speed and less 
dysfluencies, higher likelihood against the pronunciation profiles from the native reference norm 
(which was used to train the ASR engines), less varied vowel durations, more varied and 
sophisticated vocabulary, more sophisticated grammar, but less complex nominals, and less 
TTR. Note the signs of the correlations for rPVI_v, TAASC3 and TAACO1 are a bit 
counterintuitive. However, the marginal correlations only show partial information for the 
relationship between the features and human scores. Beyond these marginal correlations, the 
relationship of a certain feature in the context of the other features can be investigated via 
statistical modeling.  
Human Scoring 
In this section, results of the CTT analysis and IRT analysis are presented, which focuses 
on detecting potential rater effects that could negatively impact the quality of the human scores. 
CTT Analysis 
 To check the ICCs’ assumptions described in Table 3, variance components associated 
with the test takers, raters, or errors were extracted from the corresponding mixed models 
implemented using lme4 package. For all Case 1-3 ICCs, the test taker random effects 
significantly deviated from a normal distribution, with the least severe deviation in Case 3 ICCs. 
The residuals also deviated from a normal distribution, except for those in Case 3 (p-value = 




normal distribution (p-value = 0.19). Thus, the normality assumptions did not seem to hold in the 
rating data. Furthermore, the constant error variance assumption was difficult to assess given the 
discrete nature of the response variable. Finally, as described in the Analysis section, the 
independence assumption for the test takers was violated, even though it was plausible to assume 
the re-taking students as different students given the observation that re-taking typically resulted 
in improved scores.  
Table 22 shows the six versions of ICC estimates, together with p-values and confidence 
limits, calculated using the irrNA package. General guides indicate that ICC values of 0.40 or 
lower could be interpreted as a low level of agreement; ICCs of 0.41-0.75 as a regular-good level 
of agreement; and ICCs of 0.76-1.00 as a high level of agreement (Fleiss, 1986; Kang & Rubin 
2012). 
Table 22.  
ICCs for Human Ratings 
  ICC lower CI limit upper CI limit 
ICC(1) 0.60*** 0.51 0.68 
ICC(k) 0.79*** 0.73 0.84 
ICC(A,1) 0.61*** 0.53 0.69 
ICC(A,k) 0.80*** 0.74 0.85 
ICC(C,1) 0.62*** 0.53 0.69 
ICC(C,k) 0.80*** 0.74 0.85 
*** p-value < 0.0001 
 
In general, all six versions of ICCs indicate a regularly good level of agreement. From Table 22, 
it can be seen that ICCs based on individual score (1) are lower than those based on average 
scores (k), suggesting that more fined-grained investigation of the individual rater’s rating 
patterns may be needed. The largest ICC versions (0.80) indicate that both absolute agreement 




random or fixed effects. On the other hand, the lowest ICC versions (0.60) suggest that both 
absolute agreement (A) and consistency (C) of the individual scores are moderate regardless if 
the raters are treated as random or fixed effects. Finally, the ICCs between one-way and two-way 
models are similar, suggesting that variance attributable to the test takers is far more substantial 
than the variance attributable to the raters. In addition, G(q,k), which is a less biased estimate of 
IRR for rating arising from ISMDs than either Pearson r or ICC (1, k), is calculated using R for 
the TEACH rating data. G(q,k) = 0.77 adds additional evidence to the finding that the IRR has 
good-level of agreement.  
IRT Analysis  
To assess the unidimensionality assumption, PCA was conducted on the Rating Scale 
Model’s standardized residuals, where the missing values were first imputed. The results 
indicated that a dominant first PC explained 94% of the variance in the standardized residuals. 
Loadings on the first PC were much more substantial than those for the other PCs. To establish a 
comparison, a random matrix of the same dimension was generated based on standard normal 
distributions. PCA on this random matrix indicated that 92.75% of the variance in the 
standardized residual could be explained using as many as 18 PCs. No structure could be seen in 
the loadings. These results suggest that the unidimensionality assumption was problematic, as 
there was still explained systematic variation in the standardized residuals after the latent ability 
measures were partialed out. However, the PCA on residuals may provide only subsidiary 
evidence to the unidimensionality assumption, given the large number of missing values that 
were imputed in the residual matrix. Investigating the fit statistics may be more appropriate for 




procedures to calculate the JSI for each rater was implemented. Table 23 shows the average JSI 
for the 21 raters (see Appendix E for the detailed perturbation results). 
Table 23.  
Mean Jacknife Slope Index (JSI) for Raters 
Raters Mean JSI 
Rater 1 -0.02 
Rater 2 0.02 
Rater 3 -0.02 
Rater 4 0.01 
Rater 5 -0.02 
Rater 6 0.06 
Rater 7 0.05 
Rater 8 -0.03 
Rater 9 -0.02 
Rater 10 -0.04 
Rater 11 0.01 
Rater 12 -0.03 
Rater 13 0.03 
Rater 14 -0.01 
Rater 15 0.00 
Rater 16 0.03 
Rater 17 0.00 
Rater 18 -0.02 
Rater 19 -0.04 
Rater 20 0.06 
Rater 21 -0.02 
 
The mean JSIs, which were the averages over the other raters being removed from the data for all 
the raters, were all very small. This indicates that the raters were reasonably independent of each 
other. Thus, the local independence assumption was tenable. This was consistent with the test 
administration where two to three raters evaluated the test performances independently using the 
online rating system. 
 Results of the IRT analysis include numerical indices, such as the model parameter 
estimates, group-level indices and individual-level statistics, and visualizations tools, such as the 




shows the Wright Map (R source code adapted from Primi, Silvia, Benedeck, & Jauk, 2019), 
where the parameter estimates from the test takers and raters are plotted on the logit scale (first 
two panels), creating a common frame of reference for interpreting the results of the IRT 
analysis. Moreover, the third panel shows the predicted probability plot for each of the three 
categories in the rating scale (the fourth category was removed due to low frequency), based on 
the estimates from the corresponding procedure of the RSM.  
 
Figure 9. Wright Map 
 
In the Wright maps, the estimates are ordered such that the estimates of larger values represent 
higher ability/proficiency for the test takers, and higher levels of severity for the raters. The 




a heavier tail due to high ability students. The Shapiro-Wilk test of univariate normality shows 
that the person parameters estimates deviate from a standard normal distribution (W = 0.96, p-
value = 0.0001). The rater severity spread is narrower than those of ability estimates, which 
conforms to the variance components estimated in the linear mixed model when calculating G(q, 
k). However, the logit spread of 3.64 for the rater parameters indicates that the raters may not 
exercise the same level of severity/leniency. In comparison the logit spread for the test takers is 
7.67, which is consistent with previous findings that the variance component associated with test 
takers are larger than that of the raters during the calculation of the ICCs and G(q, k) index. 
Finally, the predicted category probability plot shows that the rating scale (with Level 4 
removed) functioned well. The legends show the different TEACH score categories. We can see 
that, as the person ability measures increase, the probability for each of the score categories 
changed as expected (no reversed step parameter estimates), providing evidence that the 
monotonicity assumption is met. 
Table 24 shows the parameter estimates, standard errors (SEs), confidence limits for the 
rater and step facets, together with the number of ratings provided by each rater: 
Table 24.  










of 95% CI 
Number of 
ratings 
Rater 1 -0.10 0.46 -1.02 0.82 19 
Rater 2 -0.10 0.53 -1.16 0.96 16 
Rater 3 0.57 0.36 -0.15 1.29 33 
Rater 4 -0.07 0.60 -1.27 1.13 12 
Rater 5 1.66 0.50 0.66 2.66 21 
Rater 6 0.49 0.39 -0.29 1.27 27 
Rater 7 2.73 0.51 1.71 3.75 22 
Rater 8 0.50 0.25 0 1 72 














of 95% CI 
Number of 
ratings 
Rater 10 1.82 0.63 0.56 3.08 15 
Rater 11 2.07 0.66 0.75 3.39 13 
Rater 12 0.81 0.58 -0.35 1.97 13 
Rater 13 -0.90 0.72 -2.34 0.54 9 
Rater 14 1.65 0.57 0.51 2.79 17 
Rater 15 1.87 0.55 0.77 2.97 16 
Rater 16 0.39 0.70 -1.01 1.79 8 
Rater 17 1.65 0.97 -0.29 3.59 9 
Rater 18 1.11 0.41 0.29 1.93 29 
Rater 19 2.13 1.20 -0.27 4.53 7 
Rater 20 0.76 0.43 -0.1 1.62 26 
Rater 21 1.03 0.48 0.07 1.99 19 
Step1 -1.77 0.12 -2.01 -1.53 N/A 
Step2 1.77 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
 
The measures in the Parameter Estimates column constitute estimates of a rater’s or score 
category’s “true” location on the latent variable. Each estimate is associated with some degree of 
estimation precision (SE), which is a direct function of the number of ratings each rater provided. 
Precision refers to “the extent to which the location of a given measure on the latent variable is 
reproducible based on the same measurement instrument or data collection procedure” (Eckes, 
2015, p. 72). The smaller the SE, the higher the precision, which indicates more certainty about 
the value of the parameter estimate in question (de Ayala, 2009). SEs can be used to define a 
confidence interval around which the estimate is expected to fall given a certain percentage of 
times or confidence level (de Ayala, 2009; Wright, 1995). It can be seen that the most severe 
rater has a logit estimate of 2.73 (Rater 7), while the most lenient rater has a logit estimate of -
0.90 (Rater 13). This indicates a moderately large logit range for the rater severity levels.  
In terms of estimation precision, SEs vary considerably between measures, indicating 




number of ratings this rater provided (see Table 27). As the parameter estimates are assumed to 
follow an asymptotically normal distribution, we can use the normal quantile of 95% confidence 
to calculate the lower CI bound as Measure – 2 x SE, and the upper CI bound as Measure + 2 x 
SE. The width of the CI (upper bound – lower bound) represents our confidence about a 
particular measure. For example, the CI width for Rater 8 is 1, while the CI width for Rater 17 is 
3.88; therefore, we are more confident in estimating the severity level for Rater 8 rather than 
Rater 17. Also, the CI width for Step1 is 0.48, indicating more precision than that in estimating 
the rater severity estimates. In the TAM package parameterization of the Rating Scale Model, the 
sum of the step parameters equals zero. That’s why estimates Step 1 and 2 are symmetric around 
zero. The SE for Step 2 cannot be estimated due to this sum-to-zero constraint for the 
consideration of model identifiability so that all the model’s parameters can have a unique set of 
estimates (Robitzsch, Kiefer, & Wu, 2020). 
 Figure 10 shows the CI plot for the rater severity measures. The X-axis represents the 21 
raters, and the y-axis represents the severity logit measures. The empty dots are the rater severity 
logit measures, and the “whiskers” extending vertically from each dot are the upper and lower 
95% CI bounds. The CI widths that overlap strongly imply that the rater severity estimates are 
not significantly different (e.g., Rater 1 and 2, Rater 9, 10, and 11, etc.). In comparison, Rater 7 
and Rater 8 or 13 have no overlap, indicating that their severity measures are significantly 
different. The CI plot also shows more precision in estimating certain raters’ severity measures 
(e.g., Rater 8, Rater 3, etc.) and less precision for some other raters (e.g., Rater 17 and Rater 19).  
In MFRM analysis, the reliability statistics for raters refer to the degree to which the 
severity levels among the raters reliably differ, which is not an indication of agreement between 




leniency, low reliability statistics are desired (Myford & Wolfe, 2004; Weigle; 1998). Table 25 
shows the group-level indices for the raters’ severities and the test takers’ abilities. 
 
Figure 10. Rater Severities CI Plot 
 
Table 25.  
Group-level Indices for Raters and Test Takers 
Group-level indices Raters Test takers 
Homogeneity index (Q) 52.45*** (20)30 417.05*** (164) 
Separation ratio (G) 1.14 1.23 
Separation index (H) 1.85 1.98 
Separation reliability (R) 0.56 0.60 
Fixed chi-square 118.79*** (20)31 416.60*** (164) 
 *** p < 0.001 
 
First, the homogeneity indices (Q) for both raters and test takers readily suggest that at least two 
elements within each facet have measures that differ significantly. For the raters, after 
measurement errors are taken into account, at least two raters do not share the same severity 
level. This result is consistent with the fixed chi-square test, which shows that at least two raters 
 
30 Degrees of freedom associated with the homogeneity chi-square test statistic 




exercised statistically different levels of severity. However, it is known that the fixed chi-square 
test is sensitive to sample size. In many applications, this statistic tends to produce significant p-
values even for small differences in rater severities.  
The rater separation ratio (G) measures the spread of the estimated rater severity relative 
to the standard errors. Table 24 shows that the differences between rater severities are close to 
their standard errors of these severity measurements. Similarly, for the test taker facet, a 
separation value of 1.23 indicates that the variability of their ability measures is only 1.23 larger 
than the precision of those measures. The separation index (H) for the raters indicates that there 
are about 2 distinct levels of severity exercised by the raters. In comparison, the separation index 
for the test takers indicates that there are about 2 distinct levels of abilities. This number of 
estimated ability levels does not coincide with the number of score points in the TEACH rating 
scale, suggesting that the raters may have difficulty in distinguishing the four discrete score 
points. Another possibility is that the measurement errors (SEs) associated with estimating the 
test takers’ ability measures are large due to the small number of raters (2-3) who evaluated a 
particular test taker.  
Finally, the separation reliability (R) for the raters (0.56) suggests that the extent to which 
the rater severities can reliably differ is moderate. A lower rater separation reliability indicates 
that the raters are approaching the ideal of being interchangeable (Eckes, 2015, p. 66). On the 
other, the separation reliability for the test takers (0.60) is only slightly larger than those of 
raters. As the goal of performance assessment is typically to distinguish the test takers’ 
proficiency levels as much as possible, this separation reliability value is not as high as desired. 
On the group level, central tendency may manifest in the lack of variation between test takers in 




values of group-level indices for the test takers, we can say that the raters, as a whole group, do 
not exhibit overwhelming central tendency or randomness effects (Myford & Wolfe, 2004).  
In order to identify the raters’ abilities to be internally consistent in their applications of 
the rating scales across test takers, fit statistics were examined. Fit statistics reflect the degree to 
which ratings provided by a particular rater match the expected ratings that are generated by the 
IRT model (Eckes, 2015, p. 74). Central tendency of a particular rater can be identified by low 
values of the MSE fit statistic as their ratings will exhibit less variability than expected, even 
after the particular test takers these raters evaluated have been taken into account (Myford & 
Wolfe, 2004, p. 201). One possible scenario for such rater overfit is that if two insecure raters are 
paired together, they may consult, or even imitate each other’s rating to be “on the safe side” 
(Eckes, 2015, p. 77). Generally, raters’ tendencies to assign ratings only for the central categories 
will result in reduced information in their rating, and consequently rater overfit.  
On the other hand, large values of the fit statistics can be used to detect randomness in 
ratings of a particular rater, as their ratings, exhibit more random variability than expected. Such 
rater misfit, which flags raters’ idiosyncratic rating styles or overly inconsistent rating behaviors, 
is more problematic than rater overfit, as misfit can “greatly change the substantive meaning of 
the resulting measures, and thus threaten the validity of the interpretations and uses that draw on 
these measures” (Myford & Wolfe, 2003; Wright & Linacre, 1994, in Eckes, 2015, p. 77). Table 
26 shows outfit and infit MSE statistics for the raters, where the relatively small values in the fit 





Table 26.  














1 0.99 0.09 0.93 0.35 1.65 0.92 -0.18 0.85 
2 0.75 -0.39 0.70 0.29 1.71 0.69 -0.87 0.39 
3 1.10 0.40 0.69 0.51 1.49 1.04 0.23 0.82 
4 1.19 0.52 0.61 0.18 1.82 1.02 0.17 0.87 
5 1.01 0.23 0.82 0.38 1.62 1.06 0.28 0.78 
6 0.87 -0.31 0.76 0.46 1.54 0.85 -0.53 0.60 
7 0.76 0.03 0.97 0.40 1.60 0.93 -0.12 0.90 
8 0.82 -0.76 0.45 0.67 1.33 0.79 -1.36 0.17 
9 0.52 -0.18 0.85 0.22 1.78 0.67 -0.73 0.46 
10 0.83 0.15 0.89 0.27 1.73 0.90 -0.14 0.89 
11 0.82 0.20 0.84 0.22 1.78 1.05 0.25 0.80 
12 1.76 1.28 0.20 0.22 1.78 1.66 1.61 0.11 
13 1.03 0.31 0.76 0.06 1.94 1.15 0.47 0.64 
15 1.18 0.48 0.63 0.29 1.71 1.34 0.99 0.32 
16 1.09 0.35 0.73 0.00 2.00 1.03 0.23 0.82 
17 0.53 0.24 0.81 0.06 1.94 0.76 -0.32 0.75 
18 0.75 -0.40 0.69 0.47 1.53 0.82 -0.65 0.52 
19 0.70 0.60 0.55 -0.07 2.07 0.98 0.21 0.83 
20 0.79 -0.36 0.72 0.45 1.55 0.88 -0.35 0.73 
21 0.96 0.09 0.93 0.35 1.65 0.93 -0.14 0.89 
 
We can see that most of the fit values are within the rule-of-thumb critical range [0.5, 1.5] 
(Linacre, 2002c, 2014b), as well as suggested critical range of [0.8, 1.2] for high-stakes ability 
examinations (Wright, Linacre, Gustafson, & Martin-Lof, 1994), providing evidence that the 
unidimensionality assumption is reasonably met. The fit values lower than 0.8 may be identified 
as potential overfit raters, whereas the fit value larger than 1.2 may be identified as potential 
misfit raters. However, defining a fixed critical range for fit statistics is inappropriate because the 
variance of the fit statistics is inversely proportional to the sample size (Wang & Chen, 2005; 







                  (37) 
where Nr is the number of ratings provided by Rater r, the lower and upper limits for the outfit 
statistics are shown in Column 5 and 6. We can see that none of the outfit values fall outside this 
critical range. Relatively speaking, Rater 12’s outfit value is close to its upper bound. In 
comparison, Rater 9’s outfit value is close to its lower bound. These raters may be potentially 
flagged as misfit and overfit raters, respectively.  
To provide a statistic symmetric around the mean 0, the fit statistics can be transformed 
into t-statistics using the Wilson-Hilferty cute-root transformation (e.g., Schultz, 2002; Smith, 
1991) as standardized fit statistics (Column 3 and 8). Based on the normal distribution, overfit 
raters will have negative t values smaller than 2 (p < 0.05) and misfit raters will have positive t 
values larger than 2 (p < 0.05). In Table 26, none of the raters’ p-values of either outfit or infit 
statistics are smaller than 0.05, suggesting that the absence of overfit or misfit raters based on 
this criterion. Thus, the raters are generally effective based on their fit statistics. 
From the descriptive statistics, one can examine the frequency distributions for the 
ratings that each rater assigned to detect possible central raters who are overusing the inner 
categories on the scale (Myford & Wolfe, 2004, p. 203). Table 27 shows the total number of 
ratings and the number of ratings in each category of the scale for each rater: 
Table 27.  
Frequency Table of Ratings per Rater per Category 
Rater Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 
1 3 13 3 
2 2 10 4 
3 11 18 4 
4 2 7 3 




Table 27. Continued 
Rater Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 
6 5 16 6 
7 13 6 3 
8 22 40 10 
9 8 4 1 
10 10 4 1 
11 8 3 2 
12 7 4 2 
13 1 3 5 
14 11 3 3 
15 9 5 2 
16 1 5 2 
17 5 4 0 
18 14 11 4 
19 6 1 0 
20 9 9 8 
21 8 9 2 
 
As Level 4 (Category 0) was removed, the central categories in the original scale (Category 1 
and 2), are, in general, dominant across the raters. This is consistent with the relatively low 
values of fit statistics, which can be used to indicate central tendency, in Table 25. However, the 
raw frequency counts are only somewhat informative because different raters evaluated different 
test takers. Thus, the model’s estimates, which are directly comparable on a common logit scale, 
are more meaningful indices. Specifically, one can check the category probability curves for 
each rater estimated by a partial credit model (PCM, Master, 1982), since central raters will 
increase the probabilities of observing the innermost categories of the scale (Myford & Wolfe, 
2003). 
Due to the specification of the rater-by-category interaction term in PCM, interpretation 
of the rater severity is not as straightforward as those in the RSM, as a rater may be severe on 




combinations. Wu (2017) suggested using the expected score curves for each rater to detect 
central tendencies. The expected score curves show how the expected scores (Y-axis) change as 
a function of the persons’ abilities (X-axis). As the numbers of responses in each category are 
sufficient statistics for estimating the δik parameter in Rasch models, the shape of the expected 
score curve is determined by the frequencies of responses in each score category, and flatter 
curves can be associated with more respondents in the middle category (Wu, 2017, pp. 460-462). 
Moreover, one can use the category probability plots for individual raters to see if category score 
curves are widely separated, which may indicate central tendency for that rater (Myford & 
Wolfe, 2004). This is because when a rater exhibits central tendency, the probability of 
observing in the innermost categories of the scale is increased, resulting in wide separation of the 
category thresholds, especially for the middle categories (Myford & Wolfe, 2004).  
Figure 11 shows the expected score curves and the category probability curves for some 
example raters (see Appendix F for the plots for all the raters). This level of granularity in 
examining the rater-specific plots render specific profiles for the raters who were identified to 
exhibit certain rater effects. For example, Rater 2, who was identified as an overfit rater based on 
the fit statistics, has a relatively flat expected score curve. Also, their predicted probability plot 
shows dominant/separated score curve for Category 2, which is a central category, with large 
distance between Step 1 and Step 2 estimates. These indicate that Rater 2 may be prone to central 
tendency. It was further found that the proportions of Category 1, 2, and 3 for Rater 2 were 
0.125, 0.625, and 0.25 respectively. Moreover, for the 10 ratings of Category 2 that Rater 2 
assigned, there was a case where the other two raters both assigned Category 1 and another case 
where the other two raters both assigned Category 3. There were 5 cases where all the raters 























Figure 11. Expected Score Curve and Category Probability Plots for the Example Raters 
 
The residuals of Rater 9 had a mean of -0.01 and standard deviation of only 0.22. The lack of 




show that this rater may be prone to overfit. Similarly, Rater 17, who was identified as a 
potential overfit rater, did not have any ratings in Category 3, as shown in their predicted 
probability plot. This rater also had a narrow standard deviation for the residuals (0.24). When 
checking Rater 17’s actual rating cases, it was found that this rater mostly encountered low-
ability students. However, out of only 9 total ratings that this rater provided, there were 2 cases 
where this rater assigned Category 2, whereas the other rater assigned Category 3. This is 
consistent with this rater’s severity estimate (1.65), which is leaning towards the harshness side.  
On the contrary, Rater 12, who was identified as a misfit rater, did not make much use of 
Category 2, as evidenced by the steep expected score curve and a non-dominant Category 2 
probability curve. However, this rater had a mean of 0.03 and standard deviation of 0.56 for the 
residuals, which was the largest standard deviation of residuals among all the raters. When 
checking this rater’s individual ratings, it was found that Rater 12 was constantly in 
disagreement with the other two raters who generally agreed on their ratings, which resulted in 
their rating patterns constantly at odds with the model’s expectations. Finally, Rater 16, who 
showed good fit to the model’s expectations, had an expected score curve that was not so flat and 
the predicted probability plot that resembled that from the Wright map, indicating well-
functioning in scale use. When further checking this rater’s actual ratings, it was found that Rater 
16 agreed with at least one rater in all rating assignments. 
Both the CTT and IRT analysis revealed that both inter-rater reliability (ICC) and intra-
rater reliability (fit statistics) were acceptable, though fine-grained IRT analysis identified 
several raters who were prone to severity, central tendency, and randomness effects. In order to 
make use of the information obtained in the human scoring analysis section for the scoring 




subsequent rating-level scoring models: Raters 19 and 7 (for severity effect), Raters 13 and 2 (for 
leniency effect), Raters 9 and 2 (for central tendency or overfit), and Raters 15 and 12 (for 
randomness effect). Interestingly, all the identified effects raters were novice raters, except for 
Rater 7 who was identified as a harsh rater.  
Score-Level Modeling 
The outcome variable for the score-level models is the final TEACH score. In this 
section, results from the different modeling configurations are presented. 
Full Models without Time 
Table 28 shows the parameter estimates (“Est.” column), including the fixed and random 
effects and the associated standard errors (“SE”) of the full model without the time variable: 
Table 28.  
Full Model (without Time) Parameters Estimates on Score Level 
  LM LMM CLM CLMM 













 Fluency1 0.19 0.12 0.19 0.11 -0.74 0.41 -0.84 0.50 
 nfiller -0.09 0.07 -0.08 0.06 0.44 0.24 0.44 0.30 
 nrep 0.19** 0.06 0.18** 0.06 -0.85** 0.24 -0.98** 0.32 
 L7 -0.09 0.11 -0.11 0.10 0.32 0.38 0.43 0.45 
 ASR -0.12* 0.06 -0.13* 0.05 0.51* 0.22 0.59* 0.26 
rPVI_v -0.07 0.07 -0.09 0.06 0.26 0.24 0.33 0.29 
LCA1 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.07 -0.31 0.26 -0.48 0.32 
TAALES1 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.05 -0.20 0.20 -0.18 0.23 
SCA1 -0.05 0.08 -0.04 0.08 0.15 0.30 0.18 0.35 
TAASC1 0.12* 0.05 0.11* 0.05 -0.44* 0.19 -0.47* 0.22 
TAASC3 0.09. 0.05 0.11* 0.05 -0.35. 0.20 -0.47 0.25 
TAACO 0.03 0.07 0.06 0.06 -0.06 0.23 -0.19 0.29 
Random 
effects 
Students N/A 0.06 N/A 0.94 
Residuals 0.32 0.26 N/A N/A 





It can the seen that both signs and significance levels of the predictors are consistent across the 
different modeling approaches. Higher performance/ability levels (lower TEACH levels) are 
significantly associated with less dysfluency (fewer repetitions/repairs per token), better 
pronunciation (higher ASR confidence), and more complex syntactic structure (higher 
TAASC1)32. Note the signs for the coefficients in ordinal models (CLM and CLMM) are flipped 
so that their parameterizations are consistent with that in the continuous models (LM and LMM). 
In particular, when the continuous model has a positive coefficient (e.g. nrep), the sign of that 
coefficient in the ordinal models is negative, indicating that the larger the value of that predictor, 
the less (log) odds of being in the lower end of the rating scale or higher odds of being in the 
higher end of the scale, which is equivalent to higher TEACH levels or lower ability levels.  
The signs for the other non-significant predictors are also expected. For example, higher 
ability levels are associated with faster speed (lower Fluency1), higher segmental likelihood 
(higher L7), more varied vowel segments (higher rPVI_v), more varied and sophisticated 
vocabulary items (lower LCA1 and lower TAALES1), more sophisticated syntactic and nominal 
structures33 (higher SCA1 and lower TAASC3), and more TTR cohesion features (lower 
TAACO1). Note that when included in the scoring models, the signs for rPVI_v, TAACO1, and 
nfiller34 changed as compared to their marginal correlations with the human scores in Table 21. 
This is because when the features are jointly modeled, the relationship between a particular 
feature and the human scores are to be interpreted in the context of the other features present in 
the model. Such partial relationship in a joint model can be different from the marginal 
relationship.  
 
32 Effects of the predictors should be interpreted in the scale of standard deviations due to data standardization.  
33 Note TAASC3 only missed the 0.05 significance level for CLMM. 
34 Note only direction of the relationship of nfiller in the models is not as expected. However, the magnitude of this 




For CLM and CLMM, the coefficients are different from those in the continuous models, 
because the predictors are linearly related to the logit transformation of the outcome variable 
(TEACH levels). The different scale of variables also results in different SE values. SEs between 
the models within the same outcome variable type are close. For the continuous models, when 
the random test taker effects term is included in LMM, the variance component associated with 
test takers is much smaller than that associated with residuals, indicating that adding the random 
effect does not help to further decompose much of the residual variance from the fixed model 
(LM). It was further found that the distribution of the test taker random effects conformed to that 
of a standard normal distribution for both LMM (W = 0.98, p-value = 0.19) and CLMM (W = 
0.97, p-value = 0.11). But for the ordinal models, adding the random test taker effect resulted in 
slightly different parameter estimates and larger SEs in CLMM, as compared to CLM. 
Table 29 shows the model fit metrics and performance in prediction. In terms of model 
fit, the ordinal models (CLM and CLMM) show better fit to the data, indicated by lower AIC and 
BIC values and higher log-likelihood values. Including the test taker random effects does not 
bring much change to the fit. The BIC goes up in CLMM due to the added random effects, as 
compared to CLM. 
Table 29.  
Full Model (without Time) Fit and Prediction Accuracy on Score Level 
  LM LMM CLM CLMM 
Model Fit Adj. R2 0.37 N/A N/A N/A 
Loglik -127.47 -126.40 -116.04 -115.25 
AIC 282.94 282.81 260.09 260.50 
BIC 325.18 328.07 299.00 305.76 
RMSE 0.32 0.22 N/A N/A 
Residual 
Deviance 






Table 29. Continued 
  LM LMM CLM CLMM 
  Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test 
Prediction 
Accuracy 
Accuracy1 0.61/ 0.57 0.70/ 0.56 0.67/ 0.62 0.66/ 0.61 
Accuracy2 0.79/ 0.76 0.86/ 0.75 0.82/ 0.81 0.80/ 0.79 
Correlation1 0.55/ 0.44 0.67/ 0.44 0.63/ 0.54 0.62/ 0.52 
Correlation2  0.65/ 0.58 0.78/ 0.57 N/A N/A 
QWK 0.53/ 0.42 0.65/ 0.42 0.61/ 0.53 0.62/ 0.52 
 
As for the performance in prediction, CLM (bolded) shows the advantage of prediction accuracy 
in all respects, followed by CLMM. Moreover, the differences in prediction results between the 
training set and test set are smaller for the ordinal models, indicating the overfitting issue, or the 
inability of the model to make generalizations on unseen data, is less severe for the ordinal 
models. Based on the fit and prediction results, CLM turns out to be the most appropriate model 
in this configuration of full models without the time variable.  
Full Models with Time 
As the data contain repeated measures of a number of test takers across time, the time 
variable is included in the model so that the relationship between the features and the human 
scores can be modeled in the context of time. Table 30 shows the results of the parameter 
estimates in the full models that include the time variable. 
Table 30.  
Full Model (with Time) Parameters Estimates on Score Level 
  LM LMM CLM CLMM 
  Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE 










Time -0.03* 0.01 -0.04** 0.01 0.15** 0.05 0.27* 0.11 
Fluency1 0.16 0.11 0.17 0.11 -0.64 0.42 -0.87 0.65 
nfiller -0.09 0.06 -0.08 0.06 0.42. 0.25 0.46 0.36 
nrep 0.19** 0.06 0.17** 0.06 -0.89** 0.25 -1.26** 0.47 
L7 -0.13 0.11 -0.16 0.10 0.56 0.40 0.83 0.57 




Table 30. Continued 
  LM LMM CLM CLMM 
  Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE 
 rPVI_v -0.11. 0.07 -0.13* 0.06 0.46. 0.26 0.64. 0.37 
LCA1 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.06 -0.33 0.27 -0.61 0.40 
TAALES1 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.05 -0.16 0.20 -0.08 0.28 
SCA1 -0.06 0.08 -0.06 0.08 0.21 0.31 0.36 0.44 
TAASC1 0.11* 0.05 0.10* 0.05 -0.42* 0.19 -0.49. 0.26 
TAASC3 0.10. 0.05 0.12* 0.05 -0.40. 0.21 -0.71* 0.34 
TAACO1 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.06 -0.13 0.24 -0.42 0.39 
Random 
effects 
Test taker  N/A 0.11 N/A 0.94 
Residuals 0.31 0.24 N/A N/A 
*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, . p < 0.1 
 
When time is included, it is a significant predictor across the different modeling approaches, 
suggesting that as time progresses, the abilities/performances increase (TEACH levels decrease). 
As compared to Table 28 where time is not included, while the majority of the parameter 
estimates are similar, the ASR confidence score becomes non-significant (only marginally 
significant in CLM), while rPVI_v becomes marginally significant, and TAASC3 becomes more 
or less significant across the different models. That means that when the multiple measurements 
across different time points are considered, these features can be significantly related to the 
human scores. Slightly different from Table 28, when the random test taker effect is included in 
LMM, the variance component associated with test takers is larger, but still smaller than that 
associated with residuals, indicating that adding the random effects does not further decompose 
much of the residual variance from the fixed model (LM). When the distributions of the test 
taker random effects were examined, deviations from normal distribution for both LMM (W = 
0.97, p-value = 0.05) and CLMM (W = 0.96, p-value = 0.04) are found. But the p-values are not 
particularly small. 
Table 31 shows the model fit metrics and performance in prediction. Similar to Table 29, 




loglikelihood and lower AIC and BIC values. When the test taker random effects are included, 
AIC decreases slightly due to better fit, and BIC increases slightly due to increased model 
complexity. Consistent with the results of model fit in Table 29, CLM shows advantages in 
prediction accuracy in all respects, followed by CLMM. Moreover, the differences in prediction 
results between the training set and test set are smaller for the ordinal models (notably, the 
training accuracies for LMM are very high), indicating that overfitting is less severe for the 
ordinal models. As compared to the models without the time variable, both model fit and 
performances in predictions consistently improve. For CLM, AIC, loglikelihood, and Deviance 
Residual all decrease slightly. There are also improvements in the correlation and kappa metrics 
in the full CLM model with the time variable. These suggest that CLM is still the most 
appropriate model, even when time is included in the model. 
Table 31.  
Full Model (with Time) Fit and Prediction Accuracy on Score Level 
  LM LMM CLM CLMM 
Model Fit Adj. R2 0.40 N/A N/A N/A 
Loglik -124.06 -121.74 -111.87 -109.51 
AIC 278.12 275.48 253.74 251.02 
BIC 323.38 323.76 299.00 299.30 
RMSE 0.30 0.17 N/A N/A 
Residual 
Deviance 
N/A N/A 223.734 N/A 
  Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test 
Prediction 
Accuracy 
Accuracy1 0.64/ 0.60 0.76/ 0.60 0.68/ 0.63 0.67/ 0.58 
 Accuracy2 0.82/ 0.78 0.88/ 0.80 0.82/ 0.79 0.80/0.76 
 Correlation1 0.58/ 0.50 0.75/ 0.52 0.64/ 0.56 0.62/ 0.52 
 Correlation2  0.67/ 0.58 0.84/ 0.59 N/A N/A 





Reduced Models without Time 
 To strive for a more parsimonious model solution, stepwise selection was conducted for 
the full model. Table 32 shows the results for the reduced models without the time variable. In 
the reduced models, the important predictors that are significant in the full models (i.e., nrep, 
ASR, TAASC1, and TAASC3) are retained. Fluency1, which is non-significant in the full models, 
becomes highly significant in all reduced models. Similarly, nfiller, which is non-significant in 
the full models, becomes significant or marginally significant in the reduced ordinal models. 
Also, some predictors, which are non-significant in the full model, are retained in the reduced 
model due to the maximum AIC criterion. Other predictors that are present in the full models are 
dropped because they make little contribution to the maximum AIC criterion. As previously 
described in the Analysis chapter, the predictors in the mixed models are manually selected so 
that they have the same set of predictors as their fixed effects model counterparts because the 
stepwise selection procedure was not available for mixed models in R.  
Compared to the full model counterparts (Table 28), all the fixed effects parameter 
estimates are similar in both directions and magnitudes. It can be seen that the SEs are 
consistently smaller than those in the full models, suggesting statistical efficiency in the reduced 
models. For the reduced LMM, the variance components are similar to those of the full models. 
Table 32.  
Reduced Model (without Time) Parameter Estimates on Score Level 
  LM LMM CLM CLMM 
  Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE 
Fixed 
effects 








Fluency1 0.29*** 0.06 0.30*** 0.06 -1.16*** 0.25 -1.27*** 0.32 
nfiller -0.10 0.06 -0.09 0.06 0.49* 0.23 0.50. 0.26 
nrep 0.20*** 0.06 0.19** 0.06 -0.88*** 0.24 -0.94*** 0.26 




Table 32. Continued 
  LM LMM CLM CLMM 
  Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE 
Fixed 
effects 
TAALES1 0.09. 0.05 0.08 0.05 -0.29 0.19 -0.31 0.21 
TAASC1 0.11* 0.05 0.11* 0.05 -0.41* 0.19 -0.43* 0.20 
TAASC3 0.10. 0.05 0.11* 0.05 -0.36 0.20 -0.42 0.23 
Random 
effects 
Test taker  N/A 0.04 N/A 0.44 
Residuals 0.32 0.28 N/A N/A 
*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, . p < 0.1 
 
However, for the reduced CLMM, the variance component is smaller than that of the full model, 
providing further evidence to the efficiency of the reduced models. When the distributions of the 
test taker random effects were examined, the normality assumptions for the random test taker 
effect are met for both LMM (W = 0.97, p-value = 0.136) and CLMM (W = 0.97, p-value = 
0.05), where the p-value for CLMM is only slightly lower than 0.05. 
Table 33 shows the fit and prediction performance for the reduced model without the 
time variable. It can be seen that the reduced ordinal models (CLM and CLMM) show better fit 
to the data, as indicated by the higher log-likelihood and lower AIC and BIC values. Also, AIC, 
BIC, and Residual Deviance all decrease, as compared to the full CLM without time. But 
compared to the full CLM that includes the time variable, the reduced CLM without time only 
has improved BIC due to model simplicity. When the test taker random effects are included, BIC 
increases as expected, while AIC stays almost unchanged. Beyond better model fit, CLM also 
shows advantages in prediction accuracy in all respects, followed by CLMM. Notably, prediction 
accuracies for CLM appear to be the highest, as compared to all previous configurations. 
Moreover, the differences in prediction results between the training set and test set are very small 
for the ordinal models (note Accuracy 2 has the same value between the training and test set for 




Table 33.  
Reduced Model (without Time) Fit and Prediction Accuracy on Score Level 
  LM LMM CLM CLMM 
Model Fit Adj. R2 0.38 N/A N/A N/A 
 Loglik -128.75 128.22 -117.76 -117.44 
 AIC 275.49 276.45 253.53 254.87 
 BIC 302.65 306.62 280.68 285.04 
RMSE 0.32 0.254 N/A N/A 
Residual 
Deviance 
N/A N/A 223.74 N/A 
  Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test 
Prediction 
Accuracy 
Accuracy1 0.60/ 0.59 0.64/ 0.59 0.67/ 0.64 0.67/ 0.64 
Accuracy2 0.789/ 0.76 0.82/ 0.78 0.82/ 0.82 0.81/ 0.81 
Correlation1 0.54/ 0.50 0.60/ 0.50 0.62/ 0.57 0.62/ 0.54 
Correlation2  0.64/ 0.59 0.74/ 0.58 N/A N/A 
QWK 0.51/ 0.48 0.57/ 0.48 0.61/ 0.56 0.61/ 0.54 
 
Given the relatively high performance in prediction and the small difference between the training 
set and test set results, it can be said that the reduced ordinal models, particularly the reduced 
CLM, strike a good balance between overfit and underfit, or the model’s ability to capture the 
target relationship. The reduced CLM without time is the most appropriate in this configuration.   
Reduced Models with Time 
The final modeling configuration on the score level concerns the reduced models that 
include the time variable. Table 34 shows the results for these reduced models. Consistent with 
the full model counterparts, time is a significant predictor across the different modeling 
approaches, suggesting that as time progresses, the abilities/performances increase (TEACH 
levels decrease). As compared to Table 32 where time is not included, while the signs of the 
predictors are the same and magnitudes are close, ASR confidence score becomes non-
significant, and TAASC3 becomes more significant. For the random effects, the variance 




Table 34.  
Reduced Model (with Time) Parameter Estimates on Score Level 
  LM LMM CLM CLMM 
  Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE 
Fixed 
effects 








Time -0.03* 0.01 -0.03* 0.01 0.12* 0.05 0.18* 0.08 
Fluency1 0.29*** 0.06 0.29*** 0.06 -1.18*** 0.26 -1.46*** 0.40 
nfiller -0.10 0.06 -0.09 0.06 0.48* 0.24 0.54. 0.30 
nrep 0.19*** 0.06 0.17** 0.06 -0.92*** 0.25 -1.09** 0.34 
ASR  -0.07 0.05 -0.06 0.05 0.30 0.21 0.33 0.25 
TAALES1 0.08. 0.05 0.07 0.05 -0.29 0.19 -0.31 0.23 
 TAASC1 0.11* 0.05 0.10* 0.05 -0.39* 0.19 -0.43. 0.22 
 TAASC3 0.10. 0.05 0.12* 0.05 -0.40* 0.20 -0.56* 0.26 
Random 
effects 
Test taker  N/A 0.06 N/A 1.30 
Residuals 0.31 0.25 N/A N/A 
*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, . p < 0.1 
 
Moreover, the distribution of the random effects conforms to normal in LMM (W = 0.97, p-value 
= 0.12), but slightly deviates from normal in CLMM (W = 0.97, p-value = 0.04).  
Table 35 shows the model fit and predictions for the reduced models that include the time 
variable. Similar to Table 33, the ordinal models (CLM and CLMM) show better fit to the data 
as indicated by lower AIC and BIC and higher log-likelihood values. When the test taker random 
effects are included, BIC increases as expected, while AIC decreases and loglikelihood increases 
slightly, indicating slightly better fit for the mixed models. Slightly different from the previous 
configurations, CLMM, rather than CLM shows advantages in prediction accuracies in all 
respects (except for Accuracy2); but the differences between CLM and CLMM are quite 
negligible. Also, slightly different from the previous configurations, LM shows very small 






Table 35.  
Reduced Model (with Time) Fit and Prediction Accuracy on Score Level 
  LM LMM CLM CLMM 
Model Fit Adj. R2 0.40 N/A N/A N/A 
 Loglik -126.47 -125.30 -114.97 -113.64 
 AIC 272.94 272.61 249.93 249.27 
 BIC 303.12 305.80 280.10 282.46 
 RMSE 0.31 0.21 N/A N/A 
Residual 
Deviance 
N/A N/A 229.93 N/A 
  Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test 
Prediction 
Accuracy 
Accuracy1 0.62/ 0.62 0.70/ 0.58 0.65/ 0.61 0.66/ 0.62 
Accuracy2 0.82/ 0.80 0.84/ 0.79 0.80/ 0.78 0.81/ 0.78 
Correlation1 0.58/ 0.55 0.68/ 0.49 0.60/ 0.54 0.61/ 0.55 
Correlation2  0.66/ 0.60 0.79/ 0.59 N/A N/A 
 QWK 0.54/ 0.53 0.66/ 0.47 0.60/ 0.53 0.60/ 0.55 
 
Model Comparison and Diagnostics 
To evaluate the importance of the time variable and the additional predictors in the full 
model, likelihood ratio tests (LRT) were conducted. Table 36 shows the LRT results (test 
statistics and p-values) by comparing the models with versus without the time variable (the first 
two rows) and comparing the full models versus the reduced models (the last two rows) for the 
four model classes. It can be seen that when evaluating the importance of the time variable in the 
models (full models or reduced models), all p-values are below the 0.05 threshold, indicating that 
time is a useful variable to include in the models. When comparing the full and reduced models 
(when time is included or not included), all p-values are large, indicating the full (more complex) 
models do not add substantial fit to the data than the reduced models. Therefore, only the reduced 
models containing the time variable in each model class are submitted to model diagnostics and 





Table 36.  
Model Comparisons on Score Level 
 LM LMM CLM CLMM 
Time  Full 
models 
F(1) =  6.33 
pval = 0.01 
χ2(1) = 9.33 
pval = 0.00 
χ2(1) = 8.36 
pval = 0.00 
χ2(1) = 11.48 
pval = 0.00 
 Reduced 
models 
F(1) = 4.34 
pval= 0.04 
χ2(1) = 5.84 
pval = 0.02 
χ2(1) = 5.60 
pval = 0.02 
χ2(1) = 7.60 






F(5) = 0.47 
pval = 0.80 
χ2(5) = 3.64 
pval = 0.60 
χ2(5) = 3.43 
pval = 0.63 
χ2(5) = 4.37 




F(5) = 0.89 
pval = 0.49 
χ2(5) = 7.12 
pval = 0.21 
χ2(5) = 6.19 
pval = 0.29 
χ2(5) = 8.25 
pval = 0.14 
 
The extensive model diagnostics reveals that the majority of the assumptions held by the 
continuous models (LM and LMM) are reasonably met, while some assumptions (e.g., 
homoskedasticity) are difficult to evaluate because of the discrete nature of the response variable. 
For the mixed model (LMM), the test taker random effects do not make much contribution to 
explain the residual variance from the LM, indicating that the random effects term is not 
important. As for the ordinal models, the formal hypothesis test shows that the proportional 
assumption is met, indicating that the effects of the predictors on the response variable is the 
same across the score categories. For CLMM, no additional assumptions are held beyond the 
proportional odds assumption in CLM and the evaluation of the random test taker effects in 
LMM. Therefore, based on the significance levels of the predictors, model fit, prediction 
accuracy, and model diagnostics, the most appropriate approach to model the relationship 
between the features and human scores (final TEACH level) is the reduced CLM that includes 
the time variable, though it has fewer significant predictors compared to the reduced CLM 





The outcome variable for the rating-level models is the ratings from the multiple raters. 
In this section, results from the different modeling configurations are presented. 
Full Models without Time 
Table 37 shows the parameters estimates, including the fixed and random effects, and the 
associated standard errors (SEs) of the full model without the time variable. Similar to the score-
level results, at the confidence level of 0.05, higher abilities or lower scores on the rating level 
are associated with less dysfluency (fewer repetitions per token) and better pronunciation (higher 
ASR confidence). But different from the score-level models where information from the 
different raters were not available, higher abilities on the rating level are also associated with less 
nominal complexity (lower TAASC3) only in the mixed models, as well as more lexical 
variability (higher LCA1) in most models (except for LM and CLM). The added rater effects 
term, which was absent in the score-level analysis, is only significant in CLMM, and marginally 
significant in LMM. The sign of the rater effects term suggests that the presence of the rater 
effects, as identified in the IRT analysis, tends to be associated with lower abilities or higher 
scores. Finally, higher abilities are associated with faster speech (lower Fluency1) in most 
models (except for LM).  
 As compared to the score-level analysis, the coefficients are similar for LM and CLM, 
whereas they are somewhat different for LMM and CLMM, indicating that specifying the test 









Table 37.  
Full Model (without Time) Parameter Estimates on Rating Level 
  LM LMM LMM2 CLM CLMM CLMM2 
  Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE 
Fixed 
effects 














0.11 0.08 0.13. 0.07 0.08 0.09 -0.38 0.26 -0.65* 0.31 -0.50 0.43 
Fluency1 0.02 0.08 0.16. 0.09 0.18. 0.09 -0.11 0.24 -0.71. 0.43 -0.77. 0.45 
nfiller -0.01 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.05 -0.09 0.15 -0.10 0.25 -0.08 0.26 
nrep 0.17*** 0.04 0.12* 0.05 0.12* 0.05 -0.65*** 0.14 -0.87*** 0.25 -0.88*** 0.26 
L7 -0.09 0.07 -0.06 0.08 -0.06 0.08 0.22 0.22 0.24 0.35 0.25 0.36 
ASR  -0.10 0.04 -0.08. 0.04 -0.07. 0.04 0.35*** 0.13 0.47* 0.20 0.46* 0.21 
rPVI_v -0.04 0.05 -0.06 0.05 -0.06 0.05 0.12 0.14 0.20 0.22 0.21 0.23 
LCA1 0.05 0.05 0.10. 0.05 0.09. 0.05 -0.22 0.15 -0.50* 0.24 -0.47. 0.24 
TAALES1 0.06. 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.04 -0.20. 0.12 -0.26 0.20 -0.25 0.20 
SCA1 -0.01 0.05 0.08 0.06 0.10. 0.06 -0.01 0.17 -0.39 0.27 -0.45 0.29 
TAASC1 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.11 0.02 0.16 0.05 0.17 
TAASC3 0.06 0.04 0.09* 0.04 0.09* 0.04 -0.17 0.12 -0.37* 0.18 -0.39* 0.18 
TAACO1 -0.04 0.04 -0.01 0.05 -0.01 0.05 0.17 0.14 0.15 0.22 0.16 0.23 
Random 
effects 
Students N/A 0.18 0.19 N/A 3.55 3.86 
Raters N/A N/A 0.02 N/A N/A 0.30 
Residuals 0.38 0.24 0.23 N/A N/A N/A 




On the rating level, the coefficients between the two mixed models (LMM and LMM2 or CLMM 
and CLMM2) are close, as compared to their fixed counterparts (LM and CLM), indicating that 
adding the rater random effects did not impact the coefficients in the mixed models that already 
had the test taker random effects. Furthermore, the normality assumptions were met for all the 
random effects. When the random test taker effect is introduced in LMM, a significant 
proportion of the residual variance in LM can be explained. However, when the rater random 
effect is further included in LMM2, it does not account for much of the residual variance in 
LMM, as indicated the difference between the variance attributed to test taker and the variance 
attributed to the raters. This can also be confirmed in CLMM2, where the variance component 
associated with test takers is much larger than that associated with the raters. 
Table 38 shows the model fit and prediction performance for the full model without the 
time variable. Whereas, in general the model fit indices are worse than those in score-level 
analysis (conceivably due to the ill-structured rating design), all the scoring models have 
significantly better fit than the IRT models35 where the features/predictors were not available. 
The mixed models substantially improve the fit, especially for the ordinal models. For the 
continuous models, RMSE continues to decrease when the mixed effects are added. However, 
adding the rater random effect on top of the test takers random effect does not appear to add 
much benefit to model fit. 
In terms of the models’ performances in prediction, there is a notable increase in mixed 
models when the test taker random effects term is added, suggesting that the models without this 
term may suffer from underfitting. 
 
35 For the RSM, AIC=747, 62, BIC = 818.92, and Loglikelihood = -350.81; for the PCM, AIC = 761.13, BIC = 








Table 38.  
Full Model (without Time) Fit and Prediction Accuracy on Rating level 
  LM LMM LMM2 CLM CLMM CLMM2 
Model Fit Adj. R2 0.20 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Loglik -349.09  -320.04  -318.76 -325.79  -298.90 -298.20 
AIC 728.18 672.08 671.52 681.58 629.80 630.30 
BIC 787.00 734.82 738.19 740.41 666.70 669.50 
RMSE 0.38 0.21 0.19 N/A N/A N/A 
Residual 
Deviance 
N/A N/A N/A 651.58 N/A N/A 
  Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test 
Prediction 
Accuracy 
Accuracy1 0.55/ 0.52 0.74/ 0.61 0.75/ 0.62 0.58/ 0.55 0.76/ 0.64 0.76/ 0.61 
Accuracy2 0.68/ 0.65 0.83/ 0.74 0.84/ 0.74 0.70/ 0.67 0.86/ 0.75 0.85/ 0.74 
Correlation1 0.33/ 0.28 0.69/ 0.50 0.71/ 0.52 0.40/ 0.36 0.73/ 0.54 0.72/ 0.53 
Correlation2  0.47/ 0.40 0.77/ 0.60 0.79/ 0.60 N/A N/A N/A 





In these mixed models, the prediction improvements for both training and test sets are obvious. 
Similarly, further adding the rater random effect does not seem to improve the predictions. 
Therefore, CLMM is the most appropriate among these full models that do not include the time 
variable.  
Full Models with Time 
As the rating-level data contain repeated measures not only for a number of test takers, 
but also for some raters across time, the time variable was included in the model. Table 39 shows 
the results of the parameter estimates in the full models. When the time variable is added, it is 
significant across all the modeling approaches, suggesting that that as time progresses (students 
became more proficient over time), the ability/performance increases. Consistent with the pattern 
in score-level analysis, some predictors, such as Fluency1, ASR, L7 and rPVI_v become 
marginally significant or non-significant. Similar to full mode without time, all the random 
effects are reasonably normally distributed. When the random test taker effects term is 
introduced in LMM, a significant proportion of the residual variance in LM can be explained. 
However, when the rater random effects term is further included in LMM2, it does not account 
for much of the residual variance in LMM as indicated by the difference between the variance 
attributed to test taker and the variance attributed to raters. 
Table 40 shows the model fit metrics and performance in prediction for the full models 
that included the time variable on the rating level. Similar to Table 38, the rating-level models fit 
worse than those of score-level and adding the test taker random effects substantially increases 
the fit, especially for the ordinal models. However, crossing the random effects by adding the 









Table 39.  
Full Model (with Time) Parameter Estimates on Rating Level 
  LM LMM LMM2 CLM CLMM CLMM2 
  Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE 
Fixed 
effects 












Time -0.02** 0.01 -0.04*** 0.01 -0.04*** 0.01 0.10*** 0.03 0.18** 0.06 0.22*** 0.06 
Rater 
effects 
0.10 0.08 0.12. 0.06 0.09 0.08 -0.34 0.27 -0.52 0.34 -0.52 0.38 
Fluency1 -0.01 0.08 0.15 0.09 0.16. 0.09 -0.02 0.24 -0.64 0.46 -0.63 0.45 
nfiller 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05 -0.08 0.15 -0.04 0.25 -0.03 0.27 
nrep 0.17*** 0.04 0.11* 0.05 0.11* 0.05 -0.68*** 0.15 -0.88*** 0.27 -0.92*** 0.267 
L7 -0.13. 0.07 -0.09 0.08 -0.09 0.08 0.38. 0.23 0.49 0.39 0.42 0.37 
ASR -0.08* 0.05 -0.03 0.04 -0.03 0.04 0.30* 0.13 0.34 0.21 0.33 0.22 
rPVI_v -0.08. 0.05 -0.09. 0.05 -0.08. 0.05 0.24 0.15 0.40. 0.24 0.32 0.24 
LCA1 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.05 -0.12 0.15 -0.31 0.25 -0.39 0.25 
TAALES1 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 -0.12. 0.12 -0.31 0.20 -0.210 0.204 
SCA1 -0.02 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.06 -0.05 0.17 -0.23 0.29 -0.31 0.290 
TAASC1 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 -0.06 0.11 -0.01 0.18 -0.05 0.18 
TAASC3 0.06. 0.04 0.09* 0.04 0.09* 0.04 -0.19 0.12 -0.36. 0.19 -0.40* 0.19 
TAACO1 -0.03 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.14 0.14 0.22 0.27 0.12 0.24 
Random 
effects 
Students N/A 0.19 0.19 N/A 3.40 4.12 
Raters N/A N/A 0.01 N/A N/A 0.122 
Residuals 0.37 0.232  0.22 N/A N/A N/A 









Table 40.  
Full Model (with time) Fit and Prediction Accuracy on Rating Level 
  LM LMM LMM2 CLM CLMM CLMM2 
Model Fit Adj. R2 0.21 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Loglik -344.87  -313.57 -313.00  -320.83  -264.75 -291.05 
AIC 721.74 661.15 662.01 673.66 562.92 618.09 
BIC 784.48 727.81 732.60 736.40 602.09 659.56 
RMSE 0.37 0.20 0.19 N/A N/A N/A 
Residual 
Deviance 
N/A N/A N/A 641.66 N/A N/A 
  Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test 
Prediction 
Accuracy 
Accuracy1 0.55/ 0.53 0.73/ 0.64 0.75/ 0.64 0.55/ 0.53 0.76/ 0.65 0.76/ 0.65 
Accuracy2 0.69/ 0.67 0.83/ 0.77 0.85/ 0.77 0.68/ 0.66 0.85/ 0.76 0.85/ 0.75 
Correlation1 0.33/ 0.31 0.69/ 0.57 0.71/ 0.55 0.37/ 0.32 0.74/ 0.59 0.74/ 0.58 
Correlation2  0.30/ 0.41 0.78/ 0.61 0.80/ 0.61 N/A N/A N/A 





In terms of prediction accuracy, there is a notable increase in mixed models when the test taker 
random effects term is added, suggesting that the models without the random effects may suffer 
from underfitting. The prediction improvement in the mixed models for both training and test 
sets are obvious. Similarly, further adding the rater random effect does not seem to improve the 
performances in prediction. Consistent with the model version without time (Table 38), CLMM, 
which has a slight performance improvement from the CLMM without the time variable, is the 
most appropriate among the full models that include the time variable. 
Reduced Models without Time 
The rating level analysis followed a similar procedure as that of the score-level analysis 
to arrive at the reduced models. Table 41 shows the results for the reduced models without the 
time variable in terms of the parameter estimates. Similar to the score-level results, in the 
reduced models, the important predictors, which were significant in the full models, are retained. 
Compared to the counterparts in score-level analysis, Fluency1 was dropped from all models, 
while other features, such as L7, LCA1, and TAALES1, become significant or marginally 
significant for all or some models. Specifically, compared to the full model counterparts, L7 
becomes significant in all continuous models. LCA1 becomes significant in CLMM and 
CLMM2. TAALES1 becomes marginally significant in LM and CLM. Some predictors that are 
non-significant were retained in the model due to the maximum AIC criterion. Note that the rater 
effects term is dropped because it makes little contribution to the maximum AIC criterion. For 
CLMM and CLMM2, this term is manually added because the stepwise selection procedure is 
not available. When it is added, the rater effects term becomes marginally significant in CLMM 
only. Also, on the rating level, the predictors retained are different between the ordinal and 







Table 41.  
Reduced Model (without Time) Parameter Estimates on Rating Level 
  LM LMM LMM2 CLM CLMM CLMM2 
  Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE 
Fixed 
effects 














N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.57. 0.31 0.45 0.41 
nrep 0.18*** 0.03 0.18*** 0.04 0.16*** 0.04 -0.63*** 0.13 -0.95*** 0.23 -0.95*** 0.24 
L7 0.14*** 0.03 0.16*** 0.04 0.15*** 0.04 -0.23 0.16 -0.38 0.24 -0.40 0.24 
ASR -0.11** 0.03 -0.10** 0.03 -0.09** 0.03 0.36*** 0.11 0.53** 0.16 0.52** 0.17 
LCA1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A -0.21 0.14 -0.51* 0.22 -0.47* 0.23 
TAALES1 0.07. 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 -0.20. 0.12 -0.17 0.18 -0.16 0.18 
TAASC3 0.07. 0.04 0.09* 0.04 0.09* 0.04 -0.17 0.12 -0.34* 0.17 -0.35* 0.18 
TAACO1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.20 0.13 0.15 0.20 0.14 0.21 
Random 
effects 
Students N/A 0.15 0.16 N/A 2.95 3.12 
Raters N/A N/A 0.02 N/A N/A 0.25 
Residuals 0.39 0.26 0.24 N/A N/A N/A 





In the mixed models, all the random effects were normally distributed, and adding the test taker 
random effects was more useful than adding the rater random effects.  
Table 42 shows the fit and prediction performance for the reduced model without the 
time variable. Consistent with the full model counterparts, the score-level models fit better than 
the rating-level models. On the rating level, the fit can be substantially improved by adding the 
test taker random effects, and the ordinal models consistently have better fit than the continuous 
models, as indicated by the larger log-likelihood and lower AIC and BIC metrics. Notably, the 
BICs are lower due to model simplicity in these reduced models. However, further adding the 
rater random effects on top of the test taker random effects does not seem to add much benefit to 
model fit. In terms of prediction accuracies, there is a notable performance increase in mixed 
models when the test taker random effects term is added, suggesting that the models without the 
random effects may suffer from underfitting. The prediction improvements in the mixed models 
for both training and test sets are obvious. Similarly, further adding the rater random effects does 
not seem to improve the predictions. However, in contrast to the score-level analysis, the 
models’ performances do not seem to improve in the reduced models, as compared to the full 
model counterparts. Based on the model fit and prediction accuracy, CLMM and CLMM2 both 
seem appropriate to model the relationship between the features and ratings in this configuration. 
Reduced Models with Time 
Finally, Table 43 shows the results for the reduced models when time is included. 
Consistent with the full models, time is a significant predictor across the different modeling 









Table 42.  
Reduced Model (without Time) Fit and Prediction Accuracy on Rating Level 
  LM LMM LMM2 CLM CLMM CLMM2 
Model Fit Adj. R2 0.20 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Loglik -352.22  -327.51 -324.80  -327.44  -301.76 -301.21 
AIC 718.43 671.01 667.59 672.87 625.52 626.42 
BIC 745.88 702.39 702.88 708.17 650.86 654.07 
RMSE 0.39 0.23 0.20 N/A N/A N/A 
Residual 
Deviance 
N/A N/A N/A 654.87 N/A N/A 
  Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test 
Prediction 
Accuracy 
Accuracy1 0.54/ 0.52 0.71/ 0.57 0.74/ 0.60 0.57/ 0.57 0.75/ 0.63 0.76/ 0.62 
Accuracy2 0.68/ 0.66 0.81/ 0.71 0.84/ 0.72 0.69/ 0.69 0.84/ 0.74 0.85/ 0.74 
Correlation1 0.31/ 0.28 0.66/ 0.46 0.68/ 0.49 0.38/ 0.37 0.71/ 0.55 0.73/ 0.54 
Correlation2  0.27/ 0.43 0.74/ 0.60 0.78/ 0.61 N/A N/A N/A 







Table 43.  
Reduced Model (with time) Parameter Estimates on Rating Level 
  LM LMM LMM2 CLM CLMM CLMM2 
  Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE 
Fixed 
effects 












Time -0.03** 0.01 -0.05*** 0.01 -0.04*** 0.01 0.09*** 0.03 0.22*** 0.06 0.22*** 0.06 
Rater  
effects 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.52. 0.31 0.46 0.36 
nrep 0.18*** 0.03 0.15*** 0.04 0.14*** 0.04 -0.65*** 0.13 -0.96*** 0.24 -0.96*** 0.24 
L7 -0.14*** 0.03 -0.15*** 0.04 -0.15*** 0.04 0.28. 0.16 0.47. 0.25 0.48. 0.26 
ASR -0.08* 0.03 -0.04 0.04 -0.04 0.04 0.28* 0.11 0.37* 0.18 0.37* 0.18 
LCA1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A -0.16 0.15 -0.40. 0.23 -0.40. 0.24 
TAALES1 0.07* 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 -0.23* 0.11 -0.16 0.19 -0.16 0.19 
TAASC3 -0.07. 0.04 0.10* 0.04 0.10* 0.04 -0.19 0.12 -0.38* 0.18 -0.38* 0.18 
TAACO1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.19 0.13 0.13 0.21 0.13 0.22 
Random 
effects 
Students N/A 0.18 0.18 N/A 3.57 3.66 
Raters N/A N/A 0.01 N/A N/A 0.08 
Residuals 0.38 0.24 0.23 N/A N/A N/A 





Most of the coefficients are close to those in the model counterparts without the time variable, 
while a few predictors missed the 0.05 significance level (e.g, ASR in LMM and LMM2 and 
TAASC3 in CLM). For the random effects, the variance component estimates are close to the 
model counterparts without time, and the random effects are reasonably normally distributed.  
 Table 44 shows the model fit and prediction accuracies for the reduced models that 
included the time variable. Similarly, the rating-level model fits are worse than those of score-
level. Same as the full model counterparts, adding the test taker random effect substantially 
increases the fit, especially for the ordinal models. However, further adding the rater random 
effects on top of the test takers random effects does not seem to add much benefit to model fit. In 
terms of prediction accuracy, there is a notable increase in mixed models when the test taker 
random effects term is added, suggesting that the models without the random effects may suffer 
from underfitting. The prediction improvement in the mixed models for both training and test 
sets are obvious. Similarly, further adding the rater random effect does not seem to improve the 
predictions. Notably, the models in this configuration show a consistent improvement in both 
model fit and prediction accuracy across the different model classes, among which CLMM and 
CLMM2 are both most appropriate to model the relationship between the features and human 
ratings. 
Model Comparison and Diagnostics 
 Table 45 shows the likelihood ratio test (LRT) results in evaluating the usefulness of the 
time variable by comparing the models without the time variable and the models with the time 
variable. The models (full or reduced) are in the rows and the test statistics (with the degrees of 








Table 44.  
Reduced Model (with Time) Fit and Prediction Accuracy on Rating Level 
  LM LMM LMM2 CLM CLMM CLMM2 
Model Fit Adj. R2 0.21 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Loglik -348.46  - 319.94 -318.51 -322.91  -293.49 -293.36 
AIC 712.92 657.89 657.02 665.82 610.97 612.72 
BIC 744.29 693.18 696.23 705.03 638.62 642.68 
RMSE 0.38 0.21 0.19 N/A N/A N/A 
Residual 
Deviance 
N/A N/A N/A 645.82 N/A N/A 
  Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test Train/ Test 
Prediction 
Accuracy 
Accuracy1 0.57/ 0.53 0.73/ 0.65 0.75/ 0.63 0.55/ 0.54 0.76/ 0.64 0.77/ 0.64 
Accuracy2 0.73/ 0.67 0.83/ 0.77 0.84/ 0.75 0.68/ 0.67 0.85/ 0.76 0.86/ 0.75 
Correlation1 0.42/ 0.30 0.68/ 0.56 0.70/ 0.53 0.35/ 0.33 0.73/ 0.58 0.74/ 0.57 
Correlation2  0.45/ 0.44 0.77/ 0.62 0.79/ 0.62 N/A N/A N/A 









Table 45.  
Evaluation of the Time Variable on Rating Level 
 LM LMM LMM2 CLM CLMM CLMM2 
 F(1) pval χ2(1) pval χ2 (1) pval χ2 (1) pval χ2 (1) pval χ2(1) pval 
Full 
models 
8.20 0.004 12.93 0.0003 15.13 0.0001 9.92 0.001 68.32  0 14.25  0 
Reduced 
models 
7.44 0.007 1.13 0.29 12.57 0.0004 9.06 0.002 16.55  0 15.7  0 
 
Table 46.  
Evaluation of the Additional Predictors on Rating Level 
 LM LMM LMM2 CLM CLMM CLMM2 
 F(8) pval χ2(8) pval χ2(8) pval χ2(6) pval χ2(5) pval χ2(5) pval 
No 
time 
0.76 0.64 14.94 0.06 12.07 0.15 3.29 0.77 5.71 0.37 6.08 0.34 





Consistent with the score-level analysis, when evaluating the importance of the time variable in 
the different full or reduced models, all p-values are below the 0.05 threshold (except for the 
reduced LMM), indicating that time is a useful variable to include in the models. 
 Table 46 evaluates the usefulness of the additional predictors by comparing the reduced 
and full models. The models (with or without the time variable) are in the rows and the test 
statistics (with the degrees of freedom in parentheses) and corresponding p-values are in the 
columns. When comparing the full and reduced models, all p-values are large, indicating the full 
(more complex) models did not add substantial fit to the data than the reduced models. However, 
one exception is the full CLMM with time, which has the best model fit and prediction accuracy 
among all the rating-level candidate models (see Table 40). 
Finally, Table 47 evaluates the usefulness of the rater random effects by comparing the 
models containing both test taker and rater random effects and the models containing only the 
test taker random effects. Different combinations of the models (full or reduced x with time or 
without time) are in the rows and the test statistics and associated p-values are in the columns. It 
can be seen that all p-values are larger than 0.05, except for the one in the reduced model without 
time, where the p-value was only slightly smaller than 0.05. This suggests that the models 
without the rater random effects term is sufficient. 
Table 47.  
Evaluation of the Rater Random Effects on Rating Level 
  LMM2 CLMM2 
  χ2(1) pval χ2(1) pval 
Full 
models 
without time 2.56  0.11 2.56 0.22 





5.43  0.02 1.1 0.29 






So, neither LMM2 nor CLMM2 will be further considered. In summary, for the purpose of 
consistency, the best-performing models in the four model classes, which are consistently from 
the reduced version that included the time variable, are submitted to model diagnostics and 
assumptions checking (see Appendix H).  
The extensive model diagnostics reveal that, in contrast to the score-level analysis, the 
selected rating-level models are subject to violating the major assumptions. For LM, the 
assumption for the normality and equal variance of its residuals did not hold. Linearity was hard 
to assess given the discrete nature of the response variable. Moreover, auto-correlation in the 
data could be detected. For LMM, the normality assumption was met, indicating the benefit of 
adding the random test taker effects in the model. Furthermore, ICC showed that the test taker 
random effects could 1) decompose a substantial proportion of the residual variance in LM and 
2) help explain the variability in the predictors. But equal variance and independence 
assumptions were violated with varying degrees for different predictors. High leverage points 
also had potential to alter the coefficients estimated by the model. Finally, for CLM, the major 
proportional odds assumption was violated for some predictors, as shown by the nominal test. 
For CLMM, no additional assumptions are required beyond the proportional odds assumption in 
CLM and the evaluation of the random test taker effects in LMM. Therefore, based on the 
significance levels of the predictors, model fit, prediction accuracy, and model diagnostics, the 
most appropriate approach to model the relationship between the features and human ratings 





CHAPTER 6.    DISCUSSION 
This chapter provides conclusions and discusses the results after briefly revisiting how 
each of the research questions is addressed. During the discussion, the findings of this study are 
related to the relevant literature. Limitations of this study are presented with future research 
directions suggested. In light of the findings, recommendations for improving the current 
operation of the OECT are made.  
Feature Identification and Selection 
The first goal of this study was to implement automated speech scoring technologies in 
extracting spoken features that were believed to characterize the construct of interest (i.e., 
communication effectiveness in the TEACH section) for the ITA test takers. To meet this goal, 
this study posed the first research question: What scoring features are potentially useful for 
assessing the construct in OECT TEACH? To answer this question, feature extraction, based on 
the identified criteria in the scoring rubric, was implemented utilizing speech processing and 
NLP techniques. Specifically, features that showed higher marginal correlations with human 
scores were identified. Moreover, PCA was used as a technique to make more effective use of 
those automatically extracted features. Through an iterative feature selection procedure, this 
study effectively identified 12 individual or aggregated features out of the several hundred that 
were initially extracted either from the audio files or the manual transcriptions of the speech. 
These selected features were crafted in a way such that each feature set represented a single 
scoring criterion to the extent possible.  
For the Pace and Delivery scoring criterion, the results indicated that higher abilities were 
associated with faster and more dense speech with fewer disfluencies. The finding about a large 




pauses per token (r = 0.47) is consistent with a large body of fluency studies (e.g., Bhat, 
Hasegawa-Johnson, & Sproat, 2010; Burstein, Cheng, Suzuki, Ave, & Alto, 2010; Christensen, 
2012; Cucchiarini, Strik, & Boves, 2002; de Jong & Wempe, 2009; Ginther, Dimova, & Yang, 
2010; Kang & Yan, 2018). This provides evidence for the usefulness of these fluency features 
for predicting holistic scores awarded by human raters in the simulated teaching tasks. 
Concerning the breakdown and repair fluency domains, the number of silent pauses, fillers, and 
repetitions/repairs showed significantly higher correlations when they were normalized by the 
number of tokens. This suggests the advantage of controlling for the response length in 
generating these count-based fluency features. The results also shed light on the multifaceted 
nature of fluency (Kahng, 2014). Specifically, the PC solution indicated a dominant speed factor, 
which contrasted with the features extracted from the speed versus breakdown or repair fluency 
domains. This finding is consistent with the factor solution given by Kang and Yan (2018) for 
the fluency domain features (with the signs for the loadings reversed). The result that the 
dominant speed factor showed an even stronger association with the human scores (r = 0.49) 
suggests that this variable has been shown to have advantages not only in interpretability but also 
predictive strength. Thus, this study recommends that researchers who are interested in the 
empirical performance of fluency features examine the latent structure of the fluency construct 
and use factor scores to measure the holistic speaking performance. This approach may be a 
more efficient solution to dealing with possible multicollinearity, as observed in previous 
research than reducing the number of raw fluency features, which may result in reduced 
construct coverage.  
Moreover, as having weak correlations with either the speed or breakdown fluency 




role of the repair fluency features in predicting holistic scores. This has been insufficiently 
researched in previous investigations into the construct of oral fluency or proficiency (Lahmann, 
Steinkrauss, & Schmid, 2015). Based on this result, this study recommends that an updated 
version of the OECT scoring rubric should reflect the aspects of Pace and Delivery to which the 
raters actually attended. The descriptions of the fluency features are vague (e.g., native-like 
delivery) and inconsistent in the current version of the OECT scoring rubric. That is, the fluency 
features in it appear in certain proficiency levels but not in others (e.g. choppy, hesitations, false 
starts). It is suggested that concrete and consistent descriptors about the speed, breakdown, and 
repair dimensions of fluency performance be added to the new version of the scoring rubric. 
For the Pronunciation scoring criterion, the results indicated that higher abilities were 
associated with higher likelihoods from the TEACH spoken responses against the native 
pronunciation models. This provides support for the utility of the likelihood-based pronunciation 
features in the scoring models. Among the log-likelihood scores extracted from the FAVE 
aligner, L7, the average likelihood density across all words normalized by the rate of speech, 
showed the highest correlation with the human scores (r = -0.40). This finding is consistent with 
the results reported in the studies conducted by Chen, Zechner, and Xi (2009) and Chen et al. 
(2018), who measured performance on TPO responses. In contrast to their works, this study did 
not use a mix of native and near-native speakers as the reference pronunciation model. Instead, 
due to the specific speech type used to train the FAVE aligner, a comparison between the OECT 
test takers’ speech in terms of the “accuracy” of individual phonemes and those from the US 
Supreme Court argument corpus was made in this study. Ideally, a speech corpus of academic 
lectures, preferably in the discipline of statistics, delivered by native or near-native speakers 




pronunciation features. However, such a corpus was, to the researcher’s knowledge, non-
existent, and building a forced aligner from scratch is beyond the scope of this study. Moreover, 
the strength of association between L7 and  the human scores is expected to increase by 
removing the likelihood scores from pauses, fillers, and even word segments present in the 
responses of this study. This would provide a stronger basis for comparing the performance of 
L7 in this study with that of Chen et al. (2009).  
In addition, this study identified a relatively strong association between the Google Cloud 
Platform Speech-to-Text confidence scores and the human scores (r = -0.32). This may suggest 
the feasibility in exploiting current ASR technologies in empirical investigations of speaking 
assessment. The direction of the correlation indicates that higher abilities are associated with 
greater likelihoods that the individual words in the test takers’ responses can be recognized 
correctly by the Google ASR. The ASR engine is trained on approximately 5,000 hours of phone 
service data, which may not be limited to only native speaker speech. The system is also trained 
using deep learning architectures, which provides the state-of-the-art performance in speech 
recognition. Thus, it is worthwhile to explore the utility of the ASR confidence scores in the 
educational and assessment contexts. However, the Google ASR documentation focuses on the 
front-end implementation of the API rather than back-end algorithms or models. The latter may 
be regarded as confidential information for the proprietary system, thus not readily accessible to 
the public.  
Though the likelihood or confidence scores cannot be directly translated into the existing 
scoring rubric that is used by the human raters, it is useful for future studies to identify and 
categorize a set of phonemes in the words that have lower likelihood or confidence values, 




errors associated with low-ability test takers can be identified and included as diagnostic items 
for the Pronunciation criterion. In this way, raters can be aware of these typical pronunciation 
errors when evaluating the responses. Furthermore, the identified errors can help the ESL 
instructors develop their curriculum and materials in a more informed way.   
As for the rhythm metrics, this study found that only two features passed the threshold: 
delta_v (r = 0.22) and rPVI_v (r = 0.21). The direction and magnitude of the correlations are 
similar to prior work using rhythm metrics for predicting holistic speaking proficiency (Chen & 
Zechner, 2011; Lai, Evanini, & Zechner, 2013). As a stronger association with human scores has 
been reported for the syllable-based PVI metric (e.g., Lai, Evanini, & Zechner, 2013), future 
studies may consider investigating the role of this metric. However, researchers should be 
reminded of the criticisms of these rhythm metrics in terms of distinguishing language typologies 
(e.g., Arvaniti, 2012). As applying rhythm metrics in automated assessment is motivated by the 
conjecture that the rhythm patterns of non-native speakers may deviate from those of native 
speakers (Chen & Zechner, 2011), future investigations into the types and degrees of such 
deviations at different proficiency levels of the test takers are needed. 
For the Vocabulary and Grammar scoring criterion, this study showed that higher 
abilities were associated with more word types (r = -0.40) or tokens (r = -0.46) and more 
sophisticated word types (r = -0.36) or tokens (r = -0.41). This finding highlights the importance 
of both lexical variability and lexical sophistication in human evaluations of the TEACH 
performances. In comparison, the results from Lu (2012), who investigated the ESL students’ 
oral narratives in TEM-4 Spoken Test data from the Spoken English Corpus of Chinese 
Learners, suggested language teachers should focus more on the range of vocabulary but not the 




(2012), the results of this study revealed that these frequency-based vocabulary features 
regarding lexical variation and sophistication could be effectively summarized as a single latent 
factor that is associated reasonably well with the human scores. Based on the results of the LCA 
features, this study recommends that an updated OECT scoring rubric include the dimensions of 
lexical variation as well as lexical sophistication.  
As for the vocabulary profile features based on a variety of corpora (i.e., TAALES 
features), higher abilities were found to be moderately associated (r = 0.20) with low-frequency 
words (against the COCA, BNC, or TL corpus). This indicates the importance of lexical 
sophistication in the speaking performances, which is line with the finding in Yoon, Bhat, and 
Zechner (2012), even though the two studies used different reference corpora. Similar to the 
frequency-based lexical variation and sophistication features, these features could be effectively 
summarized as a single latent factor. Different from Yoon et al. (2012) and Lu (2012) who 
identified a set of specific vocabulary items for distinguishing different oral proficiency levels, 
this study only focused on a general trend by correlating the automated features with the human 
scores. Based on the preliminary results, future studies should probe into the nature of lexical 
variability and sophistication to generate tailored vocabulary lists for each proficiency levels. 
Such generation may be informed by the vocabulary profile information retrieved from the 
reference corpora. These lists would provide concrete evidence supporting the scoring rubric 
updates and assessment-related curriculum or material development.  
In terms of the grammar features, this study showed that higher ability levels were 
associated with more complex syntactic structures, including the number of verb phrases (r = -
0.39), clauses (r = -0.38), dependent clauses (r = -0.36), complex T-units (r = -0.34), and 




particularly relevant to the number of dependent clauses and the number of T-units in the 
transcriptions showed a reasonably high association with the human scores. These results 
demonstrate the usefulness of SCA in L2 speaking assessment in addition to L2 writing 
assessment, to which the tool has been more commonly applied (e.g., Lu, 2017). As compared to 
Lu’s (2017) summary about the usefulness of SCA syntactic complexity measures for predicting 
L2 writing quality, the features identified in this study were all raw features without 
normalization by the number of clauses. This raises an interesting question about the differential 
role of these syntactic complexity features in predicting L2 writing quality versus speaking 
ability. Along with this line of thinking, future studies, beyond identifying the general trends, 
should also investigate the wide variety of (complex) syntactic structures present in the test 
takers’ responses and the extent to which these structures systematically differ across proficiency 
levels. This will move the OECT scoring rubric further by specifying how the grammatical forms 
could be controlled in terms of levels of complexity. It is worth noting that some forms of 
comparison with manually annotated syntactic structures in the responses should precede this 
proposed analysis. As this study used the corrected version of manual transcription where 
disfluencies were removed to extract the SCA features, it will be beneficial to identify the 
potential errors or mismatches in these automatically extracted syntactic structures based on a 
comparison between the corrected and the original versions of manual transcriptions. 
A relatively large number of TAASC features that measure the average strength of 
association of VAC and nominal complexity were found to have moderate associations with the 
human scores (average r = -0.23), providing additional evidence from L2 spoken responses in 
addition to written essays (e.g., Kyle, 2016). It was also found that these features could be 




identified syntactic sophistication features and human scores were also observed in Kyle (2016) 
who investigated the argumentative essays produced in TOEFL. In other words, a general trend 
can be identified where higher abilities are related to more strongly associated VACs on average. 
However, the direction of correlation for the nominal complexity features (number of 
determiners per nominal subject excluding pronouns) is opposite to that in Kyle (2016) who 
found that the number of dependents per nominal subject actually showed the strongest 
association with the human scores on TOEFL essays (r = 0.33). Note that the nominal 
complexity features take the form of ratios where the denominators are the number of nominal 
subjects. The positive correlations between these features and human scores found in this study 
suggests that higher abilities can be associated with less nominal subjects, which is similar to 
what Kyle (2016) found with the TOEFL writing data. Different from Kyle (2016), this study 
found that the clausal complexity indices only had weak correlations with the human. In 
summary, similar to the other feature sets where PCA was applied, a suggestion can be made for 
the TAASC features. That is, beyond identifying the general trends, a more refined analysis, 
which involves manually sifting through the parsed files of dependency structures, is needed to 
identify specific syntactic sophistication and nominal complexity structures for different scores 
levels. Again, such fine-level qualitative analysis will help identify important sets of syntactic 
and nominal structures that may inform the development of learning-oriented feedback. 
In contrast to the promising findings on using vector space models to measure test takers’ 
grammar (e.g., Bhat & Yoon, 2015; Chen & Zechner, 2011; Yoon & Bhat; 2012), this study 
found that the POS tag sequence features, where the test takers’ POS vectors and those from the 
reference corpora were compared, showed very low correlations with the human scores (average 




which also showed very weak correlations with the human scores, it raises questions about the 
benefits of applying this approach to scoring ITA speech data. It is possible that the raters not 
paying attention to the content of the TEACH materials, as instructed. However, effective 
communications move beyond purely linguistic phenomena. In a real pedagogical setting, ITAs 
and the undergraduate students may share some common knowledge of statistics. Ideally, both 
raters having a language assessment or linguistics background and raters specializing in the 
subject being taught should work together to co-determine the construct of communication 
effectiveness for the target test takers. On the other hand, other vectorization techniques, such as 
tf-idf (Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency), which evaluates the importance of a word 
to a document in building a corpus, or Word Embeddings (see Jurafsky & Martin, 2009), where 
words are represented as vectors such that the words of similar meanings have similar vectors, 
could be tested to improve the performance of VSM features.  
Finally, the discourse cohesion features, which are conceptually related to the Functional 
Competency criterion, showed moderate and positive correlations with the human scores 
(average r = 0.22). This indicates that higher abilities were associated with less TTR-based 
cohesive devices or stronger cohesion between pairs of sentences in the latent semantic space. 
This finding may suggest that the lexical density, as measured by the TTR-based cohesion 
features, is not as important as the sentence-wise semantic overlap in the raters’ evaluations. This 
result is slightly different from Crossley, Kyle, and Dascalu’s (2019) who reported a relatively 
high association (r = 0.37) between the source similarity word2vec feature and the human scores 
in the TOEFL iBT integrated speaking tasks. To make a better comparison, future research may 
consider using TAACO to extract the source similarity word2vec features between the TEACH 




Reliability of Human Scoring 
The second goal of this study was to evaluate the psychometric properties of human 
ratings to shed light on the reliability of expert judgments in the context of a complex rating 
design. To address the second research question (i.e., How reliable is the human scoring?) 
reliability of the expert raters using the rating scale was investigated using both CTT and IRT 
approaches. For the CTT analysis, similar to Kang and Rubin (2012), ICCs indicated a good-
level of agreement and consistency among the raters who assessed speaking proficiency, 
especially on the average score level. Furthermore, the variance in the observed test scores that is 
attributable to the test takers was far more substantial than that attributable to the raters in 
explaining the observed score variance. The ICC results were further corroborated by the G(q, k) 
index, which was the IRR index specifically designed to account for the complex rating design 
structures.  
Results from the IRT analysis revealed that the raters, as a group, may not be 
exchangeable as some distinct levels of severity/leniency could be observed, which was a result 
consistent with a number of studies conducted in similar ITA contexts (e.g., Yan, 2014; Yang, 
2010; Yang, 2016; Won, 2019). This finding suggests that, while the raters may appear to have a 
good level of consistency (as shown in the CTT indices), they may operate on different levels of 
severity/leniency, making the use of average human scores in training an automated scoring 
system problematic. Meanwhile, the raters were not separating the test takers into distinct ability 
levels as much as desired, even though, on average, the raters applied the rating scale as 
intended. This is a slightly different result as compared to Yang’s (2016), who found that OPI 
scores, the other section of the OECT, reliably separated the test takers into distinct speaking 




explanation is that Yang (2016) investigated the ITA candidates across multiple disciplines. 
Conversely, this study only sampled the candidates from the statistics discipline, so it is plausible 
that this group may be more homogeneous in terms of language ability. Furthermore, by focusing 
on a single discipline, less precision (or higher SEs) for estimating the test taker ability measures 
was incurred due to the loose connectivity between the test takers and the rater or time facets, 
which ultimately resulted in less distinct ability levels that can be estimated in this study. In 
order to identify the causes behind the narrow range of ability estimates, future studies should 
design a more tightly connected rating structure where the numbers of common test takers shared 
by the multiple raters are increased, which may result in more precise estimation. As for the rater 
effects detection, this study showed that the group-level indices did not raise severe rater effects 
issues as no overwhelming central tendency or randomness effects were flagged for the group of 
raters (Myford & Wolfe, 2004).  
More importantly, the IRT models offered fine-grained information about individual 
raters. To start with, the raters who were consistently more severe or lenient than the other raters 
were identified. Interestingly, Rater 7, who was estimated to be the most severe, is the most 
experienced rater, while Rater 13, who was estimated to be the most lenient, is the most novice 
rater among the participating raters in this study. The senior rater may be severe as they may feel 
obliged to “set the high standards” for the other raters by flagging even small flaws in the test 
takers’ performances (Eckes, 2015, p. 73). The presence of these raters may give rise to the 
distinct levels of severity/leniency seen in this group of raters. The fit statistics revealed that 
most of the raters’ rating patterns met the expectation of the Rating Scale Model, showing a 
reasonably good fit. The fit statistics also identified more overfitting raters than misfitting raters, 




techniques based on a different OECT data set in which test takers from multiple disciplines 
were included. Raters who exhibited central tendency effects were also identified by the 
expected score curves and category probability plots based on the Partial Credit Model. These 
indicators showed that some raters, more than others, had difficulty discriminating the score 
levels in the rating scale, which was a similar finding reported by Wu (2017). This means that 
the scoring rubric needs to be more explicit in highlighting the key indicators that distinguish the 
different ability/proficiency levels. For example, after the specific vocabulary or VAC items 
characterizing each score levels are generated qualitatively, these examples of language use can 
be presented in the rater training manual. By paying attention to the explicit linguistic cues that 
are indicative of lexical or syntactic sophistication, the raters are expected to improve their 
ability in distinguishing the test takers of distinct ability levels, which can be then be assessed 
using the CTT or IRT approaches, as demonstrate by this study. Moreover, in the rater training 
manual or in rater training sessions, there should be a section focusing on rater behaviors, 
including information regarding the various types of rater effects (e.g., central tendency, 
restriction of range, and randomness effects), so that the raters, especially novice raters, can be 
informed and made aware of the rating issue as commonly seen in performance assessment. 
More importantly, the CTT and IRT analyses should be conducted for each testing cycle to close 
monitor the reliability of human scoring and rater behaviors. In this iterative process, results 
from these reliability analyses should be communicated with the raters so that actions can be 
taken promptly to improve the human scoring reliability.  
Scoring Model Development and Evaluation 
The third goal of this study was to build and evaluate statistical models that reflect the 




research question: What approaches can be used to best model the relationship between the 
features and the human scores? To address this question, data analyses on both the score level 
(final score for each TEACH performance) and the rating level (multiple ratings from the raters 
for each TEACH performance) were conducted. A series of models from four main model 
classes, linear models (LM), linear mixed models (LMM), cumulative link mixed models 
(CLM), and cumulative link mixed models (CLMM), were built and evaluated. Model 
comparison and model diagnostics were conducted to select the most appropriate model on the 
score or rating level, respectively. This procedure may be a major methodological novelty in the 
body of literature in both automated speech scoring and empirical investigation of speaking 
performance in language assessment. 
Results of the score-level modeling indicated that the most appropriate approach to 
modeling the relationship between the features and the human scores was the reduced CLM that 
included the time variable, providing additional support for Chen’s (2012) proposition for using 
ordinal models in automated speech scoring. In this model, high abilities were significantly 
associated with the lapse of time, more filler words, fewer repairs and repetitions, and more 
sophisticated syntactic and nominal structures. The model provides a mechanism for jointly 
modeling the different aspects of the construct that are related to the raters’ evaluations. The 
significant predictors were mainly fluency features, which are the most well-studied feature set 
in automated speech scoring. The speed factor (i.e., slower speech with more silent pauses) had 
the largest effect size (standardized coefficient = -1.18), followed by the number of repetitions or 
repairs (standardized coefficient = -0.92), indicating the crucial roles of the Pace and Delivery 
criterion measured by speed, breakdown, and repair fluency features. The direction of the 




negative relationship between this feature and human scores (e.g., Cucchiarini, Strik, & Boves, 
2002; Ginther, Dimova, & Yang, 2010; Kang & Yan, 2018). However, the magnitude of this 
coefficient was relatively small as compared to the other predictors. A possible explanation for 
this unexpected finding is that the filler words may function as speech structuring devices 
orienting more stretched utterances with sophisticated syntactic structures (Clark & Fox Tree, 
2002). In other words, higher ability test takers may use their filled pauses to “buy time” prior to 
constructing messages in complex syntactic structures or using more sophisticated vocabulary. 
This conjecture can be further investigated by a more refined level of analysis on the fluency 
features. For example, future studies can focus on the linguistic contexts in which the disfluency 
features (e.g., silent pauses, filled pauses, repairs and repetitions) occur. The locations of the 
disfluency features (e.g., at the boundaries or junctures of specific grammatical units, such as 
clauses, sentences, or T-units, versus within these grammatical units) may be used to characterize 
the performance at different score levels. The structural information for the fluency features will 
help further refine the OECT scoring rubric or the diagnostic scoring items in the rating platform 
so that the descriptions of the Pace and Delivery criterion can be enriched, concrete, consistent, 
and supported by empirical evidence.  
In the score-level CLM, the significant relationship found between the TAASC features 
and the human scores not only indicates the importance of syntactic sophistication to oral 
proficiency, but also confirm the usefulness of the TAASC features for automates scoring in both 
writing and speaking assessment (e.g., Kyle, 2016). Based on this finding, this study 
recommends that future studies should investigate VAC and nominal complexity structures in the 
TEACH responses to identify differential patterns in terms of grammar usage at different score 




between the features and the human scores, with other features included in the model, is of more 
interest than evaluating each feature independently. By focusing on a subset of statistically 
significant predictors measuring fluency and syntactic complexity, the reduced model solution, 
which only focuses on the final TEACH scores, may be used to inform the development of a 
concise version of the OECT scoring rubric. 
As for the test taker random effects in the score-level CLM, its inclusion did not appear 
to further reduce much of the residual variance from the fixed models (LM or CLM), resulting in 
no further improvement in model fit and prediction accuracy in the mixed models. The extent to 
which the omission of this random effects term may impact the accuracy of the model for 
estimating the fix effects of the features on the human scores can be further investigated via 
simulation studies. Practically speaking, by including the test taker random effects on the score 
level, the “knowledge” about a particular test taker’s performance across time can be established 
in the model. By doing so, a priori information about the test taker can be utilized to make a 
score prediction when he or she appears again in the test. In other words, this prediction is made 
based on more detailed information about that particular test taker rather than relying on the 
averaged information across all the test takers in the training data.  
Finally, the identified score-level model showed superiority in model fit among the 
candidate models and reached a prediction accuracy of 0.62 for the three-way classification task, 
a correlation of 0.54, and a QWK of 0.53 with the human scores. These model performance 
results are relatively low compared to the state-of-the-art performance of existing automated 
speech scoring systems like the SpeechRaterSM, which reported a correlation of 0.77 on the 
speaker level (Chen et al., 2018). However, there are only eight predictors in the reduced models 




standardized test like TOEFL iBT. Even though the stakes of the OECT are not as high as those 
of TOEFL iBT, a failing grade in the OECT will prevent the ITA candidates from obtaining 
teaching assistantship, causing their financial stress and increased workload of taking the ESL 
courses. Thus, it is important that decisions are made based on acceptably reliable scores. To 
strive for more accurate model performance, future studies should seek to expand the feature 
inventory by attending to other aspects of the TEACH performance (e.g., language functions) 
and continuously monitor the raters’ behaviors. As suggested earlier, rater monitoring may be 
informed by the CTT or IRT reliability analysis, which is not currently considered in the 
operation of the OECT. 
The results on the rating-level modeling indicated that the most appropriate approach to 
modeling the relationship between the features and the multiple human ratings was to use the 
reduced CLMM that includes the time variable. In this model, higher ability levels were 
significantly associated with the lapse of time, fewer rater effects, fewer repairs and repetitions, 
better pronunciation, more varied vocabulary, and more complex syntactic structures. The 
number of repairs/repetitions feature had the largest effect size (standardize coefficient = -0.96), 
followed by the pronunciation feature L7 (standardized coefficient = 0.47). Notably, this model 
had enhanced ecological validity by taking into account the multifaceted nature of the 
performance assessment including ability-related predictors and factors from the time and rater 
measurement facets. Meanwhile, even though more variables can be factored into the model, the 
selected rating-level CLMM is also an efficient solution because redundant variables are 
removed via stepwise selection. For example, the speed factor, which had a prominent role in the 
score-level CLM, was dropped because it was highly correlated with L7, which was selected in 




considered, only the repair dimension of fluency can be measured distinctively due to the overlap 
between the speed or breakdown dimensions of fluency and pronunciation.  
The number of repairs and repetitions, which is not commonly reported in fluency 
studies, showed consistently good empirical performance across different modeling 
configurations; however, this feature was manually annotated instead of automatically extracted. 
Given its promising result, future effort to automatically extract this feature in spontaneous 
learner speech is desired. Specifically, futures studies can conduct further analysis in relating the 
number of repairs or repetitions in the TEACH responses to particular lexico-grammatical 
properties of the contexts in which these features occur or co-occur with the pausing features. It 
is evident that, in the rating-level reduced CLMM, almost all of the predictors, which measure 
the fluency, pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar aspects of the construct, are statistically 
significant (see Table 43). This provides the desired modeling solution. Beyond the identified 
relationship between the significant predictors and the human ratings, it is suggested that future 
studies investigate the specific ways in which the identified predictors may interact with the 
variables from the other measurement facets, such as the rater random effects, rater fixed effects, 
and time. Though more data will be needed to investigate these differential patterns, the focus on 
the interaction terms in the scoring models will be another major novelty contributing to the 
research in automated scoring.  
For the rating level modeling where the observed ratings were conceivably affected by 
more factors than the score-level modeling, the test taker random effects had a substantial role in 
explaining the variability in the data with the improved model fit and prediction accuracy. This 
result conforms to the practice of using mixed models in investigating performances in speaking 




whenever repeated measures of test takers and/or raters are involved, the test taker random 
effects should be considered in the modeling procedure. On the other hand, the benefit of 
including the rater random effects appeared minimal in the present study, suggesting the need to 
train raters to discriminate a broader range of the test takers’ ability levels. Ideally, when both 
test taker and rater random effects show advantageous properties in modeling, predictions on the 
TEACH ratings can be optimized because the model already possesses a priori information 
about the specific test takers or raters in the training data. Moreover, as the major practical 
benefit of using mixed models is the ability to generalize to a broader population, the rating-level 
CLMM selected in this study can generalize to the broader pool of ITA candidates in the 
Statistics discipline and trained raters in the OECT about the dynamic ways in which they 
contribute to the observed ratings. The extent to which such generalization can be made depends 
on the estimated variability associated with the fixed coefficients, which can be further 
investigated via simulation studies. 
Finally, the identified rating-level model reached a prediction accuracy of 0.64 in the 
three-way classification task, a correlation of 0.58, and a QWK of 0.57 with the human ratings. 
These promising performance results should motivate future research to adopt rating-level 
modeling frameworks, rather than using the average or summed scores over multiple raters. One 
way to potentially improve the model’s performance is by conducting an error analysis. For 
examples, based on the model’s predictions, the examples of misclassification or the cases that 
are predicted incorrectly can be extracted. Then, based on the above accounts in terms of 
qualitatively analyzing specific linguistic patterns of the significant predictors in the model, 
future studies can investigate the nature of misclassification that negatively impacts the model’s 




present study, the rating-level models are more susceptible to violation of the assumptions, 
especially for the continuous models (LM or LMM). Automated scoring systems that are based 
on multiple regression or linear mixed models should spare no effort to examine the assumptions 
so that their interpretations of the model’s parameter estimates and predictions are valid and 
accurate. For the CLMM, which was recommended by this study, non-proportional odds models 
can be examined in the presence of the mixed effects.  
Human Scoring versus Automated Scoring 
It has generally been challenging to identify the fit among the automatically extracted 
features, the human evaluations, and the construct definitions. This is particularly true in the case 
of the OECT where the construct, which refers to “the set of knowledge, skills, and abilities the 
assessment is designed to provide information about” (Evanini & Zechner, 2020), is less 
explicitly defined for the TEACH task. Notably, while the TEACH section aims to measure 
communication effectiveness in classroom settings, it uses the same scoring rubric as that in the 
OPI section (see Appendix A) that is designed to measure oral proficiency for daily 
communication. When evaluating the TEACH performance, only the holistic score that claims to 
measure “overall language effectiveness and comprehensibility” is used as the individual rating, 
even though the raters have the option to provide ratings for the areas of listening ability, 
communication skills, and cultural ability. It is unknown to what extent candidate performances 
in these aspects are factored into the raters’ decisions in assigning the single holistic scores. 
Furthermore, there was a delay in updating the scoring rubric or rating scale, even though the 
rater pool and rater training sessions have been continuously updated. No reports documenting 
the alignments between the human raters’ evaluations, in terms of specific features to which the 




performances defined in the scoring rubric are available. Therefore, the scoring models 
developed in the present study can only measure the linguistic elements shared by the OPI and 
TEACH scoring rubrics. To enable automated capability specifically for the TEACH section, 
fundamental validation research is needed to define and operationalize the construct for the 
TEACH section via domain analysis.  
Part of the challenges in identifying the fit between the automatically extracted features 
and human evaluations arises from the fundamental differences between automated and human 
scoring. For this, Xi, Zechner, and Bejar (2006) provided the following account: 
Human scoring, as a means of evidence identification, leaves unspecified both the 
variables (or features) used by the rater as well as the process for assigning a score to a 
work product (evidence synthesis) because it depends on the raters’ interpretation of the 
scoring guidelines and the mental processes used to assign a score. Construct 
representation in the case of human scoring, is maintained through the careful training of 
the raters, close monitoring of each rater, and the process as a whole. By contrast, 
evidence identification in the case of automated scoring specifies, in detail, the features 
and how they are to be aggregated; and construct representation is maintained through the 
set of features and their aggregation into a score (pp. 6-7).   
In Xi et al. (2006), careful feature selection is emphasized to enhance construct representation of 
automated scoring. The present study offers a methodology to quantify the human raters’ 
evaluations as a starting point towards feature identification for an automated scoring system. 
Based on the marginal correlation between the automatically extracted features and the human 
scores (Table 21), the surface-level aspects of the construct, including speech fluency (in terms 




native pronunciation models), lexical variability (in terms of the number of (sophisticated) word 
types and tokens), and syntactic complexity (in terms of the number of nominals, verb phrases, 
clauses, and dependent clauses), might be best measured by an automated scoring approach. For 
the aspects of vocabulary and grammar, measures that compared the linguistic instances present 
in the test takers’ performances and those obtained from the reference corpora also appeared to 
be important in the statistical models where the extraneous factors from the various measurement 
facets were statistically controlled.  
The easily computable features and the explicit scoring logic in the statistical models are 
the main advantages of automated scoring. These advantages can be further exploited, which 
brings opportunities to update the current operation of the OECT. For example, empirical score 
bands for the Pace and Delivery, Vocabulary and Grammar, and Pronunciation (segmental 
features) scales can be developed based on discretizing the relevant features (e.g., speech rate, 
the number of repairs, the number of word types, and the number of complex nominals) that 
showed high correlations with the human scores. Various binning techniques, such as K-Nearest 
Neighbor or Decision Tree, can be explored to arrive at an optimal solution of determining the 
thresholds. A particular proficiency level can then be described as meeting the multiple 
conditions dictated by the thresholds from the identified features. Based on such an empirical 
scoring rubric, which measures the aspects that machines have the most confidence in scoring, 
the sub-scores from the separate dimensions of the construct can be provided to the new ITA test 
takers. Even if a discretization technique is not used, providing the test takers with percentile 
ranks from the separate construct dimensions can still be informative to the test takers as a form 




quantitative evidence for the ESL instructors who design and implement curriculum and 
materials to cater to the individual students’ needs.  
On the other hand, the features that correlated weakly with the human scores or the 
aspects of the construct beyond the scope of the present study should also receive attention. One 
way to make use of automated scoring is to train human raters to take a complementary role by 
attending to the aspects not covered in the automated scoring (see Zhang, 2013). Specifically, the 
areas of prosody (rhythm and intonation), comprehensibility, and functional competency may be 
better evaluated by the human raters. By having the system score the surface-level aspects, the 
quality/reliability of the human evaluations on the higher-level aspects is expected to improve 
due to the reduced cognitive load for the raters. This is a very tentative proposition because it is 
unknown about whether the raters would be consistent when only asked to evaluate the higher-
order constructs. For this purpose, this study has demonstrated that both CTT and IRT 
frameworks can be utilized to investigate the reliability among the human raters. IRT analysis 
has the advantage of providing fine-grained information about individual raters’ behaviors and 
rater effects, which can directly inform rater training. IRT analysis should be frequently 
conducted so that the rating behaviors can be closely monitored.  
As automated scoring is based on concrete evidence from the speaking performances as 
well as transparent scoring rules, the other possibility is to use automated scoring as a diagnostic 
tool for human scoring (Zhang, 2013). For example, to further investigate the effects raters who 
negatively impact human scoring reliability, separate scoring models can be built to predict the 
ratings from these raters versus those from the non-effects raters. In this way, differential 
patterns in terms of how the features work together to explain the observed ratings can be 




relationship between the objective features and human evaluations of the higher-order aspects of 
the construct is many-to-many. For example, the structure of repairs and pausing patterns in 
fluency is also related to turn management in Galaczi and Taylor’s (2018) framework of 
interactional competence. Vocabulary and oral fluency are strong indicators of speech 
comprehensibility (Isaacs & Trofimovich, 2012; Saito, Trofimovich, & Isaacs, 2015, 2016). 
When an acceptable level of reliability among the human raters can be established, multivariate 
statistical analysis can be considered to investigate the extent to which the objective features can 
jointly explain the variability in a vector of human ratings in evaluating the higher-order aspects 
of the construct. In this way, the higher-order aspects that can be at least measured automatically 
by a set of objective features can be utilized to inform human judgment (Galaczi & Taylor, 
2018). 
Limitations 
As compared to the existing automated speech systems, the scope of this study is limited 
in that the textual features and the repair fluency feature are extracted based on manual 
transcription rather than ASR hypotheses. In this study, WER was used as a pronunciation 
feature, which did not correlate highly with the human scores. However, as the Google Cloud 
Speech-to-Text API achieved an average WER of 28.81 % for the TEACH audio files, future 
studies can extract the textual features using the ASR transcription and compare the model 
performances with those based on manual transcription. Moreover, it is foreseeable that accurate 
recognition of non-native spontaneous speech will be a major challenge. Future effort should 
also be devoted to tuning existing ASR engines (e.g., Kaldi) to accurately recognize the audio 




Another feature-related limitation involves partial construct coverage. A majority of the 
features considered in this study were surface-level features, which were either frequency-based 
linguistic units or measures of “distances” or “probabilities” between the test takers’ responses 
and native reference models. No deep-level features related to the Functional Competency 
scoring criterion nor features measuring interactional competence (see Galaczi & Taylor, 2018) 
were addressed in this study. This may lead to a biased evaluation and misrepresentation of the 
students’ speaking abilities as non-native speakers may resort to different communicative 
strategies to fulfill certain communication purposes (Gleason, 2014). For this reason, it is 
recommended that these features be rated by humans. However, automated approaches to 
measuring language functions have hardly been explored in the literature. The major reason 
could be that competing linguistic frameworks that explain the discourse features indicative of 
language functions exist, and that annotating the linguistic units based on a framework is 
extremely labor-intensive and time-consuming. One possible research direction could be 
applying a linguistic framework to extract language function features that are assessed in the 
OECT scoring rubric. For example, Mohan’s (1986) knowledge framework (KF) has been used 
to investigate the content knowledge structure and its construction process between the test 
prompts and the TAs’ short lectures (Levis, Levis, & Slater, 2012) because the KF is “a 
particularly relevant analytic framework for functional language use in the pedagogic discourse 
of ITAs” (Cotos & Chung, 2018, p. 4). Future studies can focus on the automatic extraction of 
the features measuring Functional Competence, such as the number of different types of 
language functions present in the test takers’ discourse (see Cotos & Chung, 2018), and the 




This study compared the performances of a series of models motivated by statistical 
theories. In terms of mapping the relationship between the features and human scores, which can 
be seen as training labels, there are a whole host of machine learning and deep learning 
algorithms. Some algorithms, such as Decision Tree and Support Vector Machine, have their 
bases on rigorous mathematical theories, while other algorithms, such as Neural Networks, rely 
on numerical approximations to arbitrary functions. The algorithms with fewer parameters, such 
as Decision Tree, K-Nearest Neighbor, and Naïve Bayes, are more interpretable than complex 
deep learning algorithms. More studies comparing these statistical learning algorithms with the 
conventional statistical models as those investigated in this study are needed. Moreover, recent 
developments in applying the deep learning architecture, particularly leveraging the capability of 
pre-trained models in transfer learning for non-native spontaneous speech, have shown very 
promising state-of-the-art performance (Wang, Evanini, Qian, & Mulholland, 2020). More 
directly relevant to the complex rating scenario where repeated measurements of the test takers 
are provided by multiple raters, recent work (Uto & Okana, 2020) has combined deep 
representations of language learned via transfer learning and item response model in a unified 
latent regression framework, which is another very promising research direction. 
This study also has several limitations in the research design. First of all, given the focus 
on quantitative modeling, qualitative components are minimal in this study. Future research 
should consider conducting focused interviews or think-aloud protocols with the raters to better 
identify the fit between the human evaluations and the construct definitions and representations. 
For example, as this study provided quantitative evidence regarding the prominent roles of the 
speech fluency, pronunciation, lexical complexity and variation, and syntactic sophistication 




aspects of the test takers’ spoken responses and provide qualitative feedback that can further be 
triangulated with the quantitative evidence. Results from the qualitative methods will not only 
provide substantive evidence as to the reliability issue in human scoring but also inform better 
feature development and selection. The other design-aspect limitation involves the sample and 
speaking tasks. This study only focused on ITAs from the Statistics discipline, resulting in a 
limited sample size, loose connectivity in the rating design, and inadequate precision of rater 
parameter estimates in the IRT model. Future studies should increase the sample size by 
replicating the research in other disciplines and investigating discipline-specific patterns in terms 
of the relationship between the features and human scores. Furthermore, this study only focused 
on the TEACH task, while ignoring the OPI task in OECT, as the mini-lecture is a less studied 
task type in automated speech scoring research. Future research should incorporate both tasks 
and investigate the differential patterns of features manifested in the two tasks.   
Finally, this study could be extended by considering additional analyses. Firstly, as 
parameter estimates in statistical modeling may not be stable due to limited sample size and 
loosely connected ratings, simulation analysis by applying Monte Carlo methods or 
Bootstrapping approaches (e.g., Zhou, 2020) could be conducted to attest to the empirical 
distribution of the parameter estimates. Theoretically, the simulation approach can also be 
adopted to evaluate the critical bands of fit statistics from the IRT models, providing a more 
stable or trustworthy means of estimating the variability of the target statistics of the data (Su, 
Sheu, & Wang, 2007). When the more robust modeling approach is established, analysis beyond 
the human-machine score comparison can be conducted. For example, machine scores can be 
monitored using IRT approaches (e.g., Wang, Zechner, & Sun, 2018); the issue of whether rater 




Engelhard, Foltz, & Rosenstein, 2018); additionally, and statistical approaches that combine the 
machine and human scores to derive an efficient and unbiased estimate of ability can be explored 
(e.g., Zhang, Yao, & Haberman, 2020). 
Concluding Remarks 
In the era of rapid technological advancement, automated speech scoring opens up many 
opportunities where multiple sources of information can be integrated. While techniques in 
speech processing and NLP are fast developing to help generate new features, it is equally 
important to make use of rigorous statistical methods, which may be less familiar to the 
researchers in automated scoring. Moreover, while applying the automated scoring technologies 
to local assessment contexts, fundamental considerations in validity and reliability should not be 
outweighed by technological innovations.  
Despite its limitations, this study provides an example for developing and evaluating an 
automated scoring model for a local assessment by bringing together the principles and “best 
practices” from distinct while inter-related disciplines. Specifically, this study first implemented 
feature extraction and selection based on existing automated speech scoring technologies and the 
scoring rubric of the local speaking test. Second, this study investigated the reliability of the 
human scores based on both CTT and IRT frameworks. Thirdly, this study investigated the 
extent to which the association between the automatically extracted features and the human 
scores could be statistically modeled. Results from this study provide quantitative evidence for 
future scale development, rater training, and support for assessment-related instruction for the 
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APPENDIX A. OECT SCORING RUBRIC 
Table 48.  
OECT Scoring Rubric 




















Communication is like 
that of an educated 
North American native 
speaker; 
always fluent & 
effective; no effort 
needed to understand. 
Support arguments, 
hypothesize, 
discuss in detail; highly 
competent to convey ideas on 
familiar & unfamiliar, 
concrete & abstract topics & 
to handle 
complicated communicative 
tasks in all situations. 







with only very 
slight “foreign” 
accent. 
Very strong (250-270) 
 
Communication is 
fairly close to that of an 
educated North 
American 
native speaker; always 
fluent & effective; little 
effort needed to 
understand. 
Support arguments, 
hypothesize, discuss in detail; 
sustain very strong but not 
excellent performance; highly 
competent to convey ideas on 
familiar & unfamiliar, 
concrete & simpler abstract 
topics & to handle 
complex communicative tasks 
in most situations. 
Effective pace; 
smooth delivery & 
fluency, with good 
use of English 
rhythm & focal 
stress to highlight 
meaning. 
Rich vocabulary & 
accurate grammar; 






may have a few 

















Table 48. Continued 











fluent most of the 
time; performance 
slightly weakens with 
more complicated 
topics and tasks; little 
effort needed to 
understand 
Somewhat support arguments, 
hypothesize, discuss in less 
detail; competent to convey 
ideas on concrete, familiar 
topics & to handle 
communicative tasks in many 
formal and informal 
situations; linguistic 
performance slightly weakens 
when handling abstract, 
unfamiliar topics or 
performing more complicated 
tasks. 
Delivery at a fair 
pace; fluency 
generally smooth & 
with good rhythm. 
Adequate, but not 
stellar vocabulary; 






















fairly effective; fluent 
most of the time; 
cannot sustain 
performance with more 
complicated topics and 
tasks; is able to 
compensate for the 
limited aspects of 
communication; some 
effort needed to 
understand. 
Explain, narrate, describe, 
compare; fairly competent to 
convey ideas on concrete, 
familiar topics & handle 
unsophisticated tasks in many 
formal and informal 
situations; linguistic 
performance noticeably 
weakens when handling 
abstract, unfamiliar topics or 
performing more complicated 
tasks. 
Delivery at a fair 
pace; fluency often 
smooth & with 
good rhythm, but 
occasionally 
choppy or too even. 
Good vocabulary; 
good but 
inconsistent use of 
all time frames; 
noticeable but not 
serious problems 






words may be 
unintelligible due to 
pronunciation 










Table 48. Continued 

















speaker expresses ideas 
freely, but has 
problems that impede 
communication; more 
effort needed to 
understand. 
Explain, narrate, describe, 
compare in simple ways, 
maintain conversation; able to 
convey ideas on basic & 
concrete topics of personal 
relevance in informal and few 
formal situations; can 
occasionally perform 
functions of Level 2 but 
unable to sustain 
performance. 
Delivery may be 
overly slow or fast; 
fluency with 
choppy flow, or 
very even rhythm, 










A few words or 
phrases 




errors or due to 
strong accent. 
Very limited (170-180) 
 
Some communication 
takes place, but speaker 
struggles to express 
ideas and/or has 
significant 
communication 
problems that make it 
difficult for listener to 
understand 
Barely create with the 
language to narrate, describe 
& ask/answer questions; 
able but struggle to convey 
ideas on concrete predictable 
topics in simple situations 
related to self; able to 
understand the task but unable 
to address the requirements of 
the task. 
Pace is often slow 











enunciation, or a 
strong accent may 















much effort needed to 
understand 
Little to no functional ability; 
able to provide basic 
information & respond to 
simple questions/requests but 
use language reactively; often 




fluency because of 
pauses, hesitations, 
& false starts. 
Poor to almost 













Table 48. Continued 








listener can only catch 
a few words. 
No functional ability, able to 
imitate & re-cycle 
interlocutor’s words; unable 
to understand the task. 
Not fluent; pace of 
delivery severely 
interferes. 
Lack of vocabulary 
& grammar. 
Pronunciation may 
make most ideas 
unintelligible. 
 













APPENDIX B. TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTION 
Table 49.  
Transcription Conventions 






Numbers spelled out one hundred 
thirty seven 
Write out in full 
 
Contractions transcribe as 
spoken 
can’t, I’m, gonna If you hear a contraction used, write it 
as a contracted form. 
Punctuation no special 
markup 





NAFTA Write letters with all caps, no space 
between letters. 
Individual letters surrounded by 
spaces 
I before E 
Y M C A 
Individual letters spelled out, with 




Filled pauses no special 
markup 
ah, eh, er, oh, uh Limited to this list 
Partial words -, (+) absolu- 
+absolutely 
Speaker-produced partial words are indicated with a 
dash. Transcribe as 
much of the word as you hear. Indi- 
cate intended word immediately after- 
wards, preceded by a plus sign. 
Speaker restart -- I thought he -- I 
thought he 
was there. 
Used when the speaker stops short 
and then repeats him/herself, or abandons the utterance 




* *knowledgement Speech errors or idiosyncratic vocabulary. 
NOTE: Do not use this symbol to 
indicate non-standard but common 
regional/social dialect pronunciations. 
Transcribe non-standard pronunciation variants or 








Table 49. Continued 






(()) They lived 
((next door to 
us)). 
Parentheses indicate a transcriber's 
best attempt at transcribing a dicult 
passage, or, if left empty, an entirely 
unintelligible passage. 




Use standardized spellings. 
 











APPENDIX C. FEATURE LIST 
Fluency Features 
Table 50.  
List of Fluency Features 













mean length of run mlr total length speech intervals (intervals 
excluding silent and filled pause 
intervals) / # speech intervals 
FAVE; 
Python 
number of tokens per 
second of total response 




# tokens per second of 
speaking time 
tokens_per_sec2 # tokens / total speaking time (time 




umber of words per second 
of total response 




number of words per second 
of speaking time 
words_per_sec2 # words / total speaking time FAVE; 
Python 
number of syllables per 
second of total response 




number of syllables per 
second of speaking time 




average syllable duration 
based on total responses 
ASD total response duration / # syllables 
based on P2TK 
FAVE; 
Python 
average syllable duration 
based on speaking time 















Table 50. Continued 






number of silent pauses npause # silent intervals (≥ 200ms) FAVE; 
Python 




number of silent pauses per 
token 




number of filled pauses per 
token 






number of repetitions or 
repairs 
nrep # repetitions (denoted as “-”) or 




repairs/repetitions per token 
nrep_per_token # repetitions or repairs / # tokens 





Table 51.  
List of Pronunciation Features 
Pronunciation 
Features 








L1 ∑ 𝐿(𝑥𝑖)𝑛𝑖=1 , where L(xi) = li 
𝑙𝑖 = ∑ log (p(𝑠𝑡|𝑠𝑡−1)p(𝑥𝑖|𝑠𝑡))
𝜏𝑖+1−1
𝑡=𝜏𝑖
, which is the total log-likelihood of 
word i, where τi is the starting time of the ith phonetic segment, xt and st 
denote the observed spectral vector and HMM state at time t, respectively. 
p(st|st-1) is the HMM transition probability and p(xt|st) is the output 











Table 51. Continued 
Pronunciation 
Features 
Feature Names Calculations/Explanations Extraction 
Tools 
average likelihoods 
across all words 









L4 L1 / total response duration FAVE; 
Python 
average likelihood 






, where t is the duration of segment i 
FAVE; 
Python 
L4 normalized by 
rate of speech 
L6 L4 / # syllables per second of total response (syll_per_sec) FAVE; 
Python 
L5 normalized by 
rate of speech 








Average of “likelihood” values assigned to each word in the audio GCP; Python 
 
word error rate wer3 Levenshtein Distance between the reference string (manual 












Table 52.  













delta_v ∑ (𝑥𝑘+1 − 𝑥𝑘)
2/(𝑛 − 1)𝑛𝑘=1 , where xk denotes the kth vowel interval, n denotes 




interval) x 100 
varco_v (delta_v / ?̅?) × 100, where  









rPVI_v Normalized Pairwise Variability Index: 
, where xk denotes the kth 







nPVI_v Raw PVI: 
, where xk denotes the kth vowel interval, n denotes 










delta_c ∑ (𝑥𝑘+1 − 𝑥𝑘)
2/(𝑛 − 1)𝑛𝑘=1 , where xk denotes the kth consonant interval, n 



















interval) x 100 
varco_c (delta_v / ?̅?) x 100, where  









rPVI_c Normalized Pairwise Variability Index: 
, where xk denotes the kth 







nPVI_c Raw PVI: 
, where xk denotes the kth consonant interval, n 




Table 53.  














Lexical Density LD # lexical word tokens / # tokens LCA 
Lexical Sophistication-I LS1 # sophisticated lexical word tokens / # lexical word tokens LCA 
Lexical Sophistication-II LS2 # sophisticated word types / # word types LCA 




















Corrected VS1 CVS1 # sophisticated verb types / √2 𝑥 # 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑏 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑠 LCA 



















Number of Different 
Words 
NDW # tokens LCA 
NDW (first 50 words) NDW-50 # tokens in the first 50 words of sample LCA 









mean # types of 10 random 50-word sequences LCA 
Type-Token Ratio TTR # types / # tokens LCA 




 Mean TTR of all 50-word segments LCA 
Corrected TTR CTTR # types / √2 𝑥 # 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑠 LCA 
Root TTR RTTR # types / √# 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑠 LCA 
Bilogarithmic TTR LogTTR log(# types) / log(# tokens) LCA 
Uber Index Uber log2(# types) / log(# tokens / # types) LCA 
D Measure D 











Lexical Word Variation LV # lexical word types / # lexical word tokens LCA 


















 Squared VV1 SVV1 (# verb types)2 / # verb tokens LCA 
 Corrected VV1 CVV1 # verb types / √2 𝑥 # 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑏 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑠 LCA 
Verb Variation-II VV2 # verb types / # lexical word tokens LCA 
Noun Variation NV # noun types / # lexical word tokens LCA 
Adjective Variation AdjV # adjective types / # lexical word tokens LCA 
Adverb Variation AdvV # adverb types / # lexical word tokens LCA 
Modifier Variation ModV (# adjective types + # adverb types) / # lexical word tokens LCA 
 
TAALES Features 
Table 54.  
















































number of words from AWL Sublist 1 in text/ number of 














Sum of frequency scores of all words in text against 







Sum of range scores (number of documents in COCA 
Academic that a word occurs in) / number of words in 









Sum of logarithm frequency scores of functional words 
in text against COCA Spoken / number of functional 






Sum of range scores (number of documents in COCA 
News that a word occurs in) of content words / number 









Proportion of bigrams in text that are among the 10,000 














Table 54. Continued 















Sum of Mutual Information scores (item 1 = first word, 
item 2 = following bigram) / number of trigrams in text 
with Mutual Information score 
TAALES 





Sum bigram frequency score against BNC / number of 









Sum of concreteness scores / number of words in text 












Incremental Age of Exposure (AOE) for words across 13 








EAT_types_AW Number of word types that come to mind in response to 






































PLD Mean phonological Levenshtein distances from a word to 
its 20 closest neighbors; neighbors determined using 








LD_Mean_RT Mean lexical decision reaction time in milliseconds 







content_poly Average number of senses for content words: Sum of 






1, Path 1) 
hyper_verb_noun_s1_
p1 
Average hypernymy score for nouns and verbs (most 
frequent sense, first path): Sum of hypernymy scores / 













Table 55.  



















Words W # words, defined sequence of letters that is bounded by white 
space (e.g., I, ate) 
SCA 
Sentences S # sentences, defined as a group of words bounded by sentence-
ending punctuations (., ?, !, …) 
SCA 
Verb phrases VP # verb phrases, defined a finite or non-finite verb phrase that is 
dominated by a clause marker (e.g., ate pizza, was hungry) 
SCA 
Clauses C # clauses, defined as syntactic structure with a subject and a 
finite verb (e.g., I ate pizza, because I was hungry) 
SCA 
T-units T # T-units, defined as an independent clause and any clauses 





DC # dependent clauses, defined as a finite clause that a nominal, 
adverbial, or adjective clause (e.g., I ate pizza because I was 
hungry) 
SCA 
Complex T-units CT # complex T-units, defined as a T-unit that includes a 




CP # coordinate phrases, defined as verb phrases connected by a 




CN # complex nominals, defined as 1) nominal clauses (e.g., red 
car), 2) nominal clauses (I know that she is hungry), 3) 
































Mean length of 
sentence 
MLS # words per sentence SCA 
Mean length of T-
unit 
MLT # words per T-unit SCA 
Mean length of 
clause 
MLC # words per clause SCA 
Clause per 
sentence 
C/S # clauses per sentence SCA 
Verb phrase per 
T-unit 
VP/T # verb phrase per T-unit SCA 
Clauses per T-
unit 
C/T # clauses per T-unit SCA 
Dependent 
clauses per clause 
DC/T # dependent clauses per clause SCA 
T-units per 
sentence 
T/S # T-units per sentence SCA 
Complex T-units 
per T-unit  
CT/T # complex T-units per T-unit SCA 
Coordinate 
phrases per T-unit 
CP/T # coordinate phrases per T-unit SCA 
Coordinate 
phrases per clause 
















POS Tag Sequence Features 
Table 56.  














Cosine similarities based on unigram, bigram, trigram, 4-gram, 
and 5-gram POS tag sequence overlap between the responses 









Cosine similarities based on unigram, bigram, trigram, 4-gram, 
and 5-gram POS tag sequence overlap between the responses 




Table 57.  





















ccomp_per_cl # clausal complements / # clauses, e.g., I am certain that he 

























pcomp_per_cl # clausal propositional complements / # clauses, e.g., I heard 





















# determiners (e.g., The man in the red hat) / # nominal 








# propositions (e.g,, The man in the red hat gave the tall man 
the money.) / # direct objects (e.g., The man in the red hat 









# relative clauses (e.g., I saw the man you love) / # 
propositional objects (e.g., The man in the red hat gave the 







# verb modifiers (e.g., I don’t have anything to say to you) / # 













Table 57. Continued 















ncomp_NN_stdev standard deviation of # dependents (e.g., determiners, adjective 
modifiers prepositional phrases, possessives, verbal modifiers, noun 
as modifiers, relative clause modifiers, adverbial modifiers, 
conjunction “and”, conjunction “or”) / # nominal complements 






ratio - academic 
acad_collexeme_
ratio 
Sum of Collexeme scores against COCA Academic / sum of 




only) - academic 
acad_collexeme_
ratio_type 
Sum of Collexeme scores (for all verb lemmas and constructions) 
against COCA Academic / sum of collexeme scores against COCA 










Average Faith score (for all verb lemmas and constructions, where 
constructions are cues and verb lemmas are outcomes or 
P(verb|construction), frequency of a verb lemma / (frequency of a 
construction associated with that verb lemma + frequency of a 
construction associated with all other verb lemmas) against COCA 
News 
TAASC 
average delta p 
score 
construction 





Average Delta p score (for all verb lemmas and constructions, 
where constructions are cues and verb lemmas are outcomes or 
P(verb|a particular construction) – P(verb|other constructions)) 
against COCA News 
TAASC 
average delta p 
score 
construction 
(cue) - verb 
(outcome) 
(types only) - all 
all_av_delta_p_c
onst_cue_type 
Average Delta p score for all verb lemmas and constructions, where 
constructions are cues and verb lemmas are outcomes or P(verb|a 
particular construction) – P(verb|other constructions)) against 










Table 58.  


















Cosine similarities based on unigram and bigram 













Cosine similarities based on unigram and bigram 





Table 59.  













lemma TTR lemma_ttr number of unique lemmas (types) divided by the 




content_ttr number of unique content word lemmas (types) 






















 function lemma 
TTR 
function_ttr number of unique function word lemmas (types) 





adv_ttr number of unique adverb lemmas (types) divided by 




argument_ttr number of unique noun and pronoun lemmas (types) 








overlap all lemmas 
adjacent_overlap_all
_sent 
number of lemma types that occur at least once in 
the next sentence / number of types in each sentence 







number of sentences with ANY lemma overlap with 









number of verb lemma types that occur at least once 
in the next two sentences / number of sentences in 








overlap all lemmas 
adjacent_overlap_all
_para 
number of lemma types that occur at least once in 
the next paragraph / number of types in each 







number of paragraphs with ANY lemma overlap 
with next paragraph / number of paragraphs in text 




























number of verb lemma types that occur at least once 
in the next two paragraphs / number of paragraphs in 









Average sentence to sentence overlap of noun 








lsa_2_all_sent Average latent semantic analysis cosine similarity 
between all adjacent sentences (with a two-sentence 
span) (LSA models trained on the newspaper and 
magazine sections of the Corpus of Contemporary 





lda_1_all_para Average latent dirichlet allocation divergence score 
between all adjacent paragraphs (LDA models 
trained on the newspaper and magazine sections of 







word2vec_2_all_para Average word2vec similarity score between all 
adjacent paragraphs (with a two-paragraph span) 
(Word2vec models trained  on the newspaper and 
magazine sections of the Corpus of Contemporary 

























conjunctions conjunctions number of conjunctions (e.g., and, but) / number of 
words in text  
TAACO 
order order number of order words (e.g., to begin with, next, 
first) / number of words in text 
TAACO 
reason and purpose reason_and_purpose number of reason and purpose words (e.g., therefore, 
that is why, for this reason) / number of words in 
text 
TAACO 
all_logical all_logical number of logical connectives (e.g., actually, 




pronoun density pronoun_density number of third person pronouns divided by number 
of words 
TAACO 







number of repeated content lemmas divided by 









Percentage of unigrams in text that are keywords 
(Keywords calculated based on relative frequencies 
from the combined magazine and news subsections 







Percentage of bigrams in text that are keywords  
(bigrams that include a verb) (Keywords calculated 
based on relative frequencies from the combined 
magazine and news subsections of the Corpus of 

















































































TAALES Features (Selected) 
 
 



















POS Tag Sequence Features 
 
Figure 18. Correlation Matrix for the POS Tag Sequence 
Features Based on BASE Corpus 
 
 
Figure 19. Correlation Matrix for the POS Tag Sequence 











TAASC Features (Selected) 
 


















TAACO Features (Selected) 
 








APPENDIX E. JACKKNIFE SLOPE INDEX FOR RATERS 
Table 60.  
































0.14 0.00 -0.08 -0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.2 -0.2 0.3 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 
Rater2 -0.15 
 
-0.44 0.30 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 
Rater3 -0.11 0.15 
 
0.01 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.2 0.0 -0.2 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 
Rater4 -0.51 -0.27 0.07 
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 -0.3 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
Rater5 0.14 0.07 0.00 -0.01 
 
-0.3 -0.1 0.1 0.2 -0.1 0.2 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 -0.2 -0.2 
Rater6 -0.01 0.09 -0.08 0.00 -0.1 
 
0.0 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.5 -0.2 
Rater7 0.01 0.09 -0.03 -0.01 0.2 0.0 
 
0.3 0.3 0.0 0.1 -0.2 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1 -0.1 0.0 
Rater8 0.10 0.12 0.07 -0.04 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1 
 
0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 
Rater9 0.03 0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.2 0.0 -0.3 0.2 
 
0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 
Rater10 0.01 0.04 -0.01 0.01 -0.2 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 
 
0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.2 -0.2 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.0 -0.5 0.0 
Rater11 0.02 0.05 -0.03 -0.01 0.2 0.0 0.2 -0.3 0.0 0.0 
 
-0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 
Rater12 -0.08 0.01 -0.34 -0.07 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 
-0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Rater13 -0.15 -0.03 -0.19 0.17 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Rater14 -0.02 0.03 -0.10 -0.04 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 
 
-0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.3 0.1 -0.2 0.0 
Rater15 0.01 0.06 -0.06 -0.01 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.2 0.2 0.1 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 -0.2 
 
0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 
Rater16 -0.27 -0.37 -0.04 0.22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.2 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.4 0.0 
 
0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 
Rater17 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.3 
 
0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 
Rater18 0.01 0.06 -0.28 -0.01 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 0.0 0.0 
 
0.0 0.1 -0.1 
Rater19 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.00 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.1 -0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 
-0.3 0.0 












































APPENDIX F. EXPECTED SCORE CURVES AND CATEGORY PROBABILITY 
PLOTS FOR ALL RATERS  











































































































APPENDIX G. SCORE-LEVEL MODEL DIAGNOSTICS  
Linear Model (LM) 
 Among the LM models, the reduced model with time has shown superiority in terms of 
fit and prediction accuracy. Thus, this model is submitted for further model diagnostics.  
Outliers 
 Figure 24 contains the added-variable or partial residual plots, which are scatterplots 
between the residuals where the outcome variable (TEACH level) is regressed on a particular 
variable and the residuals where the outcome variable is regressed on the other variables in the 
model except for that particular variable. 
 




In each graph, slope indicates the strength of relationship and the spread of scatters indicates 
precision of a particular regression coefficient. Two cases farthest from the horizontal mean and 
two cases with largest absolute residuals are identified. These can be seen as potential outliers. 
We can see that that some high leverage points can be observed: case 65 and 121 appeared in all 
plots. When case 65 and 121 are removed and the reduced model including time in LM is 
refitted, there are some slight improvement: adj. R2 = 0.44 and RMSE=0.29, AIC = 256.47, 
286.51, Accuracy1 = 0.62, Correlation1 = 0.57, Correlation2 = 0.64. Considering that the 
performance improvement is not substantial and the sample size is limited, these high leverage 
points are retained for subsequent analyses.  
Influential Points 
 Figure 25 shows the Cook’s Distance and Influence plots, where the circle sizes are 
proportional to the Cook’s Distances. Cook’s D is calculated by removing ith case/data point 
from the model and refit the LM, and it summarizes the sum of squared differences of all the 
other coefficients in the LM when the ith case is removed. The influence plot shows the hat 
values of each data point against the corresponding studentized residuals from the LM with circle 
sizes indicating the Cook’s D values. The hat values are the diagonal elements from the hat 
matrix (H), which projects the original values in the outcome variable (Y) to the predicted values 
(?̂?) based on the LM. The studentized residuals is a form of standardizing the LM residuals such 
that the variance of residuals is constant. Using these visualization tools, individual data points 
that have the potential to alter the LM coefficients, which are called “influential points”, can be 
identified. In these plots, we can further identify additional 3 cases (7, 54, and 102) as influential 
points, which affect the fitted regression line. When these points are removed, and the model 




65 and 121. For the same reason in retaining high leverage points, these influential points are 
also retained for subsequent analyses. 
  
Figure 25. Cook's Distance and Influence Plot on Score Level 
Normality 
The normality assumption requires that the (studentized) residuals from the LM conform 
to a normal distribution. Figure 26 shows the distributions of the studentized residuals. The Q-Q 
plot shows the empirical quantiles (rank ordering of the residuals) against the theoretical 
quantiles form a standard normal distribution. If the residuals are generated from the normal 
distribution, we expect to see that the points in the plot adhere very closely to a straight line. The 
histogram shows the frequency of the values in the residuals. When the normality assumption is 
met, the histogram will form a bell-curve shape. From these QQ-plot and histogram (with density 
imposed), the studentized residuals seem to be normally distributed, which is confirmed by the 
Shapiro-Wilk normality test (W = 0.99, p-value = 0.80). Thus, the normality assumption of the 







Figure 26. Distribution of Studentized Residuals for LM on Score Level 
Homoskedasticity 
 Figure 27 shows residuals against the fitted values. In a “well-behaving” residual plot, the 
points “bounce” randomly nearly the horizontal dotted line at Y-axis equal zero, where the points 
fall at the horizontal line represent the cases where the LM’s prediction matched exactly the Y-
value in the outcome variable. To assess the homoskedasticity or equal variance assumption, one 
expects to see a horizontal band of the residuals across the fitted values, which indicates that, as 
the fitted values increase, the distance between the points and the horizontal line is constant. 
However, in Figure 27, we only see three straight lines (strata). This is a common issue using 
continuous models, such as LM, on discrete outcome variable whose values are limited in range. 
For example, TEACH levels only take three integer values: 1, 2, and 3. Another tool to assess the 
equal variance assumption is to plot the residuals against the predictors in the model, as shown in 
Figure 28. In these component/partial residual plots, unequal spread of the scatters around the 
horizontal lines can be seen for some predictors. To formally test the equal variance assumption, 
the Breusch-Pagan test can be conducted. The test statistic is calculated based on the proportion 




from the original LM on the predictors. It has been shown that the test statistic is asymptotically 
distributed as a chi-square distribution under the null hypothesis of equal variance. The Breusch-
Pagan test, as implemented in the olsrr package (Hebbali, 2020) in R, shows that we don’t have 
sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis that the variance of the residuals does not depend 
on the predictors (equal error variance) (Chi-square = 2.06, df = 1, p-value = 0.15), indicating 
that the equal variance assumption is reasonably met. 
 
Figure 27. Residual Plot for LM on Score Level 
Multicollinearity 
 Multicollinearity refers to the situation where the predictors in LM are highly correlated 
with each other. To assess this assumption, the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) is calculated for 
each predictor. The calculation of VIF takes a predictor and regressing it against the other 
predictors in the LM. VIF for the predictor is computed as a ratio between 1 and 1 minus the R2 
from this auxiliary regression model. VIF indicates what percentage of the variance in the LM is 
inflated for each predictor due to multicollinearity. VIF values from 1 to 4 or 5 indicate moderate 




issue, making the regression model unreliable. Table 61 shows the VIF values for the predictors 
in the LM:  
 
Figure 28. Component Residual Plot for LM on Score Level 
 
Table 61.  
















 LM models the linear relationship between the predictors and the outcome variable. 
Figure 29 shows the marginal relationship between the response and predictors. Though the 
model lines (red) seems to match well the data lines (blue), which was based on Loess 
smoothing, the straight-line model (LM) may not be adequate to capture the relationship between 
the predictors and the outcome variable, which is non-continuous. 
 
Figure 29. Marginal Model Plots for LM on Score Level 
Linear Mixed Model (LMM) 
Among the LMM models, the reduced model with time has shown superiority in terms of 





Figure 30 shows the Pearson residuals, or the standardized residuals formed by the raw 
residuals divided by the corresponding standard errors, against the fitted values. The fitted values 
are obtained by adding together the population fitted values (based only on the fixed effects 
estimates) and the estimated contributions of the random effects to the fitted values.  
 
Figure 30. Residual Plot for LMM on Score Level 
 
Similar to the graph in LM, the shape is just a natural consequence of fitting linear model on 
nonnormal variable. However, a variation of Levene’s Test36 can be used to assess equal 
variance in mixed models. Essentially, the residuals from the mixed model are first extracted. 
Then, absolute value and square transformation are applied. Finally, ANOVA analysis is 
conducted on the transformed residuals, where a non-significant F test for the between-subject 
variance against the error will indicate equal variance for the mixed model. Table 62 shows the 
ANOVA table for assessing the equal variance assumption in the LMM.  
 




Table 62.  
ANOVA Table for Checking Equal Variance Assumption for LMM on Score Level 







Test Taker 73 5.14 0.07 1.04 0.45 
Residuals 77 5.26 0.07   
 
Based on the ANOVA table below, equal variance assumption seems reasonable 
Linearity 
Instead of duplicating the scatterplots in Figure 29, Figure 31 shows the scatterplots of 
each predictor against the Pearson residuals: 


















Figure 31. Residuals against Predictors for LMM on Score Level 
 
In any of these plots, there does not seem to be any linear pattern between the predictors and the 
residuals, suggesting that the relationship between the predictors and the outcome variable, if 




outcome variable may be needed as the straight-line mode does not seem to be adequate in 
accounting for the relationship.  
Normality of Residuals 
Figure 32 shows the Q-Q plot for the residuals from the LMM. We can see that all dots 
adhere closely to the diagonal straight line, indicating that the normality assumption is met. 
 
Figure 32. Q-Q Plot of Residuals for LMM on Score Level 
Independence 
Though the regular assumption of independence among observations could accounted for 
by the test taker random effects in the LMM, mixed models further require that independence the 
measurements/observations between the test takers. A procedure of assessing the independence 
assumption for mixed models37 is described below. First, the mean of each predictor for each test 
taker is calculated. Then, a linear regression model that includes the predictors as well as the test 
takers as fixed effects is fit. The coefficients estimated for each test taker are centered, and taken 
as the (centered) test taker fixed effects. Finally, the means of each predictors (from each test 
 




taker) are correlated with the corresponding test taker fixed effects. Table 63 shows the 
correlations: 
Table 63.  











We can see that all features are only weakly correlated with the test taker fixed effects, indicating 
that the independence assumption is reasonable in the mixed model. The time variable shows a 
moderate correlation with the test taker fixed effects, which is expected as the majority of test 
takers in the sample retook the test at least once. In other words, repeated measures were made 
for the test takers. Moreover, we can compare the differences in the coefficients when test takers 
are treated as fixed versus random effects. Table 64 shows the comparisons: 
Table 64.  
Comparison of Coefficients between Test Takers as Fixed Effects and Random Effects on Score 
Level 
Predictors Test Takers as Fixed Test Takers as Random 
Time -0.03 -0.08 
nfiller -0.09 -0.04 
nrep 0.17 0.09 
fluency1 0.29 0.31 
ASR -0.06 0.03 
TAALES1 0.07 -0.002 
TAASC1 0.10 0.06 





We can see that there are some minor differences between the estimates when the test takers are 
treated as random versus fixed effects. Therefore, the results do not raise significant concern for 
the independence assumption in the mixed model.  
Case Diagnostics 
 Finally, individual cases that could influence the mixed modeling results are. Figure 33 
graph plots the leverages values for each data points against the Pearson residuals:  
 
Figure 33. Leverage Plot for LMM on Score Level 
 
Using the leverage threshold of 0.25 to determines outliers (as observed in the plot), a new model 
without these observations is generated, and then the coefficients are compared to the original 
model with all observations. Table 65 shows the coefficients from the original mixed model with 
all observations (“Effect” column), the difference between the coefficients between the models 
(“Change” column), the standard errors from the original model (“SE” column), and the ratio 




significance level of the differences in parameter estimates between the original model and the 
model without the outliers. 
Table 65.  
Changes of Coefficients after Removing Outliers for LMM on Score Level 
Coefficients Effect Change SE Multiples 
Intercept 2.63 0.03 0.21 0.17 
Time -0.03 -0.004 0.01 0.31 
nfiller -0.09 0.06 0.06 0.95 
nrep 0.17 0.03 0.06 0.52 
Fluency1 0.29 -0.008 0.06 0.13 
ASR -0.06 -0.006 0.05 0.11 
TAALES1 0.07 -0.05 0.05 0.89 
TAASC1 0.10 -0.06 0.05 1.16 
TAASC3 0.12 -0.03 0.05 0.66 
 
We can see that all changes of the coefficients are small, indicating that the impact of high 
leverage points are small. Therefore, there is no need to remove high leverage points. 
Intra-Class Correlation 
ICC is a measure of how much of the variation in the response variable that is not 
attributed to fixed effects is accounted for by a random effect. It is the ratio of the variance of the 
random effects to the total random variation. In other words, it is a measure of the proportion of 
variance that is between the test takers versus the total variance (total variance = variance 
between test takers and variance within test takers). Based on the ICC, it is found that only 
19.90% of the stochastic variation in the response is accounted for by random test taker effects. 
But between-subjects (test takers) variations could help explain some variations in the predictors. 
For instance, the random test taker effects could explain 46.34% of the total variation in 
nfiller_per_token. But as the goal is to model the response variable, ICC shows that adding the 




Cumulative Link Model (CLM) 
 The proportional odds or parallel slope assumption is first assessed by running a series of 
binary logistic regression with varying cut-points on the response variable and checking the 
equality of coefficients across cut-points. To accomplish this, the ordinal response variable is 
transformed to a new binary response variable, which is equal to zero if the ordinal response is 
less than the cut-point, and one if the ordinal response if greater than or equal to the cut-point. 
Table 66 compares the coefficients based on the choice of Level 2 and Level 3 as cut-points: 
Table 66.  
Using Logistic Regression to Assess Proportional Odds Assumption for CLM on Score Level 
Predictors Y ≥ 2 vs. Y < 2 Y ≥ 3 vs. Y < 3 Difference 
Time -0.14 -0.15 0.01 
fluency_PC1 1.07 1.14 -0.07 
nfiller_per_token 0.70 0.39 0.31 
nrep_per_token 1.16 0.89 0.27 
gcp_confidence -0.47 -0.78 0.31 
taales_PC1 0.41 0.40 0.01 
taasc_PC1 0.44 0.60 -0.15 
taasc_PC3 0.62 0.44 0.18 
 
We can see only some minor changes in the coefficients for the predictors, indicating that the 
proportional odds assumption may hold.  
 Figure 34 shows the visual tool to assess the proportional odds assumption (Harrell, 
2001; Agresti, 2012). In this figure, the x-axis shows the logit scale and the y-axis shows the 
predictors, each of which is divided into four equal bins. For quantitative predictors, Harrell 
(2001) suggests binning the regressor and then plotting the logits for each of the J-1 levels of the 
response for each bin, where J is the number of levels in the rating scale. Each symbol is the 




being less than a certain category in the rating scale. To establish a common frame of reference, 
the first set of coefficients (triangles) are normalized to zero.  
 
Figure 34. Harrell's (2001) Visual Tool for Assessing Proportional Odds Assumption for CLM 
on Score Level 
 
The proportional odds assumption can be evaluated by checking the vertical consistency of 
distance between two symbols (J-1) across the levels within a predictor. The horizontal distance 
between the symbols represent the difference in logit values between the different J-1 levels. If 
the assumption is violated, the distance will depend on the different levels in the predictor. But 
such judgment can be subjective, and Harrell did not provide clear guidelines as to how much 
logit
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inconsistency in distance would lead to the belief that the proportional odds assumption is 
violated (Schmidt, 2012). 
 The “ordinal” package in R provides “nominal_test()” function to test the proportional 
odds assumption for all the variables. Essentially, an extended model that includes the varying 
slope depending on the level of the response variable for a particular predictor is fit and 
compared with the original model without the varying slope via likelihood ratio test 
(Christensen, 2019). The nominal test result for the predictors are shown in Table 67. 
Table 67.  
Nominal Test for Assessing Proportional Odds Assumption for CLM on Score Level 
Predictors LRT P-value 
Time 0.30 0.58 
Fluency1 0.34 0.56 
nfiller 1.23 0.26 
nrep 0.71 0.49 
ASR 0.88 0.35 
TAALES1 0.46 0.50 
TAASC1 0.006 0.93 
TAASC3 1.12 0.29 
 
We can see that for all the predictors, the test result consistently show that we prefer that reduced 
model that did not include that varying slope parameters. In other words, the test shows no 







APPENDIX H. RATING-LEVEL MODEL DIANOGSTICS 
Linear Model (LM) 
 Among the LM models, the reduced model with time has shown superiority in terms of 
fit and prediction accuracy. Thus, this model is submitted for further model diagnostics.  
Outliers 
 Figure 35 contains the added-variable plots or scatterplots between the residuals where 
the outcome variable (TEACH level) is regressed on a particular variable and the residuals where 
the outcome variable is regressed on the other variables in the model except for that particular 
variable: 
 




In each graph, slope indicates the strength of relationship, and the spread of scatters indicates 
precision of a particular regression coefficient estimate. Two cases farthest from the horizontal 
mean and two cases with largest absolute residuals are identified. These can be seen as potential 
outliers. We can see that that some high leverage points can be observed: Case 403 and 302 
appeared in all plots. Removing these two cases only results in small performance in fit but 
slightly worse prediction accuracy. So, these high leverage points are retained for subsequent 
analyses.  
Influential Points 
 Figure 36 shows the Cook’s Distance and Influence plots, where the circle sizes are 
proportional to the Cook’s Distances: 
 
 
Figure 36. Cook's Distance and Influence Plot on Rating Level 
 
Slightly different from the score-level analysis, we can further identify 3 additional cases: 13, 
371, and 40, as potential influential points. When these points are removed, and the model 
refitted, it is found that improvements in fit and prediction accuracy are small. So, these 






Figure 37 shows the distributions of the studentized residuals. As compared to the score-
level analysis, these studentized residuals seem to deviate from normal distribution. Shapiro-
Wilk normality test further confirmed this with a test statistic W = 0.98 and p-value < 0.0001. So, 
normality assumption is violated. 
 
 
Figure 37. Distribution of Studentized Residuals for LM on Rating Level 
 
Homoskedasticity 
 Figure 38 shows residuals against the fitted values. We can see that the plot shows a 
common issue of non-continuous response variable: typical foot-ball shape residual plot when 
the response variable is non-continuous. Figure 39 plots the residuals against each predictor in 
the model. In these component/partial residual plots, unequal spread of the scatters around the 
horizontal lines can be seen for some predictors. Breusch-Pagan test confirms that we have 
sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis of constant error variance (Chi-square = 12.20, df 







Figure 38. Residual Plot for LM on Rating Level 
 
 
Figure 39. Component Residual Plot for LM on Rating Level 



















































































































































































 Table 68 shows the VIF values for the predictors in the LM. We can see that all VIF 
values are small (less than 2), indicating no issue of multicollinearity in the model. 
Table 68.  










Figure 40 shows the marginal relationship between the response and predictors. We can 
see that for some predictors the model lines (red) deviated from the data lines (blue), and the 
straight-line model seemed insufficient to capture the relationship between the predictors and the 
human ratings, which is non-continuous. Moreover, Durbin-Watson test of auto-correlation 
showed small p-value (Durbin-Watson test statistic = 1.30), indicating that successive error terms 
are correlated. In other words, the auto-correlation in the responses should be accounted for.   
Linear Mixed Model (LMM) 
Among the LMM models, the reduced model with time has shown superiority in terms of 
fit and prediction accuracy. Thus, this model is submitted for further model diagnostics.  
Equal Variance 
 Figure 41 shows the Pearson residuals against the fitted values. Similar to the graph in 
LM, the shape is just a natural consequence of fitting linear model on nonnormal variable. A 




shows the ANOVA table. Different from the score-level analysis, the test shows that the equal 
variance assumption does not hold in the rating-level reduced LMM with time model. 
 
Figure 40. Marginal Model Plots for LM on Rating Level 
 
 
Figure 41. Residual Plot for LMM on Rating Level 








































































Table 69.  
ANOVA Table for Checking Equal Variance Assumption for LMM on Rating Level 







Test Taker 73 6.39 0.09 1.37 0..03* 
Residuals 299 19.06 0.06   
 
Linearity 
 Figure 42 shows the scatterplots of each predictor against the Pearson residuals. In any of 
these plots, there does not seem to be any linear pattern between the predictors and the residuals, 
suggesting that the relationship between the predictors and the outcome variable, if any, has been 
modeled. But as previously stated in Figure 39, non-linear transformation to the outcome 
variable may be needed as the straight-line mode does not seem to be adequate in accounting for 
the relationship.  




















Normality of Residuals 
Figure 43 shows the Q-Q plot for the residuals from the model. All dots adhere closely to 
the diagonal straight line, indicating that the normality assumption is met. This can be confirmed 
by Shapiro-Wilk test: W = 0.99, p-value = 0.06. Note in LM, the normality assumption was 
violated. So, it could be argued that adding the test taker random effects help meet the normality 
assumption for linear modeling. 
 
Figure 43. Q-Q Plot of Residuals for LMM on Rating Level 
 
Independence 
Table 70 shows the correlation between the predictors and the test taker fixed effects. 
Different from the score-level analysis, the correlations between ASR confidence score and the 
test taker fixed effects is relatively large, casting some doubts to the independence assumption. 
Moreover, we can compare the differences in the coefficients when test takers are treated as 




Table 70.  










Table 71.  
Comparison of Coefficients between Test Takers as Fixed Effects and Random Effects on Rating 
Level 
Predictors Test Takers as Fixed Test Takers as Random 
Time -0.04 -0.07 
nrep 0.15 0.13 
L7 -0.15 0.13 
ASR -0.04 0.02 
TAALES1 0.04 0.006 
TAASC3 0.10 0.09 
 
 
We can see that there’re some minor differences between the estimates when test takers are 
treated as random effects versus fixed effects. Note ASR confidence score and TAALES1 show 
relatively larger differences, further showing that independence assumption is more problematic 
in the rating-level LMM.  
Case Diagnostics 
 We identify individual cases that could influence the mixed modeling results. Figure 44 





Figure 44. Leverage Plot for LMM on Rating Level 
 
Compared to the score-level analysis, there are more leverage points that can be identified. By 
still using the same threshold of 0.25, Table 72 shows the coefficients from the original mixed 
model with all observations (“Effect” column), the difference between the coefficients between 
the models (“Change” column), the standard errors from the original model (“SE” column), and 
the ratio between the differences and standard errors, providing a sense of significance level of 
the differences in parameter estimates. 
Table 72.  
Changes of Coefficients after Removing Outliers for LMM on Rating Level 
Coefficients Effect Change SE Multiples 
Intercept 2.89 0.16 0.18 0.89 
Time -0.04 -0.006 0.01 0.54 
nrep 0.15 -0.02 0.04 0.45 
L7 -0.15 0.02 0.04 0.37 
ASR -0.04 0.02 0.03 0.55 
TAALES1 0.04 -0.01 0.04 0.29 




We can see that all changes of the coefficients are small, which is the same as the score-level 
analysis. However, the multipliers, which can be seen as a signal-to-noise ratios, are relatively 
large for Time and ASR confidence, indicating that leverage points may alter the coefficients for 
these predictors.  
Intra-Class Correlation 
ICC measures the proportion of variance that is between test takers versus the total 
variance. Based on the ICC, it is found that there are 41.83% of the stochastic variation in the 
response that can be accounted for by the random test taker effects, indicating that adding this 
test taker random effects is quite helpful. The between-subjects (test takers) variations could also 
help explain variations in the predictors. Table 73 shows the proportion of variance attributable 
to the random test taker effects out of the total variance of a particular predictor, which provides 
further evidence about the benefit of including the test taker random effects in the model. 
Table 73.  
Predictors' Variances Explained by the Random Test Taker Effects for LMM on Rating Level 








Cumulative Link Model (CLM) 
Table 74 compares the coefficients based on the choice of Level 2 and Level 3 as cut-
points in the logistic regression model to assess the proportional odds assumption. As compared 
to the score-level analysis, the differences in the estimates are relatively large for LCA1, making 




Table 74.  
Using Logistic Regression to Assess Proportional Odds Assumption for CLM on Rating Level 
Predictors Y ≥ 2 vs. Y < 2 Y ≥ 3 vs. Y < 3 Difference 
Time -0.06 -0.11 0.05 
nrep 0.85 0.78 0.07 
L7 -0.51 -0.62 -0.11 
ASR -0.30 -0.38 0.08 
LCA1 0.40 0.81 -0.41 
TAALES 0.40 0.34 0.06 
TAASC3 0.60 0.31 0.29 
TAACO1 -0.50 -0.48 -0.02 
 
 Figure 45 shows the visual tool to assess the proportional odds assumption (Harrell, 
2001; Agresti, 2012). Compared to the score-level analysis, there is less consistency for the 
empirical logits in the different levels of a predictor, despite that there is some consistency in 
adjacent levels for some predictors (e.g., nrep, ASR confidence score), suggesting that the rating-
level reduced CLM is more susceptible to violation of the proportional odds assumption. Table 
75 shows the nominal test results. We can see LCA1 violated the proportional odds assumption, 
which is consistent with the binary logistic regression results. Moreover, the p-value for 
TAASC3 is only slightly larger than 0.05. This is also consistent with the visual tool where we 
can see that the consistency for these two predictors are the poorest.  
Table 75.  
Nominal Test for Assessing Proportional Odds Assumption for CLM on Rating Level 
Predictors LRT P-value 
Time 0.39 0.53 
nrep 0.24 0.63 
L7 0.59 0.44 
ASR 0.34 0.56 
LCA1 5.38 0.02* 
TAALES1 0.0002 0.99 
TAASC3 3.49 0.06. 






Figure 45. Harrell's (2001) Visual Tool for Assessing Proportional Odds Assumption for CLM 
on Rating Level 
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